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Abstract
The behaviour of concrete structures subjected to high impulsive loading such as
blast involves complex responses at the constituent material as well as local to
global structural levels. To fully describe the processes involved, detailed
numerical simulation is generally required and it is in fact commonly employed
nowadays in this field of investigations. However, the demands on a rigorous
computational model with the capability to represent different regimes of
responses throughout the entire process, namely the stress wave stage under the
immediate impulsive (blast) loading, the development of local composite
mechanism (such as shear), and finally the global bending / residual structural
state, have not been established nor thoroughly investigated in the literature.
This thesis aims to fill in this gap and develop an effective and efficient
modelling framework for reinforced concrete (RC) structures under impulsive
loading, with a particular focus on the analysis of complex dynamic shear
mechanisms and the residual structural capacities.
This thesis uses a benchmark RC slab as a testbed to firstly examine the validity
of commonly applied finite element setup and typical material models for the
analysis of the structural response into the global deformation phase and the
residual state. This is followed by a detailed scrutiny of the demands on the
concrete material model in terms of preserving a realistic representation of the
tension/shear behaviour and the significance of such features in simulating
realistically the structural response in a reinforced concrete environment.
Deficiencies of a widely used concrete material model, namely the Karagozian
and Case concrete (KCC) model, in this respect are investigated and a
modification scheme to the relevant aspects of the material model is proposed.
The modification is demonstrated to result in satisfactory improvement in terms
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of ensuring more robust simulation of reinforced concrete response to blast
loading.
To deal with the inevitable modelling uncertainties in the part of concrete
surrounding reinforcing bars in a numerical model, an equivalent transitional
layer model is proposed for use in finite element modelling of RC structures
subjected to impulsive loading. The main objectives of the equivalent transitional
layer are to achieve a consist transfer of stress between rebar to concrete outside
the transitional zone, and to maintain a realistic relative “sliding” displacement
between the outer edge of the transitional layer and the rebar, while the inner
edge of the transitional layer is perfectly bonded (with node-sharing) to the
rebar. With appropriate descriptions of the softening and failure of the material
for the transitional layer, the deformation profile and the strength can be
reasonably represented in a consistent manner using the perfect-bond scheme
which is commonly adopted in this field of applications. The transitional layer
also incorporates features to ensure mesh-independent bond strength. Validation
of proposed transitional layer model is carried out against results from RC pullout and beam experiments.
The above modelling framework is subsequently employed to investigate the
dynamic shear resistance of RC beam/slab under impulsive loading, recognising
that the information on the dynamic shear strength in very scarce in the
literature. The influence of loading rate on the change of shear span, which
alters the shear resistance mechanism and generally results in an increase of the
shear capacity, is discussed. The influence of the strain rate enhancement of the
material strength on the dynamic shear capacity is also evaluated.

Keywords: Impulsive load, blast, dynamic effects, reinforced concrete, numerical
modelling, shear resistance
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Lay summary
Computational simulation has been widely used for building design against blast
and impact. To fully describe the behaviour and failure process of reinforced
concrete structures after the blast, detailed numerical simulation is generally
required and commonly employed nowadays in this field of investigations.
However the requirements of the simulation method to describe different
regimes of responses throughout the entire process have not been established
nor thoroughly investigated in the literature. This thesis aims to fill in this gap
and develop an effective and efficient modelling method to investigate what
happens when reinforced concrete structures are exposed to blast.
This thesis firstly identifies the demands on the modelling of concrete material in
terms of preserving a realistic representation of its shear and tensile behaviour
and the significance of such features in simulating realistically the structural
response in a reinforced concrete environment. Modification has been proposed
to existing simulation method for concrete, and the author also introduces a
practical method to consider the interaction between the concrete and the steel
reinforcement bars.
The above modelling method is subsequently employed to investigate the
dynamic performance of RC beam and slab under blast. The influence of
different blast types on the load-carrying mechanism and performance of
concrete members, is discussed. A simplified analytical method has been
proposed to predict the demand of blast load and the performance of reinforced
concrete members.
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Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Background

When a reinforced concrete (RC) structure is subjected to impulsive load,
particularly blast, the immediately affected RC components will undergo several
stages of the dynamic responses, including firstly a shock and stress wave phase
within the material, followed by structural level response characterised by shear
and bending deformation due to the energy imparted by the load impulse. The
structural response can be further divided into three consecutive stages
according to the dominant force effects, namely intense concentrated shear near
support (direct shear), intense shear over a relatively small shear span (diagonal
shear), and global bending (flexure) stage.
It is generally understood that, depending on the intensity of the shear forces
that may develop in the first two consecutive stages, direct shear and diagonal
shear failure may occur, leading to partial or total failure of the structural
member at these stages. If the member can survive from the above sheardominated stages, global flexural response can then develop which will largely
depend upon the impulse of the blast load.
So far in practice, the majority of the blast response analysis methods and the
assessment criteria have been based on a global bending mode of responses. The
transient high shear phenomena have not been dealt with in a systematic way.
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On the one hand, there is a lack of generally accepted method for the analysis of
the high transient shear forces; on the other hand, there is very little
understanding about the dynamic shear resistance mechanisms and how they
should be appropriately analysed.
As the behaviour of concrete structures subjected to blast type of high impulsive
load involves such complex responses at both the constituent material level as
well as the structural level, to fully describe the processes requires sophisticated
numerical model. In fact there has been extensive research effort in recent years
to employ numerical model techniques in attempt to simulate the high dynamic
responses of concrete structures under blast and impact loads. However, a
comprehensive computational model with the capability to represent different
regimes of responses throughout the entire process, covering rigorously the
stress wave effects and the different stages of the structural responses, so as to
yield realistic response predictions, has not been thoroughly investigated.
It is generally understood that the dominate mechanisms in the global
deformation phase can be significantly different from those in the high-intensity
transient local response phase; the fact that the pressure level becomes low in
this phase of response requires the material model to be able to accommodate
tension, shear, as well as the relatively simple compression behaviour under low
pressure but still complex multi-axial stress condition. Thus a numerical model
which has shown sound performance in high-intensity stress applications may
not necessarily perform as well in a reinforced concrete environment under a
global deformation scenario. The demand on the material model being able to
exhibit appropriate behaviour in tension and shear becomes particularly
important in reinforced concrete structures to ensure that transfer of stresses
between concrete and reinforcing bars in the structural response phases can take
place in a realistic “reinforced concrete” composite manner.
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This thesis aims to fill in this gap and develop an effective modelling framework
for reinforced concrete (RC) structures under impulsive loading. One of the key
issues to be addressed is to ensure the concrete material model perform robustly
not only in the intensive stress wave phase of the response but also in the
subsequent structural response stages, and to this end a comprehensive
investigation into the concrete model behaviour under different working
conditions has to be carried out. On the basis of establishment of a robust
computational model for RC member for high dynamic analysis, investigation is
extended into the dynamic shear phenomena including the transient shear
response, the development of shear span under different rates of loading, and
ultimately the dynamic shear resistance.

1.2

Objective and scope

The main objective of this research work is to develop a holistic computational
model to be capable of analysing the response of RC members throughout the
entire process of impulsive dynamic responses. The model is then applied to
investigate the key characteristics of the dynamic response of reinforced concrete
members under shock and blast loading. Specific objectives and the scope of the
main tasks are listed as follows:
•

Through a numerical simulation of an experimental RC slab under blast
loading, issues and demands on the reinforced concrete models that
would be capable of modelling both the stress wave behaviour as well as
the structural behaviour are scrutinised.

•

Detailed investigations into the concrete material model in terms of its
ability in preserving a realistic representation of the tension/shear
behaviour in a reinforced concrete environment follow. Modifications to
the widely used Karagozian & Cases concrete (KCC) model are proposed
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to rectify issues relating to premature failure of the interaction to
reinforcing bars.
•

Considering practical applications where steel reinforcement often needs
to be modelled as one-dimensional bar (or beam) element, an interface
layer model is proposed to represent the equivalent layer of concrete
surrounding the fictitious rebar elements for use in practical finite
element modelling of RC structures. The proposed model is validated
against pull-out experiments available from the literature.

•

A representative beam member is modelled to demonstrate the transient
high shear phenomena under different rates of loading. The transient
high shear force developed in the early response (prior to the global
bending) in terms of the amplitude and distribution is scrutinised. The
increase of the dynamic shear resistance is also observed.

•

An extensive modelling investigation is then conducted on the dynamic
shear resistance of RC beam/slab under impulsive loading. The
contributors to the increase of the dynamic shear resistance are
thoroughly examined. In particular, the change of shear span with the
loading rate, which alters the shear resistance mechanism and generally
results in increase of shear capacity, is discussed. The contribution of
material rate effect, as well as other structural effect, in the dynamic
shear capacity increase is evaluated.

•

By characterising the three deformation modes, a simplified analytical
approach is proposed to predict the high shear force demand of RC
structures under impulsive loading using the SDOF approach. The
dynamic shear resistance in the simplified analysis is established through
the relation between the developed effective shear span and the structural
and material rate effect in relation to the loading rate.
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Organisation of the thesis

After a general introduction of the thesis in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 presents a
review of the literature with an aim to identify key issues in the establishment of
a holistic FE modelling framework for analysing reinforced concrete structures
under impulsive load. This includes a comprehensive discussion on the concrete
material models available in hydrocodes, and a review on some recent numerical
modelling developments in this field. The review of more specific techniques
concerning each topical area is incorporated in the respective individual chapter.
Chapter 3 uses a benchmark RC slab as a testbed to firstly examine the validity
of commonly applied finite element setup and typical material models for the
analysis of the RC structural response. This is followed by a detailed scrutiny of
the demands on the concrete material model in terms of preserving a realistic
representation of the tension/shear behaviour. The abnormal behaviour of the
material model in this respect is investigated to pave a way for the development
of possible remedies.
In Chapter 4, a modification scheme is proposed in order to rectify the behaviour
of the KCC model towards the retention of a minimum level of residual tensile
strength under large deformation. The scheme encompasses a modification to
the damage accumulation law (the η -λ curve) and an adjustment to the
softening control parameter in the model. The modification is demonstrated to
improve the KCC model behaviour in the reinforced concrete response regime
remarkably.
Chapter 5 presents the development of an equivalent transitional layer model to
deal with the numerically-induced uncertainties in the part of concrete
surrounding reinforcing bars in a numerical model, especially when a fictitious
line-element model is employed to represent the reinforcing bars. The equivalent
stress and strain states in the transitional zone are derived. Descriptions of the
failure surfaces and softening rules are introduced. Validation of the proposed
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transitional layer model is carried out against results from RC pull-out and beam
experiments available from the literature.
In Chapter 6, a simplified beam model is utilised to look into and demonstrate
the key phenomena associated with the development of high shear forces,
especially when the blast pulse duration gets very short. The process of the beam
response moving through the high shear stages to global bending is examined
and the dominant deformation modes are characterised. The increasing demand
on the shear resistance as loading rate increases is examined and discussed.
In Chapter 7, a comprehensive numerical investigation into the transient high
shear phenomena is conducted. The detailed response modes and failure
mechanisms, in connection with the timescales, are examined. The development
of the transient high shear response is further characterised in connection with
the load pulse duration. The increase of the dynamic shear resistance is analysed
firstly from the perspective of shortened shear span. The influence of the strain
rate enhancement of the material strength on the dynamic shear capacity is also
evaluated.
Chapter 8 characterises the three dominant deformation modes, and presents a
simplified SDOF-based approach to predict the high shear demand. Empirical
formula to predict the dynamic direct and diagonal shear resistance is proposed.
Parameters considering the structural and material rate effect are incorporated.
Chapter 9 summarizes the main conclusions and recommendations of further
research.
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Chapter 2: Literature review

2.1

Introduction

Understanding and subsequently modelling the mechanical/material behaviour
of concrete under different loading states is an essential yet challenging task for
civil engineers. Unfortunately, attention to constitutive modelling, especially for
highly damaged material states, is too often left underappreciated and material
models are commonly used outside their domain of applicability. Moreover, FE
analysts are often faced with selecting from an array of different concrete
constitutive models but may only have limited experience and background upon
which to select the most appropriate model and deploy it reliably.
Recent years have witnessed increasing use of high fidelity FE simulation
techniques, and developments in this area have made it possible to investigate
the structural failure mechanisms localised in a smaller scale of observation.
However at this scale of observation complexities often arise due to using refined
mesh size, high nonlinearity from significant damage localisation, and
involvement of crack propagation. Such complicities present challenges to the
applicability of traditional smeared crack- based constitutive models.
On the other hand, when RC structures are subjected to a high impulsive load,
the mechanisms in global deformation phase can be significantly different from
those in the high-intensity transient local response phase. This would demand
the material models to be able to exhibit appropriate behaviour in both low and
high pressure regimes.
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The intension of this chapter is not to present a systematic review of numerical
study on the RC response under impulsive loading. Instead, it is aimed to
provide an overarching review on a few relevant major topical areas including
the constitutive models within the context of predicting concrete response
covering both low and high pressure regimes, and recent FE practices in
simulating the high dynamic impulsive response of RC structures. The literature
review of more specific topics will be incorporated in the individual chapters.

2.1.1

Outline of the literature review

The reviews starts with a brief summary on the basic failure characterisation of
concrete under the load scenarios of interest (e.g. covering both low and high
pressure regimes), and the corresponding descriptions in the constitutive
models. This is followed by a discussion on the choice of concrete models and a
proper description for damage.
The chapter then continues with a detailed review on representative concrete
constitutive models and discussion on their ability to reproduce basic concrete
response. The important differences between the models in their behaviours
under both low and high pressure scenarios are illustrated. Recent developments
in the hydrocode FE application are reviewed, and in particular the performance
of representative concrete models including Karagozian & Cases concrete (KCC)
model (Malvar and Crawford 1997) and Continuous Surface Cap (CSC) models
(Murray et al. 2007), under different loading conditions is assessed. A systematic
examination of the performance of these material models extending into the
global deformation phase is then conducted.
The review will highlight that both KCC and CSC models tend to work
satisfactorily in scenarios where damage is dominated by localised material
failure, such as in close-in blast and higher rate impact. However, when the
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(global) structural response becomes more important, both models tend to
exhibit deficiencies but in somewhat opposite directions; while KCC model tends
to result in steep loss of strength in the tension/shear and rebar anchorage areas,
and hence a premature global failure, CSC model tends to over-estimate the
tension/shear capacities leading to over-prediction of the residual strength
capacity and underestimation of the plastic deformation.
By comparing the pros and cons of these concrete models, the direction of
improvements in order to make them behave more robust in catering the need in
both quasi-static and impulsive load regimes is clarified.

2.2

Failure mechanism of concrete and its constitutive

description
2.2.1 Failure mechanisms of concrete under varied pressure regime
The applicability of a concrete model in particular load scenarios lies in the
capability of the model to capture the essential concrete behaviours in such
loading conditions. This is an essential consideration on model assessment
throughout this chapter. To this end, it is necessary to review the main aspects of
the behaviour of concrete in the first place and this will provide a guide in
examining the choices in the theoretical formulation.
Typical failure modes of concrete may be distinguished from the following
aspects: i) the collapse of the micro-porous structure of the cement matrix, also
known as the dilation and compaction effect; and ii) the developing, linking and
propagation of micro cracks, most often located in the cement matrix. For
general classification in constitutive modelling for concrete, the first mechanism
is often treated as plasticity development, while the second is normally
considered as damage process and described by damage variables.
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Both failure types are very much related with the confining environment. Under
low confining pressures, concrete behaves in a brittle manner; it cracks in
tension and crushes in compression, as a result of micro cracking development.
The brittle behaviour of concrete disappears when the confining pressure is
sufficiently large to prevent crack propagation. In these circumstances failure is
driven by the consolidation and collapse of the concrete micro-porous
microstructure, leading to a macroscopic response that resembles that of a
ductile material with work hardening. To sum up, as presented by Mazars and
Type

Local damage mode

Behaviour

a
Mode I or I+II

b
Mode II or III

c
Consolidation

Fig. 2.1 Typical behaviours and local damage modes of concrete, after Mazars and
Pijaudier-Cabot (1989)
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Pijaudier-Cabot (1989), for concrete, three different failure situations arise
depending upon the type of loading, see also Fig. 2.1:
a) Brittle failure dominated by cracking in mode I or I+II related to local
extension, under tension and/or compression with low lateral pressure;
b) Ductile failure dominated by cracking in mode II or III without any local
extensions, under compression with moderate lateral pressure
(compressive crushing, dilation effect);
c) Failure related to the application of a strong hydrostatic pressure which
leads to collapse of micro voids (compaction).
The first and second failure modes generally apply for low pressure scenarios
(e.g. quasi-static or seismic load) and the third applies for high pressure
scenarios (e.g. blast and impact). The failure process is characterized by
irreversible deformations and degradation of the material stiffness. Once
implemented into numerical material model, these mechanisms are often
mathematically described by:
a) Damage-induced isotropic or anisotropic strength and stiffness
degradation and growth of inelastic strain;
b) Plasticity-induced hardening and softening effect, plasticity flow rule and
growth of plastic strain;
c) Pressure sensitive yield surface and volumetric moduli, with the latter
often described as equation of state in hydrocodes.

2.2.2 Choice of numerical methodology on modelling plasticity and damage
Plasticity theories have been used successfully in modelling the behaviour of
metals where the dominant mode of internal rearrangement is the slip process.
Although the mathematical theory of plasticity is thoroughly established, its
potential usefulness for representing a wide variety of material behaviour has
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not been yet fully explored. There are many researchers who have used plasticity
alone to characterise the concrete behaviour (e.g. Bažant 1978; Schreyer 1983;
Voyiadjis and Abu-Lebdeh 1994; Grassl et al., 2002, to name a few). The main
characteristic of these models is a plasticity yield surface that includes pressure
sensitivity, path sensitivity, non-associative flow rule, and work or strain
hardening; however they are unable to address the degradation of the material
stiffness due to micro-cracking.
On the other hand, many others have used the continuum damage theory alone
to model the material nonlinear behaviour. In such models the mechanical
effects of the progressive micro-cracking and strain softening are represented by
a set of internal state variables which act on the elastic behaviour (i.e. decrease
of the stiffness) at the macroscopic level. Examples of these models include Ortiz
and Popov, 1982; Krajcinovic, 1983, 1985; Simo and Ju, 1987a,b; Mazars and
Pijaudier-Cabot, 1989; Lubarda et al., 1994. However, there are several facets of
concrete behaviour, such as irreversible deformations and inelastic volumetric
expansion in compression particularly at high-confining pressures, which cannot
be represented by this method. Just as plasticity, the continuum damage model
by itself is insufficient to describe the full behaviour of concrete.

Fig. 2.2 Unloading response of a) elastic damage, b) elasto-plastic and c) elastoplastic damage models (adapted from Jason et al., 2006)

As shown in Fig. 2.2, even a damage or plasticity model is capable of capturing
the same material response under monotonic loading, neither approach alone
can capture the evolution of unloading stiffness accurately. At a given point on
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the stress-strain relation, neglecting plastic strain in a pure damage approach
would artificially increase the damage (secant unloading slope). Neglecting
damage effects in a pure plastic model, on the other hand, would ignore the
stiffness reduction, and more importantly, result in a residual state that cannot
be described objectively as a function of the applied strains (Chatzigeorgiou et
al., 2005). Because even for the same strain state, different levels of damage are
to be expected according to different loading process.
Since both micro-cracking and irreversible deformations are contributing to the
nonlinear response of concrete, a constitutive model should address equally the
two physically distinct modes of irreversible changes. For this reason, coupled
damage-plasticity models are a necessity in numerical problems dealing with
concrete structures (Jason et al., 2006).

2.3

Review of typical concrete material models used in

hydrocodes
Many material models for concrete-like materials have been developed and
made available in commercial hydrocodes. These models generally share in
common some basic features of brittle materials such as pressure hardening,
strain hardening and strain rate dependency. However, for simplicity some
models adopt highly restrictive assumptions, consequently their applicability is
limited to a certain class of problems. In cases where the loading environment of
the material is very complex and cannot be pre-defined, more robust material
models that are capable of describing the varying concrete material behaviours
under different loading conditions are desired.
In this section, typical material models that are developed specifically for
concrete under high dynamic loading are reviewed and commented, with a
summary and recommendation comments given in the end of this section. Many
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of these material models are available in the hydrocode LS-DYNA (LSTC 2012),
ABAQUS EXPLICT (Dassault Systèmes 2007) and AUTODYN (ANSYS 2009).
Among these models, the Karagozian and Case concrete (KCC) model and the
Continuous Surface Cap (CSC) model, which are the major concrete material
models employed and discussed in this thesis, are introduced and reviewed in a
detailed way in Section 3.3.

2.3.1 Concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model
The concrete damaged plasticity model in ABAQUS was originally developed by
Lubliner et al. (1989) and later modified by Lee (1996) and Lee and Fenves
(1998). The model aims to capture the effects of irreversible damage associated
with the failure mechanisms that occur in concrete under fairly low confining
pressures, it is primarily intended to predict RC structures under cyclic and/or
dynamic (seismic) loading.
The model follows the additive decomposition of elastic and plastic strain tensor,
and uses a single scalar variable κ to describe both hardening and softening
behaviour. The stress state is implemented as

(

σ = (1 − d (κ )) ⋅E 0 : ε − ε p

)

(2.1)

where d is a scalar plastic-damage index that is a function of internal variable κ.
The yield surface is defined in the actual (damaged) stress space as

F (σ, κ ) =

(

)

1
αI1 + 3J 2 + βσˆ max − c(κ ) ≤ 0
1−α

(2.2)

where α , β and c are constants defining the shape and size. σˆ max denotes the
maximum principle stress. The model uses a non-associative flow rule to
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generate the spherical and deviatoric part of the plastic strain and thus the
dilatancy is controlled.
The damage index d is considered separately in the tensile and compressive
regime and overall damage is defined as a combination of the two:

d (κ ) = 1 − (1 − d c (κ )) ⋅ (1 − s ⋅ d t (κ ))

(2.3)

where dt and dc are the damage variables under tensile and compressive states
respectively, determined by the corresponding value of damage variable κ. The
factor s ranges from 0 to 1, and defines the compressive/tensile state.
p
p
and εmin
, as
The variable κ can be determined via the principle plastic strain εmax

defined in:

κ =

fc
f
p
p
⋅ ac (σˆ , κ )εmax
+ t ⋅ at (σˆ , κ )εmin
gc
gt

(2.4)

where ft and fc are the initial concrete strength, gt and gc are dissipated energy
density which is known to depend on the size of localisation zone (crack band),
and are determined in a way such that a prescribed fracture energy Gft or Gfc of
concrete is achieved. at and ac are parameters that control the shape of the κ
function, which in turn controls plasticity and damage simultaneously, as
depicted in Fig. 2.3.
The basic framework of this model is capable of dealing with confinement effect,
and it has also been calibrated under intermediate pressure regime (Rodríguez
et al. 2013). However, the porous compaction effect, which is important for
concrete under extreme loading, is not considered.
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Fig. 2.3 Different shapes of κ curves defining both hardening and softening effect
(Lee 1996)

2.3.2 Pseudo-tensor (PT) model

a) Mohr-Coulomb with Tresca limit

b) Two surfaces with damage and failure

Fig. 2.4 Two definition of failure surfaces for Pseudo-tensor model (LSTC 2012)

The pseudo-tensor model is a geological model available in LS-DYNA as MAT 16.
It offers two major modes: a simple bi-linear pressure-dependent Mohr-Coulomb
yield surface with a Tresca limit, as shown in Fig. 2.4a, and two user-defined
“yield stress versus pressure” functions with the capability to transit from the
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yield surface to the maximum surface, as shown in Fig. 2.4b. The latter mode
has a general form for the curves as

σ = σ y + η (σ m − σ y )

(2.5)

in which the maximum and yield functions are

σ y = a0 y +
σ m = a0 m

p
a1 y + a 2 y p

p
+
a1m + a 2 m p

(2.6)

where a0y, a1y, a2y, a0m, a1m and a2m are user-defined parameters. The change in
stress is a function of plastic strain, and is affected by the hydrostatic pressure
when the cracking occurs, which gives rise to the "confinement" effect on
concrete behaviour. To account for this phenomenon, a "damage" function was
defined and incorporated in the given form via plastic strain:

λ=∫

εp

0

− b1


p
1 +  dε p
ft 


(2.7)

in which ε p is the plastic strain, ft is the tensile strength, and b1 a damage scaling
parameter. The η-λ relation is a user put value as suggested by the LS-DYNA user
manual (LSTC 2012).
The equation of state (EOS) is used to describe the volumetric response and
compaction behaviour of the material. The model uses a single scalar damage to
describe the post-yield behaviour of the material. As such, the model is unable to
distinguish the different softening behaviours of concrete under compression and
tension. Detailed assessment and introduction of this model can be find in
Burton et al. (1982) and Yonten et al. (2005).
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2.3.3 Geologic cap (GC) model
Geologic cap model (MAT 25 in LS-DYNA) is a kinematic hardening cap model,
initially proposed by Sandler and Rubin (1979) and further implemented by
Simo et al. (1988). It adopts a non-softening convex yield surface defined by a
shear failure envelope f1 and a hardening cap f2, and a tensile cut-off surface f3,
as depicted in Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.5 The yield surface of the two-invariant Geologic cap model (LSTC 2012)

The shear failure envelope surface f1 is defined as:

f1 = J 2 − Fe (I1 ) = J 2 − α + γ ⋅ exp(− β ⋅ I1 ) − θ ⋅ I1

(2.8)

where α , β , γ and θ are parameters defining the shape of the function, I1 and
J2 are invariants of stress tensor. The cap surface f2 is given in an ellipse
function:

f 2 = J 2 − Fc (I1 , κ ) = J 2 −

1
R

[X (κ ) − L(κ )]2 − [I1 − L(κ )]2

(2.9)

in which R is the radius, κ and X (κ ) are the intersection points of the cap
function f2 with surface f1 and I1 axis, and L(κ ) is defined by

κ κ > 0
L(κ ) = 
0 κ ≤ 0
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The hardening parameter κ is further related to the plastic volumetric strain
change ε vp and defined as

ε vp = W {1 − exp[− D( X (κ ) − X 0 )]}

(2.11)

where W denotes the maximum volumetric strain, D and X0 are parameters
define the hardening law. Linking Eq. 2.9 and 2.11, the cap expands ( X (κ ) and
κ increase) and contracts to simulation volumetric compaction. The tensile cutoff surface f3 is defined by

f 3 = T − I1

(2.12)

With the above defined surfaces, the model uses associated flow rule proposed
by Koiter (1953) to describe the material plastic flow. Such flow rule is capable
of controlling the dilatancy produced by shear loading.
A major limitation of the model is that the failure surface definition lacks the
involvement of third invariant of stress tensor, without which it leads a circular
deviatoric plane that can cause unrealistic behaviour especially in the low
pressure regime. Additionally, without any damage definition the softening
behaviour, and the confining effect under triaxial stress state, are not
satisfactorily predicted.

2.3.4 Brittle damage concrete (BDC) model
The brittle damage model is a smeared-crack based anisotropic model based on
the work of Govindjee, Kay, and Simo (1995), and is available as MAT 96 in LSDYNA. It provides a basic tensile softening behaviour for characterising concrete
behaviour. Once cracking occurs, a smeared crack is initiated and damage is
handled by treating a 4-rank elastic stiffness tensor as an internal variable for
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the material. For the failure surface, it adopts a one-invariant function, as
follows:

φt = (n ⊗ n ) : σ − f n + f n ⋅ (1 − ε ) ⋅ [1 − exp(− Hα )]

(2.13)

where n is the normal vector of the smeared crack direction, fn is the initial
principal tensile strength, H is an internally determined parameter that governs
the rate of softening and maintains a prescribed fracture energy following a
characteristic length method (Oliver 1989). α is an internal variable that is
determined by equivalent plastic strain.
As for compressive behaviour, the failure is governed by a simple J2 flow
correction, which is unable to capture the various behaviours of concrete under
extreme loadings, namely pressure hardening, compaction and dilation, rate
dependency, third stress invariant-dependence. Therefore, its applicability is
relatively limited (Magallanes 2008).

2.3.5 Winfrith concrete (WC) model
The Winfrith concrete model is a smeared crack model, implemented in LSDYNA as MAT 84, and was developed by Broadhouse and Neilson (1987) and
Broadhouse (1995). The shear failure surface proposed by Ottosen (1977) is
adopted as

F (I1 , J 2 , cos 3θ ) = a

J2

(f )

' 2
c

+λ

J2
f

'
c

+b

I1
−1
f c'

(2.14)

where a and b are parameters defining the shape of the function, f’c is the
unconfined compressive strength. λ is the term determined by the third invariant
of stress tensor, and θ is the Lode angle, which are defined as
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1

cos 3θ ≥ 0
k1 cos  3 arccos(k 2 cos 3θ )


λ=
k1 cos  π − 1 arccos(− k 2 cos 3θ ) cos 3θ < 0

 3 3


cos 3θ =

(2.15)

3 3 J3
2 J 21.5

The model has been mainly tailored for cases where tensile cracking is the
primary failure mode. For tensile cracking, the strain softening response is
simplified to bi-linear or linear straight lines, and the area under this curve is
determined in a way by the fracture energy or crack width specified by input.
Such treatment, however, ignores the post-peak softening and assumes a perfectplastic response for compressive behaviour. A detailed introduction on this
model can be found at Schwer (2010, 2011), and it is further verified by
Magallanes (2008), Wu et al. (2012) and Algaard et al. (2005).

2.3.6 Johnson and Holmquist concrete (JHC) model
The Johnson and Holmquist concrete model, originally proposed by Holqmuist
and Johnson (1993) for penetration/perforation physics and available in LSDYNA, assumes the material as linear elastic before any failure criterion is
reached. The failure surface, as presented in Fig. 2.6, is defined by a twoinvariant pressure-dependent function, and the post-yield surface is calculated
by reducing the cohesion strength value of the initial failure surface.
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Fig. 2.6 The shear-pressure strength response of the JH model (after PolancoLoria et al., 2008a)

N

 I1  
 A ⋅ (1 − D ) + B ⋅  '   ⋅ 1 + C ⋅ ln ε * ⋅ f c' ≤ 0
f 
3 J 2 = 
 c  


S max

[

]

3 J 2 ≤ S max

(2.16)

3 J 2 > S max

In Eq. 2.16, ε * is a normalised deviatoric strain rate. A, B, C and N are
parameters calibrated by experiments. D is a scalar damage index, which is
accumulated from both equivalent deviatoric strain ε eqp caused by plastic shear
deformation and equivalent volumetric strain µ eqp caused by compaction of
concrete void. The evolution of D is defined incrementally by

∆D =

∆ε eqp + ∆µ eqp

ε pf + µ pf

(2.17)

In Eq. 2.17, ε pf + µ pf is the ultimate plastic strain at fracture. Beyond the fracture
point, the material remains a residual stress state, in which D =1 in Eq. 2.16.
Material models like the HJC model, which adopts a relatively simple failure
surface and only considers a circular deviatoric plane, will not be able to capture
the actual shear variations in the deviatoric plane and the post-peak softening
behaviour (Magallanes, 2008). Other important aspects, including stiffness
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degradation, third stress invariant dependence, and different tensile and
compressive DIFs (dynamic increase factor) are not included. A modified version
of JH model can be found in Polanco-Loria et al. (2008).

2.3.7 RHT model
The RHT model (Riedel et al. 1999; Riedel 2009) was developed as an
enhancement to the JH concrete model by the introduction of several new
features, including strain hardening and the third invariant dependence. Aiming
at bringing together shock physics and macroscopic concrete properties, the RHT
model provides adequate description in compression from low impact to
extremely high dynamic shock waves, which is a key aspect to capture
penetration resistance. It is pointed out by Borrvall and Riedel (2011) that
deficiencies for a wider applicability of RHT model lie in the details of low
pressure strength, and proper prediction of spalling, scabbing and crack
propagation. Modifications to some aspects of the problems have been proposed
by Tu and Lu, (2009, 2010). Further details on this model can be found in
relevant paper on the theoretical frameworks (Borrvall and Riedel, 2011; Riedel,
2009; Riedel et al., 2010, 1999).
The shear and pressure parts of the failure surfaces in RHT model are coupled,
in which the pressure is described by the Mie-Gruneisen form with a polynomial
Hugoniot curve and a pre-defined pressure-porosity compaction relation. As the
shear part, three independent strength surfaces, namely failure surface Yf, elastic
surface Ye, and residual surface Yr were incorporated to allow for a more
appropriate modelling of the material softening response, as presented in Fig.
2.7a. The failure surface Yf is given by
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(2.18)

3 pt* ≤ 3 p * < 0
3 p * < 3 pt*

where p * = p / f c is the normalised hydrostatic pressure, Q1 and Q2 are factors
determined by the Lode angle θ , Fr (ε ) represents the rate effect as a function of
the strain rate ε . Yy* ( p * , Fr ) defines the basic shape of the pressure and rate
dependant surface function. In these expressions, f s* and f s* are the tensile and
shear strength relative to compressive strength f c . A and n are constants and pt*
is the normalised tensile cut-off strength.
σ

Yf
D>0

Ye
Yr

εp > 0

εp > 0

εp* =
εph

εp
εph

p

a) Stress surfaces

b) Illustration of strain hardening

Fig. 2.7 Failure surfaces and stress update in RHT model

Before the failure surface Yf is reached, an elastic strength surface Ye is
introduced to account for strain hardening behaviour, and is obtained through
scaling the failure surface Yf in the radial direction by a factor γ , as given in Fig.
2.7b and in the form of:
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 p* 
Ye = Y f   ⋅ γ ⋅ R3 (θ )
 γ 
γ = ε *p + 1 − ε *p ⋅ Fe ⋅ Fc

(

)

(2.19)

where ε *p = ε p / ε ph is the normalised strain, Fe ( p * ) is an elastic strength
parameter and Fc ( p * ) is a cap function. The residual surface is defined as

( )

( )

Yr p * A = A f p *

nf

(2.20)

where Af and nf are constants defining the shape of the curve. The resulting
damaged surface is then expressed in Eq. 2.21 as interpolation between the
failure and residual surfaces in terms of a damage index D.
Yd = (1 − D ) ⋅ Y f + D ⋅ Yr

(2.21)

The damage parameter is accumulated with plastic strain according to
D=∫

dε p

ε pf

(2.22)

where ε pf is the plastic strain at failure.
Meanwhile, the plastic flow is defined to occur in the direction of deviatoric
stress, and a von Mises potential is adopted, neglecting associativity and lowpressure shear dilation, with an option to partially incorporate the influence of
volumetric strain.

2.3.8 Summarised on features of material models and simulation
recommendations
As an outcome of above discussion on concrete models in hydrocodes, their key
features with respect to simulating reinforced concrete structures under
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impulsive loading are summarised in Table 2.1. It is generally understood that,
simple models including CDP, pseudo-tensor, geologic cap and BDC model,
which originally were designed for cases where tensile cracking is the primary
failure mode in concrete, had reasons not to consider features that may be
important for concrete under extreme loading.
On the other hand, for concrete models that were developed with specific aims
for applications in shock physics and penetration or contact detonation type of
problems, the detailed post-peak stress-strain states and residual shear resistance
are secondary considerations, and hence it is understandable that these models
may be weak in these aspects.

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

GC

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

BDC

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

WC

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

JHC

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

RHT

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

KCC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CSC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(DIF effect)

PT

Rate enhancement

Fracture energy control

Y

(pressure-dependent)

Y

Confinement effect

Y

(EOS)

Y

Porous compaction

N

Shear dilation

Y

(Lode angle)
Y

Third invariant

CDP

Material model

Anisotropic damage

(non-associative flow rule)

Table 2.1 Key features of concrete models in hydrocode

This leaves a few more versatile models, such as KCC and CSC model which will
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be reviewed and discussed in greater detail in Sections 3.2, that one may find
suitable for modelling of problems that involve both high and low pressure
response stages.

2.4

Brief review on numerical simulation of RC members

under impulsive loading
At the backdrop of all the simulation developments it is worth pointing out that
the response of a concrete structure or structural component subjected to a high
impulsive load would invariably experience distinctive response phases from the
initial contact with the incoming shock load to the later global deformation
response. Some typical concrete models including RHT, Winfrith, JH and KCC
models as introduced in Section 2.3, are found to generally perform satisfactorily
in the analyses involving high pressure and localised material response, for
example projectile perforation of concrete targets (Abdel-Kader and Fouda,
2014; Ågårdh and Laine, 1999; Hansson and Skoglund, 2002; Jiang and
Chorzepa, 2014; Liu et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2012; Polanco-Loria et al., 2008b;
Ranjan et al., 2014; Swaddiwudhipong et al., 2010; Tai, 2009), and concrete
members subjected to high-velocity impact (Booker et al., 2009; Farnam et al.,
2010; Teng et al., 2008; Trivedi and Singh, 2013) and close-in blast (Li and Hao,
2014; Tabatabaei et al., 2013; Tai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2008; Xu and Lu,
2006; Yun and Park, 2013; Zhou et al., 2008).
It should be borne in mind that the performance of a particular material model
could vary in significantly different structural and loading conditions. If a
structural member survives from the initial shock and stress wave effects, it
enters into a structural response phase with effects closely related to the global
deflection in much the same way as in a quasi-static loading situation. The fact
that the high pressure largely diminishes and becomes low in the structural
phase of response requires the material model to be able to accommodate
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tension, shear, as well as the relatively simple compression behaviour under low
pressure. The demand on the material model being able to exhibit appropriate
behaviour in tension and shear becomes particularly important in reinforced
concrete structures to ensure that transfer of stresses between concrete and
reinforcing bars can take place in a realistic “reinforced concrete” composite
manner. In high shear force region, the shear stress (or “bond” stress on the
actual physical interface) between rebar and concrete will tend to play an
important role in determining the residual state of the overall structural
member.
Numerous studies have been carried out recently to examine and verify
numerical models developed in hydrocodes for impulsive loading analysis in the
global deformation regime (e.g. ARUP, 2009; Magallanes, 2008; Wu et al., 2012,
to name a few). However, systematic examination of the performance of such
material models extending into the global deformation phase is relatively
limited. The following sections of this review summarises recently numerical
practices in simulating reinforced concrete structures under global-dominated
blast loading, mostly using KCC and CSC models, with a special focus on the
tensile/shear behaviour in the low pressure regime.

2.4.1 Simulation on flexure-dominated structural response and failure
A few recent papers from the same research group (Bhatti et al. 2012; Kishi and
Bhatti 2010; Kishi et al. 2011) employed elasto-plastic Drucker-Prager model to
simulate the response of RC beams to impact loading. These studies tend to
demonstrate that simple concrete model and coarse mesh could be suitable for
RC beam analysis involving local as well as limited distributed damage. The
authors assumed elasto-plastic compressive and elasto-brittle tensile responses
for concrete, as shown in Fig. 2.8a. Constant failure strain was defined and a
fictitious tensile strength was introduced by scaling the actual tensile strength
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with mesh size to keep a same area under the softening stress-strain curve, in
order to ensure mesh objectivity.
The test RC beam that was modelled was originally subjected to a series of
impacts from drop weight with increasing drop height. The beam had a
rectangular cross section of 250 mm×200 mm and a clear span of 3 m. The
authors reported a good comparison of the maximum and residual deflection
between the numerical simulation and the physical test, while the maximum
reaction forces are nearly 50% larger than the experimental results, as plotted in
Fig. 2.8b and c. The maximum impact velocity was 6 m/s and the maximum
deflection following the final impact test (on an already heavily damage state)
was just around 70mm or 2.3% of the span length.
Fig. 2.8d and e shows comparisons between the experimental crack patterns and
the numerical zero-stress contours. Note that because the material was assumed
perfectly brittle, elements in a tension failure state would have developed into a
zero tensile stress state and so by identifying elements with virtually zero stress
(in the analysis this was set at 0~0.001 MPa) the crack pattern can be
illustrated. It can be observed that punching (shear) cracks emerged and
intensified after each impact test with increasing impact velocity, this led to the
formation of a plastic zone in the middle of the beam which appeared to be the
main source of the plastic deformation. The FE crack patterns as represented by
“zero stress” traces appear to match the test results nicely.
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a) Stress-strain relationship for concrete and reinforcing bar

b) Time histories of reaction force and central deflection (V=2m/s)

c) Time histories of reaction force and central deflection (V=6m/s)

d) Damage pattern (V=2m/s)

e) Damage pattern (V=6m/s)

Fig. 2.8 Elasto-plastic Drucker-Prager model based FE simulation (after Kishi et
al. 2011)

El-Dakhakhni et al. (2009) modelled the RC slab tested by Razaqpur et al.
(2007) under blast loading using the KCC model. The dimension of the RC slab
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was 1000 mm×1000 mm×70 mm, and it was doubly reinforced with welded
steel mesh of rebar of 5.74 mm in diameter, and spacing of 152 mm in each
direction. The slab was clamped on all four sides and subjected to a detonation
that recorded a peak pressure of 5712 kPa and an impulse of 2412 kPa·ms. The
maximum deflection of the slab from the test was 12.1 mm or 1.2% of the span
length, and the slab fractured badly but did not dis-integrate.
The main simulation results are summarised in Fig. 2.9. The simulated
maximum deflection was 13.1 mm, which agreed fairly well with the test result.
It is interesting to note that the tensile cracks at the bottom (tensile) surface
exhibited an orthogonal pattern, while diagonal cracks were also visible.
Comparing to the experiment, the numerical crack pattern appeared to be much
denser and followed closely the pattern of the reinforcement mesh. The
comparison tends to suggest that the steel-concrete interaction was damaged
more severely in the numerical model than in the actual slab, although this was
not discussed in the paper.
The above mentioned relative weakness in the concrete-rebar connection in the
numerical simulation using KCC model echoes well the observations and
discussion presented in Chapter 3 about the numerical premature failure of
concrete-rebar interaction using the same concrete material model but under
larger deflections. This work is part of a blind simulation contest for slab blast
(University of Missouri-Kansas City 2013). More about that study will be
discussed later in Chapter 3.
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a) Test specimen layout

b) Specimen damage pattern

c) Time history of central deflection
Fig. 2.9 Crack pattern on tension side and deflection history of slab blast tests,
after El-Dakhakhni et al. (2009)

Magallanes (2008a) compared the performance among several concrete material
models, including KCC and CSC models, as presented in Fig. 2.10. The author
first simulated the response of a 355 mm square RC column which was originally
tested as part of a building subjected to bare explosive charge. The test column
was constructed with 45 MPa concrete and Grade 60 steel rebars. During the
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test, the column sustained a shear failure near the two supports in the early
stage, and subsequently exhibited tensile membrane behaviour under large
deformation, with a measured mid-span deflection of 280 mm.
The author was able to reproduce the damage distribution and the global
deformation with KCC model. The CSC model was found to under-predict the
overall displacement, with a localised diagonal shear failure zone at about onequarter column height. It was also noted that HJC and the brittle damage model
severely underestimated the overall response, and hence were regarded as
inadequate for predicting structural response to impulsive loading due to the
lack of proper representation of tensile fracture.

Fig. 2.10 Post-test deformation of the RC column, after Magallanes (2008a)

Thilakarathna et al. (2010) conducted a similar simulation of axially loaded
columns under transverse drop-weight impact load using KCC model. The test
column had a cross section of 300 mm×300 mm and a net span of 4 m. The
column was pre-loaded with axial force before impact test; however it should be
noted that the level of axial force was rather small, and it amounted to only
about 3.7% of the axial capacity of the column. So essentially the specimen still
belonged to the typical beam category. The impact load was generated by
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dropping a weight of 1.14 ton from a height resulting in an impact velocity of 3
m/s.
The deflection and reaction force time histories produced from the numerical
simulation agreed well with the test results. The damage pattern, represented by
the effective strain, appear to resemble reasonably the crack pattern from the
experiment. However, the maximum global deflection was quite small, at about
30 mm or less than 1% of the member span, and the response and the damage
was primarily caused by the impact stress and stress wave effects. Therefore
what we read from the comparison here could not be automatically extended to
situations where large global deformation is involved, despite that the test
specimen was a slender structural member.

a) Test specimen layout

b) Damage pattern

c) Deflection history

d) Reaction history

Fig. 2.11 Deflection and reaction history of the impacted column Thilakarathna et
al. (2010)
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The Blind Blast Contest (Thiagarajan 2013), held in 2013 at the University of
Missouri Kansas City (UMKC), provided an ideal benchmark for validation of FE
modelling framework. The overall structural response in such a loading scenario
was primarily of a monotonic process, and consequently the performance of
these material models was expected not to differ significantly. A preliminary
analysis based on this experiment is also conducted and presented in greater
details in Chapter 3.
Wu et al. (2014) also conducted comparative simulation for RC slab blast using
test data obtained from the above blast contest, using KCC and CSC models. It
was reported by the authors that using KCC model, the deflection matched test
data very well when the rate effects were modelled appropriately, and when
these were ignored, a huge discrepancy existed. The CSC model showed
negligible influence from the rate effects and the results agreed with test data
quite well. However as also predicted by other models, the rate effect is believed
to have a limited influence when the specimen has already entered global
deformation stage after blast. The unexpected over-prediction of deflection by
KCC model when rate effect is not considered, is consistent with the findings
presented in Chapter 3. On the other hand, Winfrith and RHT models tended to
underpredict the deflection, and opposite rate effect was observed from the
Winfrith model.
Another simulation study using the same experimental data reported above was
carried out by Thiagarajan et al. (2014) and Wesevich et al. (2011). For the RC
slab, concrete was modelled by solid elements using KCC and Winfrith model,
and steel rebar was modelled by beam element. The keyword “Constrained
Lagrange in Solid” was applied to model the interaction between rebar and
concrete, which couples the rebar beam elements with the concrete solid
elements in which the one-dimensional rebar passes through. The nodes of the
concrete and rebar are not necessarily in the same position but they are forced to
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have same DOFs and displacements, thus a perfect bond is assumed. Mesh size
of 25.4 mm and 12.7 mm were adopted.

a) KCC model

b) Winfrith model

c) CSC model

d) RHT model

Fig. 2.12 Time histories of mid-span deflection of RC slab under blast pressure
(after Wu et al. 2014)

As observed from the results, the peak deflection was generally matched by
simulation with mesh size of 25.4 mm, but it increased 55% and 75%
respectively when mesh size reduced from 25.4 mm to 12.7 mm. A possible
cause for this was the strain-based but mesh-dependent erosion criterion. Results
also revealed that initial stiffness from KCC curves didn’t agree well with the
experiment, which might be caused by severe damage and erosion of concrete
elements near both sides of the supports, due to stress concentration brought by
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the boundary restraints. This actually prevents the increasing of rebar force and
reduced the possibility of concrete-rebar interaction deterioration.

a) Test crack profile b) Winfrith (25.4 mm) c) KCC (25.4 mm) d) KCC (12.7 mm)

e) Time histories of mid-span deflection
Fig. 2.13 Comparison of crack patterns and deflection histories from experiments
and simulations (after Wesevich et al. 2011)

2.4.2 Simulation on shear-dominated structural response and failure
Adhikary et al. (2012) modelled the response of RC beams of a relatively small
span-depth ratio to drop-weight impact, using KCC model in LS-DYNA. The
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beams were originally tested with drop-weight at different impact velocities up
to 2m/s, and had a shear-span-to-effective-depth ratio of 3.3, a longitudinal
reinforcing ratio of 2.4%. One group of specimens had no shear reinforcement
(for a shear-critical response), and another group had moderate shear
reinforcement with a transverse reinforcing ratio at 0.56% (for a flexure-critical
response). The damage patterns from static and low to medium velocity impact
tests were quite similar, and only static and high velocity impact cases are
discussed here.
For the shear-critical cases, the damage from the static experiment clearly
showed a shear failure. The numerical model was able to reproduce a shear
failure zone; however it also indicated a large tension damage zone in the lower
central area which did not seem to have occurred in the experiment. For the
high velocity impact case, the failure mode from the experiment was still
dominated by shear but rapid loading appeared to have enabled the
development of shear failure on both sides of the beam forming an extended
shear plug. The numerical model appeared to be able to generate a shear plug
but it was much more concentrated around the impact zone. From the
comparison of the load vs. midspan deflection curves, it can be observed that the
numerical results generally under-predicted the residual strength, and this seems
to echo the discussion earlier that the numerical model with KCC model tends to
result in more rapid structural degradation (i.e. certain premature structural
failure) than in actual physical experiment.
For the flexure-critical cases, the numerical results again tend to show more
rapid post-peak degradation than in actual tests. In particular, for the high
velocity impact case the numerical model exhibited a rather brittle failure
process with a minimum residual strength, whereas in the physical test the
response was fairly ductile. The damage distributions from the numerical
simulation barely resemble the overall damage zones of the tests but the detailed
patterns could hardly be identified.
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It was observed that peak load was increased sharply in shear-critical beams and
then fell instantly (brittle shear failure) for both static and low loading rates but
the specimen had a significant amount of residual strength, while flexure-critical
beams had a much milder response, except in the high rate case (v = 2m/s)
where a very steep descending branch was seen in FE result indicating
catastrophic failure but the experimental response suggests that it resisted the
catastrophic failure and the response was relatively ductile.

a) Specimen layout (shear-critical)

b) Specimen layout (flexure-critical)

c) Load-displacement curves and damage patterns for shear-critical specimen
Fig. 2.14 Numerical analysis of failure mechanisms under varied loading rates
(after Adhikary et al. 2012)
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d) Load-displacement curves and damage patterns for flexure-critical specimen
Fig. 2.15 Numerical analysis of failure mechanisms under varied loading rates
(after Adhikary et al. 2012) (continued)

For the over-reinforced beam, the impact loads had an impulse of 332 Ns and a
impact energy of 850 J. The major crack patterns appeared to agree with the test
results. For the under-reinforced beam, the impact load produced two major
cracks at around the the impact loading points, which effectively broke the beam
into three segments. Additional cracks appeared at around the quarter-span
points. The numercial results were able to reproduce the damage regions;
however the material damage appeared to be much severer in the numerical
simulation than in actual test. The author also remarked that the rebar material
was a controlling factor and removing the rate effect in the rebar increased the
maximum deflection by 50 percent.
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a) Damage patterns for over-reinforced beam

b) Damage patterns for under-reinforced beam
Fig. 2.16 Numerical and experimental damage mode of RC beams under impact
(Murray et al. 2007)

The collision impact tests carried out by Murray (2007) were conducted on fullscale beams of 4.9m long with a shear span of 1.8 m. The beam cross section
was 203 mm×343 mm. The beams were made of 46 MPa concrete and singly
reinforced with two No.6 steel bars making a reinforcing ratio of 1%. The beams
were tested with different impact speeds from a bogie vehicle. The failure mode
under the lower speed loading (4 m/s) was dominated by a rather concentrated
plastic/damage zone at the middle of the beam, whereas the failure mode under
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the higher impact speed (9.2 m/s) involved a punching shear failure starting
from the impact zone, The damage subsequently developed into extended shear
failure mode together with tearing/debond failure throughout the entire shear

a) Experimental results (V0=4.4 m/s)

c) Experimental results (V0=9.2 m/s)

b) Numerical results (V0=4.4 m/s)

d) Numerical results (V0=9.2 m/s)

Fig. 2.17 Numerical and experimental damage mode of RC beam under vehicle
collision (Murray et al. 2007)
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span on both side of the beam. The numerical simulation was able to reproduce
the main shear and tearing/debond failure. However the numerical model
appeared to indicate spalling on the back side of the impact zone, which did not
seem to occur in the actual test. This should be noted as spalling is also an
indicator of the tension fracture behaviour of the material model.
Jiang et al. (2012, 2015) modelled impact tests of RC beams conducted by
Fujikake et al. (2009) using CSC model. The test beam was 1.7m long and had a
shear-span-to-effective-depth ratio of 3.9 and cross-section of 250 mm×150 mm.
The longitudinal and transverse reinforcing ratio was 1.3% and 1.4%
respectively. The FE simulation generally captured the overall damage patterns
from tests with different drop heights, with a tendency of varying from
distributed flexural cracking to increasingly concentrated shear cracking and
local punching failure as the drop height increased. It should be noted that in the
flexural response case the global deflection was rather small (less than 10 mm),
whereas the much larger deflection (~35 mm or 2.3% to the span length) in the
shear-failure case was due to concentrated plastic deformation around the midspan. It is also worth noting from the comparison of the deflection time histories
that the simulation tended to return much less permanent plastic deformation
than in the actual test, a trend that appears to be opposite to the observations
from using KCC model. In fact when the drop height was greater than 0.3 m,
significant shear cracking was developed at mid-depth of quarter span position
and then propagated towards the loading head and supports; however, FE
results indicated much less such shear cracking. All of these echo the present
study concerning CSC model as will be discussed later in Chapter 3 and 4.
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a) Test crack profile

b) Simulated damage pattern

Fig. 2.18 FE analysis for RC beam at varied drop height, after Jiang et al. (2015)

A few papers from the same group of researchers (Williams and Williamson
2011; Williams 2009; Williams et al. 2008) modelled filed blast tests of RC
bridge columns. The tested column were made in half scale and had the same
height of 3.4 m. It is noted that most of the column specimens were lightly
damaged and thus only the two most severely damaged cases are discussed here.
The first column had a circular cross-section with a diameter of 460mm and the
second was a square column with side width of 760 mm. Both columns were
made by concrete with a compressive strength of 27 MPa, and had a longitudinal
reinforcement ratio of around 1.1% and #4 transverse stirrups was placed at a
spacing of 150 mm. The charges were placed very close to or in contact with the
tested columns and the response was expected to be local. Complete shear
failure near the support were evident in both specimens and little flexural
cracking was observed. The circular column showed a diagonal cracking rising
up and to the right from the failed region, and transverse shear slip was noticed
at the support of the square column, indicating direct shear type of failure. The
measured residual displacement for the two columns were 127 mm and 76.2
mm, respectively.
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a) 460 mm circular column

b) 760 mm square column

Fig. 2.19 Comparison of post-blast deflected shapes and damage patterns (after
Williams 2009)

In the FE model, KCC model and simplified Johnson-Cook model were used to
model concrete and rebars, respectively. The authors suggested a mesh size
between 2.1 mm to 2.4 mm corresponded best to the experimentally
measurements. The numerical damage contours appeared to match the overall
damage pattern. Apart from distributed damage, concentrated damage and
plastic deformation of the material was visible in the column region near the
base, indicating local failure both at the structural and material levels.
The numerical results under-predicted the residual deflection and produced
displacements of 109 mm and 66.0 mm for the two columns, equivalent to about
86% of the experiment residual deflection. The authors indicated that this was
due to an over-ductile KCC softening curve for confined concrete undergoing
extensive compression and shear. In fact, as the mesh size was refined and the
softening curve of KCC material become relatively flattened, under high rate
load there was limited time for cracking and plastic deformation to be fully
developed, and this combined effect contributed to the overprediction of
concrete ductility.
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Kyei (2014) modelled the response of 300×300×3000 mm RC columns
subjected to field blast tests, using CSC model. The square columns were cast by
41 MPa concrete and reinforced by four 400 MPa steel rebars of a diameter of
25mm. 10 mm size rebars were used for transverse reinforcing and spaced at
150mm which was reduced to 75 mm spacing in the plastic hinge regions.
Charge masses were placed at a stand-off distance of 2.5 mm, respectively. The

a) Time histories of deflection (82kg TNT)

b) Crack patterns (82kg TNT)

c) Time histories of deflection (132kg TNT)

d) Crack patterns (132kg TNT)

Fig. 2.20 Comparison of mid-span time histories and damage profiles for 132kg
equivalent TNT test (after Kyei 2014)

RC column experienced a flexure failure under small charge equivalent to 82 kg
of TNT explosive, and when a larger 123 kg TNT explosive was denoted the
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column failed due to severely localised concrete damage near the bottom
support.
The RC columns, were modelled with mesh sizes ranging from 10 mm to
100mm, and it was found that maximum displacements decrease with
decreasing mesh size, converging to the experimental displacement at a mesh
size of 10 mm. The numerical results captured well the overall deflected shape
and the peak deflection in both load scenarios, while the damage pattern
revealed that CSC model tended to predict much more tensile cracking than
experiment. In the flexural failure case, severe damage appeared along the
longitudinal reinforcement, suggesting that the steel-concrete interaction was
damaged more severely in the numerical model that experiment.
A comparative numerical study has been done by Abu-odeh (2008) to analyse
the response of RC safety barrier impact test by a 2.3 ton bogie vehicle (Williams
et al. 2007). The tested barrier was casted by 27 MPa concrete and #4~#6
rebars were used as reinforcement with the details given in Fig. 2.21a. Both KCC
and CSC models were used to model the concrete, and rebars were modelled by
beam elements that were coupled to the concrete continuum by using the
keyword “Constrained_Lagrane_in_Solid” in LS-DYNA.
At a low impact velocity of 24 km/h, the barrier showed no failure but
developed minor cracks. When the velocity increased to 32 km/h, severe local
punching failure was found around the impact region, as shown in Fig. 2.21.
Numerical analysis using the CSC model showed a comparable damage pattern
in the low velocity impact case but did not catch the severe punching failure in
the high velocity impact. However in both impact cases KCC model showed a
rather larger damaged area and the deformation was more pronounced. In the
region where no damage occurred in the test, severe damage was produced in
the KCC result and it developed along the reinforcement, suggesting an
unexpected deterioration of concrete-rebar interaction.
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a) Reinforcement plan for the RC barrier

b) Test (v= 24 km/h)

c) Test (v= 32 km/h)

d) CSC damage pattern (v= 24 km/h)

e) CSC damage pattern (v= 32 km/h)

f) KCC damage pattern (v= 24 km/h)

g) KCC damage pattern (v= 32 km/h)

Fig. 2.21 Damage pattern of FE simulation and test under different impact
velocities (after Abu-odeh 2008)
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Wu et al. (2011a; b) also used KCC model to simulate the response of RC
column subjected to contact explosive. The tested column had a cross-sectional
dimension of 400 mm×400 mm and a vertical height of 2400 mm. Concrete
strength was 30 MPa, and the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement ratio
was 1.57% and 0.12%, respectively. A charge equivalent to 25 kg of TNT was
placed at stand-off distance of 500 mm.

a) Post-blast failure

b) Numerical damage pattern

Fig. 2.22 Simulation of RC column subjected to contact explosive (after Wu et al.
2011)

In the numerical model, erosion was enabled and the criterion was set at a cutoff value of 10% principle strain. The deformed shape, deflection value and
breaching zone (by erosion) were simulated rather accurately for columns
subjected to the effects of contact or near-field explosives. In the meantime,
significant flexural cracks were found in the blast side of the column, which was
not captured by the FE model. Instead, severe damage was seen along the
longitudinal rebars at mid-depth and corners of the cross-section. The same
modelling approach was also applied by some other researchers (Bao and Li
2010; Li et al. 2012) for numerical simulation of severely damaged RC columns
under blast loading.
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2.4.3 Concluding remarks
From the above review, it can be seen that the performance of KCC and CSC
models varied in different applications under different loading conditions. Both
KCC and CSC models seem to work satisfactorily in scenarios where damage is
dominated by localised material failure, such as in close-in blast and higher rate
impact. However, when the (global) structural response becomes more
important, both models tend to exhibit deficiencies but in somewhat opposite
directions; while KCC model tends to result in accelerated damage in
tension/shear and rebar anchorage, and hence a premature global failure, CSC
model tends to over-estimate the tension/shear capacities leading to overprediction of the residual strength capacity and underestimation of the plastic
deformation.
As most of the studies have been concerned about the direct response and
damage due to the blast or impact load, the above mentioned issues regarding
mis-representation of the structural state have gone largely un-noticed. Since
such representation is essential in an assessment of the structural integrity and
the residual capacities, a comprehensive evaluation of the relevant modelling
requirements and specific demands on the concrete material models is crucial. At
issue will be the soundness of the concrete material models in the tension and
shear dominant regimes, and a realistic and unified representation of the
concrete-rebar interaction in different modelling schemes. These will be the key
questions the present study is intended to address.
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Chapter 3: Numerical modelling of RC
structural response to blast loading:
common practice and issues

3.1

Introduction

The behaviour of concrete material and reinforced concrete structures under
impact and blast loads has attracted much renewed research interest in recent
years. A distinctive trend in the latest research effort on this subject is an ever
increased use of high fidelity numerical simulation approaches. The tendency
towards computer simulation has been promoted by the availability of advanced
dynamic analysis codes and the growing computer power, which have made it
possible to carry out rather sophisticated numerical analyses with a desktop
computer.
It is generally understood that the response of concrete structures to impact and
blast loads is complicated and involves a number of challenges in terms of the
rigour and reliability of modelling considerations, for example appropriate
handling of pressure and rate dependence of materials, stress wave
phenomenon, damage evolution and softening, as well as large deformations.
Although these capabilities have mostly been incorporated in various generalpurpose computational analysis software, e.g. LS-DYNA (LSTC 2012), Autodyn
(ANSYS 2009) and ABAQUS/Explicit (Dassault Systèmes 2007), whether or not
the underlying mechanics during the dynamic process may be adequately
represented still depends on the soundness of the constitutive material
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descriptions and the interactions among the constituent materials under the
complex structural and loading environment. Handling such complex modelling
analysis certainly also requires an analyst to be able to comprehend the model
behaviours as well as the underlying physical processes.
Different computational techniques exist for the analysis of concrete structures
under high dynamic loading (Tu and Lu 2009). Nonetheless, the majority of the
numerical simulation studies in this field are conducted using a finite element
approach. In a traditional continuum FE framework, fracture of concrete is
simulated in a smeared manner using the so-called macroscopic material models,
in which classical continuum mechanics based considerations, e.g. damage
evolution, plastic flow, failure surfaces and so on are implemented at the local
element level. Mesh-objective softening (i.e. preservation of the fracture energy)
may be achieved by incorporating a mesh-adjusted softening rule (e.g. Malvar
and Crawford 1997; Murray et al. 2007).
As introduced in the literature review in Section 2.4, numerous studies have
been carried out recently to examine and verify numerical models developed
under such a general FE framework for high impulsive loading analysis. It has
been found that the outcome of a numerical simulation is closely related to the
capacity of the concrete models in dealing with the nonlinear behaviour of the
material under complex loading conditions, and the performance of a particular
material model could vary in different structural and loading conditions.
Therefore continued research effort is needed to understand more
comprehensively the demands a rigorous simulation may impose on a modelling
approach and thereby the needs for improvement in the model formulation.
This Chapter is mainly concerned about the performance of concrete material
models when applied in the simulation of reinforced concrete (RC) structures
under blast loading. Two representative concrete models, namely Karagozian &
Case concrete damage model (also known as KCC model) and Continuous
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Surface Concrete Model (known as CSC model), both available in LS-DYNA, are
employed and examined. The overall structural response in such a loading
scenario is understood to be primarily monotonic, and consequently the
performance of these material models are expected not to differ significantly
from what have been observed in other reported simulation studies. However, it
has been discovered, rather surprisingly, that the KCC model could not maintain
a satisfactory result especially in the later stage of the response, whereas the CSC
model exhibits reasonable performance throughout the entire response.
Securitisation of the detailed response in relation to the basic behaviour of the
material model behaviour suggests that the root cause of the problem tends to
originate from the faster descending of the material model behaviour towards an
effectively zero strength state following a tension/shear dominated damage
process, and the consequent diminish of the interaction capacity between the
steel rebar and the surrounding concrete. In contrast, the CSC model retains a
certain level of residual capacity which enables a minimum connection between
the rebar and the surrounding concrete at the severely cracked but not entirely
fragmented state. In a broader sense, necessary rectification would need to be
considered when it comes to using the KCC type model in simulating the
response of RC structure concerning both local and global responses, which will
be further discussed in Chapter 4.

3.2

Overview and general discussion on the KCC and CSC

models
The concrete material models used in hydrocode simulation of the dynamic
response under high rate loadings generally need to accommodate a wide range
of pressure, stress states, strain rate, and levels of damage. Most of such material
models are formulated in a similar damage plasticity framework. The KCC and
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CSC models employed in the present study, available in LS-DYNA, are well
documented in previous publications (Crawford et al. 2012; Magallanes et al.
2010; Malvar et al. 2000; Schwer and Malvar 2005) and have been subjected to
extensive scrutiny and validation studies (Magallanes 2008; ARUP 2009; Tu and
Lu 2009, 2010; Crawford et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012). For the purpose of
present discussion, an overview and discussion of some of the key features that
relate closely to the behaviour in a typical reinforced concrete simulation
environment is provided.
3.2.1 Strength surfaces and damage definition in KCC model
3J 2

maximum surface ∆σ m

yielding surface

f c′

− ft

∆σ y

residual surface ∆σ r

p

f c′
3

Fig. 3.1 Failure surfaces defined in KCC model

In KCC concrete model, three independent strength surfaces are defined for
yield, maximum and residual strength, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1. All
these strength surfaces are pressure sensitive, and a complete definition requires
eight material parameters which are determined from standard material tests
(Crawford et al. 2012). At any state of damage, the prevailing strength surface is
defined as a linear interpolation between the maximum and either the yielding
or residual failure surfaces, depending on the cumulative damage level:
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η∆σ m + (1 − η )∆σ y
∆σ (= 3 J 2 ) = 
η∆σ m + (1 − η )∆σ r

for λ < λm
for λ ≥ λm

(3.1)

where ∆σ m , ∆σ y and ∆σ r represent the maximum, yielding and residual
surfaces respectively, and are defined by a set of eight parameters:

p
∆σ m = a0 m +
a1m + a 2 m p

p

∆σ y = a0 y +
a1 y + a 2 y p

p

∆σ r = a + a p
1r
2r


maximum surface
yielding

surface

residual

surface

(3.1a)

The interpolation factor η is a function of the modified effective plastic strain
measure λ, as shown in Fig. 3.2, and it varies from 0 (before yielding) to 1
(when λ equals to λm) to allow the strength surface to move between yielding to
the maximum strength surface, then from 1 to zero to allow softening to develop
between the maximum and residual surfaces.
1
0.8

ƞ

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

1

2

3

λ

4

5

6

(10-4)

Fig. 3.2 Default η-λ curve defined in KCC model

The modified effective plastic strain λ is defined as
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ε p
dε p
∫
b
 0 r f (1 + p / r f f t ) 1
λ= p
ε
dε p

 ∫ r (1 + p / r f ) b2
f t
0 f

for

p≥0
(3.2)

for

p<0

where the effective plastic strain increment is given by

εp =

(2 3)ε ijp ε ijp

(3.3)

f t , r f and ε ijp are the tensile strength, rate scaling factor and total plastic strain
component, respectively. b1 and b2 are exponential weighting factors to control
different rate of accumulation of incremental plastic strain in the hydrostatic
compression (p ≥ 0) and tension regime (p < 0), and in this way the softening
phase develops in distinctive manners under compression and tension,
respectively, while the same η-λ curve is employed.
For an illustrative purpose, let the rate scaling factor be unity (no strain rate
effect) and the multiplier of the incremental plastic strain in Eq. 3.2 may be
written as:

 ( β )d ε p
dλ =  1
( β 2 )d ε p
where β 1 =

for

p≥0

for

p<0

(3.4)

1
1
, β2 =
.
b1
(1 + p / f t ) b2
(1 + p / f t )

With KCC default values of b1=1.6 and b2=1.35, the variation of β1 and β2 with
pressure are plotted in Fig. 3.3. It can be seen that with the default b1 and b2
values, the rate of damage accumulation is greatly accelerated in negative
(tension) pressure regime and decelerated in positive (compression) pressure
regime and a smooth transition is enabled at zero pressure point.
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p / ft
p≥0, b1=1.60

p<0, b2=1.35

Fig. 3.3 Incremental plastic strain multiplier vs. hydrostatic pressure

It is also noted that the actual values of b1 and b2 themselves control the rate of
accumulation of the incremental plastic strain into the total λ, thus different
shapes (slopes) of the softening branch may be realised by adjusting the b1 (for
compression) and b2 (for tension) values.
In the KCC model, the damage level is directly related to the modified effective
plastic strain. For post-processing, a nominal damage scalar called SDF (scaled
damage factor) is further introduced and it is defined as follows:
SDF =

2λ
λ + λm

(3.5)

As λ is a positive non-decreasing variable, SDF varies from 0 to 2. In the pre-peak
phase 0<SDF<1, and when concrete enters softening phase, 1<SDF<2. SDF
eventually approaches 2 as λ increases to infinity, which ultimately represents a
total damage state. A more detailed look into the variation of SDF with the
accumulation of damage will be given later in comparison with the damage
index adopted in the CSC model.
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3.2.2 Strength surfaces and damage definition in CSC model
J2

shear failure surface F f (I1 )

compaction surface Fc (J 2 , κ )

L(κ )

X (κ )

I1

Fig. 3.4 Failure surfaces defined in CSC model

In CSC model the failure surface is defined as a smooth intersection between a
shear failure surface F f (I1 ) and a hardening cap Fc (J 2 , κ ) , in the low to high
confining pressure regimes, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The overall failure surface is
expressed in Eq. 3.6.

f (I1 , J 2 , J 3 , κ ) = J 2 − ℜ 2 F f Fc

(3.6)

where F f is the shear failure surface, Fc is the hardening cap of compaction, and
ℜ is a Rubin factor. Multiplying the cap function Fc and shear failure function F f

allows the cap and shear surfaces to take on the same slope at their intersection.
The shear surface is defined along the compression meridian:
J 2 = F f (I1 ) = α − λ exp − βI1 + θI1

(3.7)

where parameters α , β , λ and θ are calibrated from material tests of plain
concrete (Murray 2007).
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The compaction cap surface is expressed in an ellipse shape to model plastic
volume change related to compaction due to pore collapse, and the function is
defined as
  I1 − κ  2

J 2 = Fc (I 1 , κ ) = 1 −  X − κ 

1


I1 > κ

(3.8)

otherwise

where κ is the intersection of the shear surface and the cap, and X (κ ) is the
intersection of the cap with I1 axis. The cap moves to model the plastic
volumetric change. It expands for volume compaction, as X (κ ) and κ increases,
and contacts to simulate the dilation based on a hardening rule. Without cap
motion, the pressure-volumetric relation would be perfectly plastic.
With failure surfaces defined above, the model uses a scalar damage index d to
transform the undamaged stress tensor into damaged one:

σ ijdamaged = (1 − d )σ ijdamaged

(3.9)

Damage index d ranges from 0 for no damage to 1 for complete failure, and is
defined in accordance with two strain-based energy terms, namely, brittle and
ductile damage index db and dd for tensile and compressive stress state
respectively,
max(d b , d d )
d =
dd
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Fig. 3.5 Strain softening and stiffness reduction due to damage accumulation in
CSC model (after Murray 2007)

To simulate the crack opening and closure, the brittle damage index drops to
zero whenever the hydrostatic pressure enters compression, such that the
residual compressive strength and stiffness is recovered as crack closes. Once the
pressure switches from compressive to tensile again, the previous maximum
value of the brittle damage index is reactivated. The softening function of db and
dd are defined as a function of the damage threshold τ, which is a term used to
describe the current strain and energy accumulation,

1
1+ D
− 1

− Cτ b
D 1 + D exp



d
1+ B
1
d d = max 
−

D 1 + B exp − Aτ d

db =

(3.11)

Parameter A, B, C and D control the shape of the softening function. The brittle
damage threshold τ

b

is defined by the maximum principal strain, whereas the

ductile damage threshold τ

d

depends on the total strain components, as

follows:
2
τ b = Eε max

τd =

1
σ ij ε ij
2
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3.2.3 Consideration of fracture energy and mesh convergence
The general considerations of crack softening in both KCC and CSC models stem
from the crack band theory (Bažant and Oh 1983). To enable a mesh-objective
solution and general mesh convergence, both KCC and CSC models essentially
incorporate a length factor, albeit in a different manner, which relates the strain
energy over a characteristic “band width”, Lc, in the softening phase of the
material response to target fracture energy, Gf, which is considered as a material
property (CEB-FEP 1990). In a general form, this requirement transpires to
satisfying the condition expressed in Eq. 3.13:
+∞

∫ε
or

+∞

∫ε

m

m

σdε =

Gf

(3.13a)

Lc
+∞

σ ( Lc dε ) = ∫δ σdδ =G f

(3.13b)

m

In CSC model, Lc is simply tied to the characteristic element size Le (cubic root of
the element volume), implying that the softening (crack) is always localised
within a single layer of elements. On the other hand, KCC model provides a
possibility of dealing with softening to spread (in the band width direction) over
multiple elements, and this is achieved by introducing a user specified
localisation width Lw. When the element size Le is larger than Lw, the standard
treatment prevails such that the characteristic length Lc in Eq. 3.13a is made
equal to the element size Le. In case the element size is smaller than Lw, the
stress-strain relation is then adjusted based on the assumption that the facture
energy is dissipated within the localisation width Lw rather than a single element
length Le. In short, the handling of the softening and consideration of the strain
energy through a characteristic band width in KCC and CSC may be summarised
in Eq. 3.14.
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Le

Lc = 
max(Le , Lw )

for

CSC

for

KCC

(3.14)

To better demonstrate the treatment on mesh objectivity in the KCC and CSC
models, single-element numerical tests are conducted to demonstrate the
concrete response under uniaxial tension and compression. Single cubic
elements with lengths varying from 100 mm to 12.5 mm, and a compressive
strength of 30 MPa are chosen.
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Fig. 3.6 Tensile response of singe element with varied element sizes
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Stress-strain and stress-displacement curves under uniaxial tension are shown in
Fig. 3.6. It can be seen that in the softening regime, the strain decreases with
increasing element size, while the overall displacement is independent of
element size for CSC model. As for KCC model, constant displacement is found
when element size is larger than the pre-defined localisation width Lw of 25 mm.
In the case of 12.5 mm, the assumption is to achieve a same displacement over
the localisation width, which consists of two 12.5mm-wide elements, and the
actual displacement in one single element is halved. This treatment has also
been applied in the compressive softening regime, as shown by responses of
single element under uniaxial compression in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7 Compressive response of singe element with varied element sizes
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For FE analysis in relatively simple tension-dominated loading conditions,
localisation will inevitably occur along a single row of elements perpendicular to
the primary tension direction. In such situations it is obvious that the localisation
width should be tied to the element size, which means Lw in KCC model should
be given a value equal to the characteristic element size Le.
However, when the stress state becomes complicated in a damage zone, the
localisation width could spread across more than one element in the FE model,
particularly in the case of a refined mesh, and consequently the setting of Lw
would become a complicated issue and an appropriate choice could be casedependent. Further discussion along this line is beyond the scope of this study.
In the present analysis, the standard option that the target fracture energy is
realised over a single element width is adopted.

3.2.4 Further discussion on interpretation of the damage indices
In view of the different ways that the damage scalars are defined in the KCC and
CSC models (similarly in other damage plasticity models), single-element
numerical tests are further conducted to demonstrate the concrete response and
the computed values of damage under uniaxial tension and compression. A
single cubic element with a length of 25mm and compressive strength of 30 MPa
is chosen.
The uniaxial tension and compression stress-strain curves produced from the
KCC and CSC models, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3.8 along with the
indication of the damage scalar values. Note that the absolute strain values in a
single element test is element-size dependent, so the strain values need to be
read with the element size in mind. On the other hand, the total deformation of
the element, which in the tension case would represent the “crack width”, would
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be independent of the element size. The scale of deformation values are also
indicated on the top axis in Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.8 Uniaxial stress-strain curves and damage indices produced by the two
models

From Fig. 3.8 it can be seen that slight difference in the tensile strength exists
between the two models for the same target compressive strength. More
remarkably, however, the shapes of the softening curves are different in
characteristics. Taking the tensile curves for example, while both KCC and CSC
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curves tend to cover a similar area (thus indicating similar fracture energy), the
KCC model has a terminate strength cut-off at a strain level of about 2.3×10-3, or
a “crack width” level of about 0.06 mm, beyond which the material would have
zero strength. On the contrary, the CSC model has a more gradual descending
phase. The patterns of the curves in compression are similar to the respective
tensile curves. Further discussion about the potential effect of the KCC model
having a strength termination point will be given later.
With regard to the damage scalars, aside from the fact that the SDF factor in
KCC has a scale range of 0~2 while the damage index in CSC has a range of
0~1, which may be unified easily if needed, the SDF factor tends to exhibit a
narrow effective range as it is already greater than 1.5 before reaching the
maximum strength. In comparison, the damage index in CSC model tends to
exhibit a more gradual increase while the material softening accumulates. The D
index appears to closely relate to the (descending) stress state and the absolute
strain, which seems to be physically more meaningful.
Fig. 3.9 further illustrates the relationship between the SDF and D indices. Form
the whole range perspective, the two indices do not appear to get along with
each other. But upon a loser look, they are reasonably correlated in the medium
to severe damage states. In the D index case, this marks a range of 0.3 to 1.0,
but the corresponding SDF is in a very narrow range of 1.97~2.0. This effective
range of the SDF values for severe material damage needs be particularly noted
when it comes to interpreting the severe damage or crack patterns with the SDF
factor.
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Fig. 3.9 Relationship between SDF in KCC and D in CSC model

3.3

Numerical simulations with the two concrete models and

comparison with experimental results
A full scale investigation into the performance of hydrocode concrete material
models in a reinforced concrete structure analysis was partially motivated from
the experiences attempting to numerically simulate the benchmark experiment
available from a blind blast contest (Thiagarajan 2013; Thiagarajan et al. 2011,
2014). The overall structural response in such a loading scenario was primarily
of a monotonic process, and consequently the performance of these material
models was expected not to differ significantly. However, the modelling turned
out to suggest, rather surprisingly, that the KCC model could not produce a
sensible result especially in the later stage of the response, whereas the CSC
model exhibits reasonable performance throughout the entire response.
The numerical investigation is then extended to the simulation of a quasi-static
RC beam test to further examine the material model performance without the
involvement of the dynamic effects.
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3.3.1 Simulation of RC slab response to blast load
The simulation being discussed here is concerned with the normal strength RC
slab tested by Thiagarajan (2013). The RC slab, along with other specimens, was
originally tested at the University of Missouri Kansas City (UMKC) using a blast
loading simulator, which is capable of simulating a uniform pressure pulse on
the loading face. The slab was supported against two strong steel box beams on
the rear side of the slab at the two ends of the main (longitudinal) direction, and
the response of the slab was measured by accelerometers and a laser
measurement device attached to the rear face of the slab, as shown in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 Outside and inside view of the slab from the pressure tube (Thiagarajan
2013)

The support arrangement (Fig. 3.11b) effectively made the RC slab as a one-way
slab, with a net span of 1320 mm and a thickness of 101.6 mm. The longitudinal
reinforcement consisted of 9 #3 steel bars of diameter 9.525 mm, and nominal
transverse reinforcement consisted of 5 #3 steel bars. All the reinforcing bars
were placed on the bottom side (opposite to the loading face) of the slab. The
normal strength RC slab was cast using concrete with a compressive strength of
34.5 MPa. The reinforcing bars were of Grade 60.
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a) Front view
blast load
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b) Side view
Fig. 3.11 Details of tested RC slab (after Thiagarajan 2013)

The numerical simulation is carried out using LS-DYNA. In the FE model for the
slab, 8-node solid elements are used for concrete whilst 2-node beam elements
are used for longitudinal and transverse reinforcements. The rebar elements are
embedded in the solid elements such that they connect to the concrete elements
with shared nodes, mimicking a perfect bond condition. To preserve the support
condition, the profile of the support box beam was retained in the model and the
RC slab is placed on the support beam via surface to surface contact. Considering
the symmetry, only ¼ of the test RC slab needs to be modelled, as depicted in
Fig. 3.12.
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concrete

reinforcing bars

axes of symmetry
simplified support

Fig. 3.12 Layout of the ¼ FE model for the slab and the end support beam

The concrete in the RC slab is modelled by KCC and CSC material models in two
different FE models, respectively. In both models, the automatic generation of
material model parameters is adopted by specifying only the unconfined
compressive strength, which is 34.5 MPa based on the experimental data. A
mesh convergence study was conducted and according the results a nominal
mesh grid size of 6.35 mm was adopted in both FE models for the detailed
simulations. This offers a resolution of 16 solid elements along the slab
thickness, with a total of about 140,000 elements. Correspondingly, a
localisation width (Lw) of 6.35 mm (equal the average element size) is employed
in the KCC model.
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Fig. 3.13 Stress-strain curve of rebar
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In the FE model, the rebar elements are modelled by the material model
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY, which allows a piece-wise definition of
the stress-strain relationship to match closely the actual post peak stage of the
test result as presented in Fig. 3.13. Blast load is simulated by uniformly
distributed pressure pulse onto the loading face of the RC slab, using the
pressure history recorded from the actual experiment, as presented in Fig. 3.14.
Fig. 3.15 shows the time histories of the central deflections and reaction forces
in the ¼ models using KCC and CSC model, respectively. The experimental blast
force is calculated based on the pressure pulse applied onto the one-quarter
model of the slab.
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Fig. 3.15 Time history of central deflection and reaction

As can be seen from Fig. 3.15, the deflection predicted by the CSC model agree
well with the experimental results, and it exhibits an increasing phase until
about 100 mm (7.6 % of the span), followed by a stable oscillation around a
permanent plastic deformation, as observed from the actual experiment. In
contrast, the deflection time history from the KCC model shows an unstable
(diverging) response following the initial increase of the deflection. It is
noteworthy that the slab appears to have failed globally in the KCC model at
about 13ms when a central deflection reaches only about 60 mm (4.5% of the
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net span), which is well below the peak deflection experienced in the
experiment.

a) KCC model (t=8ms)

b) CSC model (t=8ms)

c) KCC model (t=10ms)

d) CSC model (t=10ms)

e) KCC model (t=14ms)

f) CSC model (t=14ms)

Fig. 3.16 Damage distribution in the slab surface and over cross-section (KCC:
1.97~2.00; CSC: 0.3~1.0)
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Fig. 3.16 shows the damage patterns along the rebar and over the slab depth at
selected time instants as obtained using the KCC (left) and CSC model (right).
The final crack patterns of the experimental RC slab, as reported in Thiagarajan
(2013) and Thiagarajan et al. (2014), are reproduced in Fig. 3.17 for a
comparison. Note that in order to make the damage comparable, the scale of the
SDF in KCC model is narrowed to a range of 1.97~2.00 against a range of
0.3~1.0 in CSC model in accordance with the calibration results shown earlier.

Fig. 3.17 Experimental crack distribution after blast (courtesy of Thiagarajan 2013)

It can be observed from both KCC and CSC models that at the initial stage,
damage develops as bending cracks, starting from the mid-span region and then
propagating towards the support. However, upon reaching the peak resistance at
around 10ms, the model with KCC concrete exhibits a rapid spread of damage in
concrete surrounding the longitudinal reinforcing bars and in the high shear
region. The spread of failure in concrete in the KCC model appears to eventually
result in the longitudinal rebar detaching from the surrounding concrete
alongside loss of shear capacity over the depth of the slab at about 14ms, leading
to a complete loss of the global resistance of the slab.
In contrast, the damage in the model with CSC tends to stabilise with a final
crack pattern featured by distributed lateral cracks together with longitudinal
cracks along the main reinforcing bars, which agree favourably with the
experimental result.
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Fig. 3.18 presents the evolution of the axial stress distribution in rebar at
selected time instants. At the early stage of the response up to about 8ms, the
axial stress in the rebar develops in a similar fashion in both KCC and CSC
models, and is consistent with a flexure-controlled response under a distributed
load. The shear-bond stress in the concrete elements to which the rebar elements
are attached is correlated to the slope of the longitudinal distribution of the axial
stress in the rebar. From Fig. 3.18 it can be observed that when the global
response reaches a certain limit, herein at about 10ms, the stress in the rebar
stops increasing in the KCC model, indicating that the shear and the rebar
anchorage region (closer to the end support) starts failing, while displacement
increases uncontrollably. Comparing to the KCC model, the axial stress in the
CSC model exhibits a consistent but globally increasing pattern as the response
develops to reach the peak deformation. There is no sign of extensive bond or
shear failure in the concrete.
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Fig. 3.18 Development of axial stress distribution along longitudinal rebar

To further examine the process of the KCC concrete failure in shear (or “bond”)
around the longitudinal rebar, a column of concrete elements immediately
surrounding a longitudinal rebar is taken out from the slab to expose the path to
failure in the interaction between steel rebar and adjacent concrete.
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A check of the responses among the four concrete elements at the same crosssection has found that the two elements on the left and right of the rebar
generally have a similar stress/strain level, so the mean values are taken
between these two elements. On the other hand, elements above and below the
rebar show slightly more different stress/strain states.
Fig. 3.19 shows the development and distribution of damage in these concrete
elements along the length of the rebar, for the KCC and CSC models,
respectively. The general development paths confirm the observations made in
earlier based on the rebar stress, in that a total (shear) failure eventually
develops in the concrete elements along the rebar length in the KCC model,
resulting in the loss of rebar effect on the concrete slab response and the global
failure of the slab. Such a problem does not occur in the CSC model.

a) KCC model (fringe range: 1.97~2.00)

b) CSC model (fringe range: 0.3~1.0)
Fig. 3.19 Development and distribution of damage in concrete elements connected
with rebar
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In an attempt to explain what aspects in the KCC model have contributed in the
abnormal simulation phenomenon, the shear and principal tensile strains in the
concrete element connected to the rebar are extracted for different response
levels. The results for the principal tensile strain are shown in Fig. 3.20. The
limiting tensile strain at which the KCC model would completely lose its strength
(thus becomes stress-less) for the size of the elements under a uniaxial tension
condition is also shown on the plots for a benchmark purpose.
From the shear/principal strain development, it can be observed that in the early
stage of the response up to about 8ms, both the magnitudes and distributions of
the strains do not differ significantly between the two models. However, with
further increase of the shear/principal strains, the magnitude of the strains at
the peak locations reach and exceed the KCC total failure limit, rendering the
respective concrete elements to be totally stress-free. This in turn accelerates the
increase of the strains in the concrete elements in general as the global response
increases, and at the same time the peak strain bands widen much more quickly
as compared to the CSC model. Finally, almost the entire set of the concrete
elements connected to the rebar exceeds the total failure strain limit and thus
enters into a stress-less state, leading to the collapse of the slab.
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Fig. 3.20 Principal (tensile) strain in concrete elements connected to rebar
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3.3.2 Simulation of RC beam under quasi-static load
In recognition of the fact that the significant differences in the simulation results
between the two models occur in the global deformation phase of the response,
and in particular the KCC model appears to exhibit a premature global failure, it
was considered necessary to carry out a simulation on a static RC beam to
further examine the material behaviour in a global deformation mode of
response, but without any complications from transient dynamic influences.
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a) Dimensions of specimen (unit: mm, adapted from Janney et al. 1956)

b) Geometric layout of numerical model
Fig. 3.21 Experimental RC beam and its FE model

As mentioned before, to fully expose the behaviour of the concrete material
model in interacting with the main reinforcing bars, it is desirable that the RC
specimen involves only a simple layer of main reinforcing bars, especially
without stirrups which would otherwise dilute the problem of loss of cone rete/
rebar interaction. For this reason, the RC beam tests conducted by Janney et al.
(1956) are selected. The particular test beam considered for the present
simulation is shown in Fig. 3.21a. The beam had a net span of 2743 mm, it had
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only longitudinal reinforcement without any stirrups. The longitudinal
reinforcement consisted of 3 #5 steel bars giving rise to a reinforcement ratio of
1.87%. The beam was tested in a four point-load bending configuration. The
length to thickness ratio was about 13, similar to the RC slab presented earlier.
The concrete used in the test beam had a compressive strength of 36.2 MPa with
tensile strength assumed to be 2.82 MPa, and the reinforcing bars had a yield
strength of 333 MPa.
As reported in the experiment by Janney et al. (1956), the beam developed
about five cracks in the region of pure flexure. After yielding occurred in the
tension rebars, the flexural deformation developed in a ductile manner without
much increase of the loading capacity. Finally the beam failed in a flexural mode
without any apparent shear or bond problem.
Similar FE model set-up as used in the simulation of the RC slab is employed
here, as depicted in Fig. 3.21b. The steel bars are modelled by beam elements
while concrete is modelled by solid elements. Concrete model parameters are
generated automatically for the 36.2 MPa class concrete. According to
experimental observation no apparent hardening stage existed in the stress-strain
relation of the steel bars thus the rebar is assumed to be elasto-plastic in the
numerical model.
A mesh convergence study was conducted to identify an acceptable mesh size
while maintaining a manageable computational time, which is generally much
longer due to the test being quasi-static. Finally an average element length of
6.35 mm is chosen for the beam simulation using both the KCC and CSC models.
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Fig. 3.22 Comparison of central deflection vs. mid-span moment curves

a) Central deflection = 4mm

b) Central deflection = 10mm

c) Central deflection = 16mm

d) Central deflection = 19mm

e) Central deflection = 50mm
Fig. 3.23 Damage pattern of RC beam under quasi-static load (KCC: 1.97~2.00;
CSC: 0.3~1.0)
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The predicted load (mid-span moment) vs. central deflection relationships using
the two models are compared with the experimental result in Fig. 3.22. It can be
clearly observed that the results generally repeat what have been observed in the
RC slab blast simulation shown in Fig. 3.15. For the particular RC beam herein
with no shear links or stirrups, the KCC model tends to fail prematurely with an
abrupt loss of the global resistance at a deflection of 18 mm (or approximately
1/150 of the net span). On the other hand, the CSC model appears to match well
the experimental curve with a slightly higher strength. It is noted that the
experimental failure point was recorded at around 42 mm.
The development of the damage (crack) patterns at selected deflection levels are
shown in Fig. 3.23. The failure pattern in the KCC model also suggests that the
premature and abrupt failure in this model is attributable to the failure of
concrete elements to which the rebar elements are attached in the high
shear/anchorage region (between the point load and the support), essentially
resulting in the loss of the reinforcement effect (analogous to the rebar being
pulled out or sliding in the concrete). The CSC model also developed damage
along the longitudinal rebar but the effect is not catastrophic and the overall
behaviour matches well the experiment as mentioned earlier.
In a closer inspection at the failure process of rebar and concrete interaction, the
evolution of axial stress distribution in rebar, together with the principle strain
(tensile positive) in the concrete elements connected to the rebar at selected
deflection levels are presented in Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25, respectively. The
corresponding strain limits at which the KCC/CSC model would completely lose
its strength under uniaxial tension and compression are also shown as a
benchmark.
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Fig. 3.24 Axial stress distribution along the length of rebar

It can be seen from the model with KCC that as early as a deflection of 4mm,
strain begins to increase drastically at the flexural crack 500mm from the midspan. It immediately exceeds the strain limit and becomes stress-less, and results
essentially in the loss of stress transfer between the concrete and the rebar at
this point. This renders an accelerated spread of “bond” failure in the shear span
towards the support. When the global response reaches 18mm, almost the entire
set of the concrete in the shear span exceeds the total failure strain limit and
becomes “stress-less” in the KCC model. Comparing to KCC model, the strain in
the concrete connected to the rebar develops considerably below the strain limit
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in CSC model, thus no significant connection failure takes place and the axial
stress in the rebar exhibits a consistent but globally increasing pattern as the
beam deflects.
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Fig. 3.25 Principle strain in concrete elements connected to rebar

Based on the above results in conjunction with the comprehensive observations
of the failure processes in the two models presented in the previous section, it
may be concluded that the deterioration rate of tensile/shear strength in the
softening stage in the KCC model, particularly the progress into a zero stress
state, tends to be too quick and too early. This feature may not pose any
significant problem in high pressure applications, but could be problematic in
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lower pressure applications where tension and shear failure generally plays a
governing role. The problem will tend to get worsened in reinforced concrete
members such as the RC slab in the present investigation, where premature
failure of concrete in shear and “bond” will result in an unrealistic elimination of
the reinforcement effect, leading to a premature collapse of the RC member as if
it was un-reinforced in the late stage of the response.

3.3.3 Discussion on the abnormal over-ductile tensile behaviour of CSC model
The performance of the CSC material model in the simulation of the global
bending dominated RC slab and beam responses as presented in Section 3.1 and
3.2 has been satisfactory and no abnormal behaviour due to premature failure of
the material has been observed. However, there have been signs of overly ductile
response for the material model as evidenced in the RC beam analysis. The
result there tends to indicate that the material model produces an extremely flat
softening curve in the bond-slip relation thus greatly overpredicts the
shear/tension of concrete in the rebar interaction zone. This suggests that the
CSC model is likely to be unable to represent realistically the “bond” behaviour
of concrete when this region does develop into critical and failure state, which
the model presents a problem in the opposite direction of the KCC model.
The results from the single element tests under a uniaxial stress condition, as
presented in Fig. 3.8, do not show any apparent problem with the CSC model in
the softening stage. However, further examination reveals that the problem
actually arises when lateral pressure, even at a small magnitude, is involved.
We shall take a look at the damage formulation in the CSC model first. In
addition to the definition of the confinement (pressure) dependent failure
surface, an extra equation is introduced to factor down the maximum possible
damage level dmax in compressive situations:
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d max

 3 J 1.5
2 

=  I 
1


0
.
999


for

3J 2
I1

<1

(3.15)

otherwise

The non-dimensional term in the brackets is a stress invariant ratio that is equal
to 1.0 in unconfined compression and less than 1.0 under confined compression.
This effect may be illustrated in Fig. 3.26, and it is activated only when the stress
condition falls into the shaded area. The exponent 1.5 is set by default.

3 J2

uniaxial compression
(=1.0)

pure shear
(=0.0)
triaxial compression
(<1.0)

uniaxial tension
(= -1.0)

I1
Fig. 3.26 Different stress paths and correspondent stress invariant ratios

As shown in Fig. 3.26, for an element under uniaxial compression, the principle
stresses are σ 1 = σ c < 0 and σ 2 = σ 3 = 0 . The stress invariants are calculated as

3J 2
1
I 1 = σ c (compressive is positive) and J 2 = σ t2 , so the ratio
= 1.0 . Similarly,
3
I1
it can be deduced that the ratio

3J 2
I1

3J 2
I1

= −1.0 for uniaxial tension and

= 0.0 for pure shear state. When the element is subjected to triaxial
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(confined) compression, the ratio is less than 1.0, and stress path therefore lies
in the shaded area to right side of the line

3J 2
I1

= 1.0 , and Eq. 3.15 would take

its effect.
However in the case of confined tension, in which the stress state falls in the
region of

3J 2
I1

< 1.0 but the deformation state is still in expansion, the above
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b) Graphical explanation of the stress paths
Fig. 3.27 Behaviour of CSC material model under confined tension
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CSC implementation of confinement effect becomes problematic, which can be
demonstrated by a single element stress test under tension, and the results are
illustrated in Fig. 3.27a. As can be observed, in the tension softening regime a
fully damaged state can never be reached in the CSC if the element is under a
hydrostatic pressure condition, even with a small confinement of just 0.2 MPa.
When the pressure increases, the tension behaviour becomes more ductile. With
a confinement of 3 MPa, the tensile stress-strain response becomes extremely flat
almost like elasto-plastic.
An examination of the stress paths is illustrated in Fig. 3.27b. It can be seen that
the stress starts to decrease through the original path once it meets the tensile
meridian; however due to reduced maximum possible damage level, the stress is
always prevented from unloading across to the right side of the straight line of
I1 = 3J 2 , and thus the strength is restrained and never deteriorates to a zero

stress state. The persist existence of a minimum stress state may not be of a
problem by itself; however, such mechanism of consideration of the confinement
effect by an extra reduction to the damage index can cause unrealistic overductile tensile response when an appreciable level of pressure (e.g. 2~3 MPa) is
present, which is often possible in areas surrounding a reinforcing bar. With this
deficiency in mind and considering the fact that the CSC model is originally not
designed to cover an intensive stress wave response, no further attempt in
rectifying this issue with the CSC model will be pursued in the present study.
However the potential problem with the CSC as discussed here is worth noting
while we use this model to check against the performance of KCC in the global
response regimes.
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Conclusions

Numerical simulation of reinforced concrete structures under impact and blast
loadings requires the material models to be able to accommodate a wide range
of stress, strain rate and deformation conditions. Although extensive calibration
and validation studies have been conducted for typical concrete material models
under a variety of loading conditions, the performance and demands of the
material models in a reinforced concrete environment and under a global
deformation dominated response regime is relatively less explored. The study
presented in this chapter examined the performance of KCC model in
comparison with the CSC model in the application of RC slab and beams for
impact and blast loading with involvement of significant global response
features.
The benchmark experiment being modelled is generally in a global flexure
regime and the response is primarily of a monotonic character. For such a
classical modelling situation, however, the two models exhibit very distinctive
performances. The simulation on the blast response of the RC slab demonstrates
that with the default KCC model the simulated response tends to fail
prematurely due to a rapid loss of the shear and tensile strength of concrete,
particularly in the elements to which the reinforcing bars are attached and
effectively eliminate the reinforcement effect and cause the collapse of the slab.
Further simulation on an RC beam under a quasi-static loading shows a similar
phenomenon.
The aspects of the KCC material model behaviour that may be linked to the
abnormal performance of the RC slab simulation are deemed to include,
primarily, the rapid descending rate in the later softening phase and an earlier
entry into a stress-less state. While this feature may not pose a significant
problem in high pressure applications, it becomes problematic in low pressure
situations, especially in a reinforced concrete structure such as in the RC slab
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under investigation where premature failure of concrete in shear and “bond” will
accelerate unrealistically the failure process towards a premature collapse. The
problem with too steep a descending rate into a zero-stress state therefore
requires rectification, and this is a topic which will be investigated in detail in
Chapter 4.
On the other hand, the CSC model, although seemingly exhibiting good
performance in the simulation of the same benchmark problem, actually tends to
produce an overly conservative behaviour at the rebar interface that would
become problematic in situation where shear and interface do become critical.
A closer examination of the model performance reveals that CSC model is
inclined towards the opposite direction of KCC model in a tension or shear
dominated response subjected to low pressure regime, in that it tends to be
excessively ductile in tension with the presence of a limited amount of confining
pressure. The cause of this abnormal phenomenon is deemed to originate from
the use of a reduction of damage in a confined stress condition. Such a
phenomenon has not been well calibrated in the literature, and should be
treated with care before an appropriate resolution is available. Thus the primary
focus has been focused on rectifying the KCC model in terms of a holistic
modelling for high impulsive loading.
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Chapter 4: Modification to KCC model and
holistic modelling of RC flexural and shear
response

4.1

Introduction

The extensive analysis of the failure processes in the simulation results in
Chapter 3 has revealed that the global failure in the RC members with the KCC
model tends to be premature, and this phenomenon is deemed to be resulting
from a premature and complete loss of “bond” strength in the concrete elements
surrounding the rebar. The premature failure of these concrete elements will
equate elimination of the reinforcement effect, leading to a premature collapse
of the RC member as if it was un-reinforced in the late stage of the response.
In this Chapter, the behaviour of the material models is firstly further examined
in a classical pull-out scenario, and two possible rebar modelling schemes,
namely the conventional one-dimensional line/beam model and a solid element
model, are considered for an evaluation on the degree to which different rebar
models may contribute in any abnormal interaction behaviour. The main
objectives are to investigate into the root cause of the premature failure of KCC
model, and subsequently to propose and demonstrate possible remedies. The
two rebar model schemes of rebar in concrete are examined. The possible
influence of transverse reinforcement on reducing the “bond” demand, are also
examined and discussed.
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Rectification of the KCC model problem is then focused on realising a more
gradual softening (descending) phase of the tensile and shear behaviour,
including in the conditions where an appreciable hydrostatic pressure is
involved. The proposed modification includes a modified damage function, i.e.
the η -λ curve, as well as an adjustment of the plastic strain accumulation
factor b1 of the KCC model. With the proposed modification, the KCC model is
found to behave rather satisfactorily in modelling the RC slab and beam
responses under both impulsive dynamic and quasi-static load situations.
The overall modelling framework for RC components and the modification of the
KCC model are further validated for their performances in capturing the global
structural behaviour of RC members against some recent experiments of RC
beams conducted at University of Edinburgh, with a special focus on the
prediction of global shear failure mechanism and shear resistance.

4.2

Further investigation on the premature failure of

interaction between concrete and rebar
As a commonly adopted approach in modelling structural or component
response of RC structures subject to blast type of loads, the reinforcing steel bars
are usually embedded in the concrete with shared nodes between the rebar and
concrete elements along the length of the rebar. This is equivalent to assuming a
perfect bond between concrete and rebar. The basic rationale is that the
response during the blast loading phase is so fast that there is no time for “slip”
to develop, whereas in the subsequent phase bond failure and “slip” may be
reasonably represented through the softening and failure of the concrete to
which the rebar is attached to.
Besides simplicity, a prevailing justification for this approach is based on a
recognition that “bond” failure between steel reinforcement and concrete can
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always be replicated by the failure of the concrete elements, which are attached
to the rebar elements. Indeed in a real RC environment involving deformed steel
bars, “bond” failure can often be attributed to eventual failure of concrete
surrounding the rebar. Therefore ignoring a physical bond interface is not
expected to change the failure mode in the interface region, whereas the
possible “slip” deformation, as commented earlier, is not regarded as important
in a blast type loading scenario. By rendering failure to be governed by the
surrounding concrete, the macroscopic reinforcement-concrete composite effect
and the global response of the RC member is maintained.
What is less recognised, however, is the fact that the stress condition in the layer
of concrete attached to the rebar is altered, particularly in the beam-element
model scheme for rebar. The implied requirement on the concrete material
model is that it should not be very sensitive to a certain degree of variation of
the stress condition in a damaged tension-shear state around the steel rebar.
Depending upon the loading and structural conditions, this factor may or may
not introduce a noticeable effect. Therefore, this potential issue has not been
discussed openly in the numerical simulation community.
For blast related simulation, steel rebar is often modelled as one-dimensional 2node beam or link element (Lowes et al. 2004; Ben Romdhane and Ulm 2002;
Salari and Spacone 2001; Shi et al. 2009); less often is the rebar modelled using
solid elements (e.g. Magnusson et al. 2010) due to computational cost. An
example of the RC section with beam-element rebar modelling setting is
represented in Fig. 4.1a, in which the one-dimensional rebar is represented by a
yellow node with its actual perimeter highlighted by the dashed circle. Fig. 4.1b
gives an example of the cross-section with rebar modelled by solid elements.
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a) Rebar modelled by beam elements

b) Rebar modelled by solid elements

Fig. 4.1 Different modelling approaches for rebar in FE models

The major difference between the two rebar modelling approaches lies in the
geometrical description of the rebar. Under a beam-element rebar assumption,
the rebar is represented by a string of one-dimensional elements without the
actual perimeter, while under a solid-element rebar assumption the boundary
between the steel rebar and adjacent concrete is explicitly defined. Besides,
solid-element rebar normally requires refiner mesh resolution to describe the
circular rebar shape and preserve flexural stiffness of the rebar, therefore longer
computational time will result.
Naturally in a FE configuration, the deformation and deterioration caused by the
rebar-concrete interaction would largely be localised in the first layer of concrete
elements adjacent to the rebars. In a beam-element rebar setting, the original
space occupied by the actual rebar is allocated into concrete material. This may
not generate significant issue in an FE model where the concrete element size is
much larger than the rebar size. However, when the mesh size is relatively small
(comparable to the radius of rebar), which is often required in a blast response
simulation due to the need to capture the stress wave effect, the concrete
elements in the original rebar space actually represents none of the physical
material involved. From this point of view, it is not fair to require a concrete
material model to be fully capable of catering to the stress condition in this
fictitious concrete region while behaving like normal concrete. It is only by the
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fact that the gross transfer of stress from the line/beam rebar to the surrounding
concrete should generally remain like in the actual concrete-rebar interaction
region that the fictitious layer of concrete may still be handled using a concrete
material model. The detail of the force transfer and a possible use of an
equivalent (concrete) material for the fictitious layer of concrete will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
In typical reinforced concrete configuration, transverse shear links and stirrups
are usually present to ensure the shear resistance and overall integrity. On the
other hand, the steel cages formed by longitudinal and transverse reinforcements
will inevitably reduce the demand on bond and anchorage in the longitudinal
rebar. From the perspective of numerical modelling, this could effect to mask the
problems in the performance of the concrete model such that the local bond
failure might not result in a gross loss of concrete-rebar interaction. The extent
of such an effect is also worth clarifying.
In this section, the performance of KCC model under the two rebar modelling
approaches are examined via a pull-out simulation. This is followed by a FE
investigation on the effect of transverse reinforcement in masking the “bond”
problems with this concrete model.

4.2.1 Examination of the two rebar models using a pull-out test
With questions from the simulation for RC slabs and beams aroused regarding
the modelling of concrete-rebar interaction, it is reasonable to take a close look
at the behaviour of the concrete and rebar models in a pull-out test, where a
simple but representative shear load transfer condition is readily present. With a
quantitative comparison with available experimental data, it also helps to give a
clear idea about the extent to which the post-peak “bond” interaction should
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withhold. Insight will also be gained with regard to the effect of using the two
different rebar models on the interaction simulation.
381mm
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a) Side view
bonded length
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transverse pressure
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inserted tube

c) Front view
Fig. 4.2 Test specimen and pull-out setup (after Eligehausen et al. 1982a)
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The classical pull-out tests conducted by Eligehausen et al. (1982a; b) are
modelled. The basic setup and specimen configuration are presented in Fig. 4.2.
The test specimen represented a confined region of a typical beam-column joint.
The gross dimensions of the specimens were approximately 300 mm by 180 mm
by 380 mm, and grade of concrete was 30 MPa. The longitudinal rebar was
Grade 60, #8 (25.4 mm in diameter), and the stirrups were of #4 (12.7 mm in
diameter) bars. Only a short bond length of 5 times of rebar diameter was
created in the test specimen. A specimen with the same dimensions but without
stirrups was also tested for comparison purpose. Load was applied using a
displacement controlled procedure such that the intended development of slip
was achieved. The net slip was measured at the unloaded end of the main bar.
The bond stress was calculated from the applied force by the following equation:

τ=

F
π ⋅ Db ⋅ lb

(4.1)

where F is the rebar force, Db is the diameter of the rebar, and lb is the
embedded bond length. In this case lb = 5 Db . The bond-slip relation was
obtained by pairing the bond stress so calculated with the corresponding slip
from the measurements.
In the numerical model, one-quarter the specimen is modelled considering the
symmetry. Two modelling approaches for the longitudinal rebar, i.e., beamelement and solid-element, are investigated. Concrete is simulated by solid
elements and stirrups by beam elements, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In the numerical
simulation, load is also applied at one end of the longitudinal rebar in a
displacement controlled manner. Due to the explicit scheme used in the analysis,
the rate of applying the displacement was made sufficiently slow (10mm per
second) to avoid any unwanted transient effect while at the same time avoid
excessive computational time.
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Fig. 4.3 Numerical model setup of the pull-out specimen

In the experiment, a plastic sheet was inserted into the cross-sectional plane of
the RC specimen and only concrete inside the steel cage (140 mm×127 mm) was
bonded. This was for the purpose to result in a controlled splitting area while
simulating a realistic bond environment in a joint region. In the FE model, this
arrangement is modelled by placing an extra rigid-body plate (highlighted in
yellow) and surface-to-surface contact is defined between the sheet and
concrete. Similarly, contact surfaces are defined in the bond-free region between
the longitudinal rebar and concrete, and leave a 127 mm length of bonded
region, which equals to the length of 5 times of rebar diameter, as shown in Fig.
4.4.

contact surface

Fig. 4.4 Simulation of the bond-free length and inserted plastic sheet by contact
surface

According to the paper (Eligehausen et al. 1982a), a splitting crack was
developed prior to failure in both specimens, in the plane of the longitudinal axis
of the bar. After developing this crack, load dropped rapidly in the specimen
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without stirrups and failed in splitting, as shown in Fig. 4.5a. When concrete was
confined by stirrups, the resistance had further increase while the bond stiffness
gradually decreased. The final failure was caused by pull-out of the bars, and the
concrete between lugs was completely sheared off and almost pulverised, as
shown in Fig. 4.5b.

a) Specimen without stirrups (splitting)

b) Specimen with stirrups (pulled out)

Fig. 4.5 Cross-sectional photo of specimens after failure (Eligehausen et al. 1982a)

a) Specimen without stirrups (beam)

b) Specimen without stirrups (solid)

c) Specimen with stirrups (beam)

d) Specimen with stirrups (solid)

Fig. 4.6 Damage contour of pull-out specimen at failure modelled by KCC model
(SDF: 1.97~2.00)
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Fig. 4.6 gives the damage contour of the specimens simulated by KCC model at
failure. The failure patterns of beam- and solid-element models are similar, and
consistent with the experimental observations for both pull-out specimens.
Fig. 4.7 shows a comparison of the simulated bond stress – slip displacement
curves using beam- and solid-element rebars with KCC model, in comparison
with the experimental curves. An extra case with rebar modelled by solidelement and concrete modelled by CSC model is also included. Clearly, in both
models KCC exhibits again overly brittle bond-shear behaviour and the specimen
fails rather steeply when the maximum bond stress was attained. This
observation is consistent with the results from the RC slab and beam simulations
presented in the previous chapter. Results also reveal that the bond strength of
the beam-element rebar is greatly under-predicted and is only half of the bond
strength in solid-element rebar setting.
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Fig. 4.7 Comparison of global bond-slip relation

It is noteworthy that the CSC model, while still withholds a reasonable trend in
the overall behaviour, tends to over-predict significantly the bond strength as
well as the overall slip deformability. This phenomenon echoes with the
discussion on overly ductile behaviour of CSC model in Chapter 3.
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4.2.2 Effect of transverse stirrups in reducing the “bond” demand in RC
members
As mentioned earlier, the presence of stirrups, especially in numerical models in
which the stirrups are usually rigidly connected to longitudinal rebar, would
effect to somewhat dilute the demand on the performance of a concrete model
at the interaction region with rebar. This situation is suspected to have at least
partially contributed to the fact that the potential problems with popular
concrete material models such as KCC in this respect is less recognised in the
blast response simulation field.
Herein such a “diluting” effect is demonstrated from a simulation of a quasistatic RC beam test, originally carried out by Miyamoto, et al. (1989). The test
RC specimen had a rectangular cross-section of 160 mm×150 mm and a span of
1200 mm, and it was simply supported as plotted in Fig. 4.8a. The beam was
subjected to a concentrated load acting at the mid-span. The reinforcement
consisted deformed bars of 10mm in diameter, two in the compression side and
three in the tension side. Stirrups were made from steel bars of 6mm in
diameter. The reinforcement was of Grade SD30 steel which had a yield and
ultimate strength of 352 MPa and 468 MPa, respectively. The compressive
strength of concrete was 29.4 MPa. The tensile reinforcing ratio was just around
1.12%.
The FE model setup is similar to the simulation of the RC slab, as depicted in Fig.
4.8b. Two FE models are used, one using beam-element for the main steel bars,
and the other using solid-element rebar for a comparison. Besides, for the FE
model with beam-element main rebar, a further model is set up in which the
stirrups are purposely removed, again for a comparison purpose. In all three
models, the stirrups are always modelled by beam elements. The concrete is
modelled by KCC and the model parameters are generated automatically for the
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a) RC beam configuration

b) FE model
Fig. 4.8 Dimensions of doubly reinforced RC beam specimen

C30 class concrete with default values. In the FE model, the beam is simply
supported as in the experiment, and loaded in the mid-span in a deformationcontrolled way.

a) Experiment crack file (Miyamoto, et al. 1989)

b) Beam-element rebar

c) Beam-element rebar (stirrups removed)

d) Solid-element rebar

Fig. 4.9 Experimental and numerical crack patterns of Miyamoto’s beam test

Fig. 4.9 shows the damage patterns of the simulated RC beams, in which the
positions of stirrups are highlighted by green lines, as compared with
experimental crack profile. The simulated and experimental load-displacement
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curves are presented in Fig. 4.10. As reported by Miyamoto, et al. (1989), the
tested beam experienced significant flexural plateau stage, and collapsed at the
deflection of 5mm due to the propagation of diagonal cracks towards the loading
plate, as shown in Fig. 4.10a.
50

reaction (kN)

40

experiment

30

beam-element rebar

20

beam-element rebar
(stirrups removed)

10

solid-element rebar

0
0

1

2
3
4
deflection (mm)

5

6

Fig. 4.10 Load-displacement curves of Miyamoto’s beam test

Note that the tested beam has a span-to-depth ratio of 4.6. From the simulation
result in Fig. 4.10, it can be seen that the model with beam-element rebar
experienced typical flexural behaviour with an obvious plateau stage and a
slightly higher resistance. Although the beam does not collapse after a deflection
of 6mm, its propagating cracks towards the loading plate clearly indicates a
similar diagonal tension failure which agreed well with the experiment, as
shown in Fig. 4.9b.
It is noteworthy that when the stirrups are purposely removed, the beam reaches
the same flexural resistance but without an obvious plateau stage, and suddenly
collapses at a deflection of 4.6mm. It is found that the failure is not caused by
shear, but due to loss of anchorage near the support and splitting of concrete
cover layer along the tension rebar, as shown in Fig. 4.9c. A closer inspection at
the distribution of axial force in the tension rebar, as presented in Fig. 4.11,
suggests that when the deflection reaches 2mm the rebar force stops further
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increasing and the rebar anchorage region starts failing. On the contrary, in the
model with stirrups the rebar force increases persistently, with no sign of
extensive bond failure in the concrete.
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a) Deflection = 2mm
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c) Deflection = 4mm
Fig. 4.11 Distribution of rebar force and cracking development at different
deflection levels (beam-rebar models)
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It is also useful to compare the performance of the two rebar modelling
approaches in this typical RC beam with normal transverse reinforcement.
Although no obvious difference is observed in the load-deflection curves (Fig.
4.10), the damage patterns shown in Fig. 4.9b and Fig. 4.9d clearly reveal that
more flexural cracks develop in the solid-rebar model. This is an indication that
the solid-element rebar provides better “bond” interaction between rebar and
concrete, thus resulting in more distributed cracks.
From the above analyses it can be generally established for finite element
modelling of a RC component, the transverse reinforcements, originally designed
for shear resistance, would in effect help alleviate the demand on direct bond
between concrete and the longitudinal reinforcement. As a result, the problem
with the concrete material model in terms of under-representing the interaction
strength between rebar and concrete could be somewhat diluted. However, this
does not mean that the abnormal phenomenon in KCC model can be simply
ignored. On the contrary, failing to address this issue could lead to
misrepresentation of the true failure mechanism in a RC member.
Based on above results in conjunction with the comprehensive observations of
the failure process in the simulation for pull-out tests in Section 4.2.1, it can be
concluded that the use of beam-element rebar can introduce increased
complication and lead to less realistic behaviour in the concrete layer
surrounding the rebar. This could manifest as underestimation of the concrete
interaction strength especially when a small mesh size is employed. Further
discussion on this problem and a substitute equivalent transitional layer model
will be proposed in Chapter 5. For the following part of this Chapter and the
primary numerical simulation studies presented in subsequent chapters, a solidelement rebar modelling setting is used.
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Proposed modification to the standard KCC model

4.3.1 General discussion of the modification strategy
The extensive analysis of the failure processes in the simulated results reveal that
the global failure in the RC members with the KCC model tends to be premature
in the FE model, and this phenomenon is deemed to be resulting from an early
loss of strength in the concrete elements surrounding the rebar. The early failure
of these concrete elements will equate the elimination of the interface and
therefore the reinforcement effect, leading to a premature collapse of the RC
member in the FE model as if it was un-reinforced in the late stage of the
response. This has been shown to unrealistic comparing to the physical
experiment.
The concrete elements surrounding the rebar are generally in shear and tension
dominated stress state, while a certain level of hydrostatic pressure can always
be present in this area. To rectify the problem of premature failure of concrete in
such a primary tension and shear condition, it would be rational to seek ways to
prolong the softening or descending phase of the material model behaviour
under tension and prevent the model to enter into a zero strength state
prematurely. The ability to maintain a minimum level of resistance can be
particularly important for KCC like models that adopt an iso-damage approach in
which a concrete element failed completely in tension would not possess any
strength when the stress condition is reverted to compression.
The above objective of allowing a more gradual softening and avoiding abrupt
and early termination of strength may be achieved via modification to the
relevant material model formulation. In the present study, we look into
achieving such an effect may by examining the damage accumulation law in
conjunction with an adjustment to the plastic strain weighting treatment.
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4.3.2 Modifications to the softening law in KCC model
As discussed earlier, in KCC model the damage accumulation or softening rate
are controlled by a softening law which is realised through the η-λ curve. The
rates of softening is also controllable by the exponential factors b1 and b2 in the
damage accumulation formulas. In particular, the η-λ curve affects directly the
shape of softening curve, whereas the factor b1 and b2 control the rate of damage
accumulation under tension and compression respectively, based on the
equivalent plastic strain. In combination these parameters give rise to a desired
softening stress-strain relation and guarantee a certain fracture energy level.

η
M

1.0

0

A
λm

B
λ u0

C

λu

λ

Fig. 4.12 Modification to η-λ curve

As demonstrated earlier in Fig. 3.2 and re-sketched in Fig. 4.12, the default η-λ
relation (OMB portion in Fig. 4.12), is approximately a linear function in its
softening portion. Assume that it is linear and can be written in the form of Eq.
4.1.

η (λ )old =
The default value of λ

m

λ − λm
λu 0 − λ m

(λ ≥ λm )

(4.1)

when η =1 is 5.6×10-5, and for λu0 when η returns 0 is

5.7×10-4, which represents a fracture energy Gf = ~100 kN/m (Crawford et al.
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2012). It generates a uniaxial stress-strain curve with a very steep softening
response under both uniaxial tension and compression, with a clear strain (or
deformation) limit beyond which the strength will become and remain zero. The
area AMB under the η-λ curve, which conceptually represents the facture energy,
can be calculated by

(λu 0 − λm )

Aλ −0 =

2

(4.2)

A more gradual accumulation of the damage, and hence the more gradual
softening and delayed total loss of strength, may be achieved by modifying the
softening branch of the η-λ function into an exponential form (e.g. OMC in Fig.
4.12). The specific form of the adopted function may vary, and here for
demonstration purpose, a simply form is adopted by introducing a power factor
of k:

η (λ )new

 λ − λm
= 
 λu − λ m





k

(λ ≥ λm )

(4.3)

Similarly the area AMC under the η -λ curve in Fig. 4.12 can be calculated via
integral as

Aλ − n =

(λu − λm )
k +1

(4.4)

One may easily find that when k = 1, the η-λ function returns to the default
value. By equating Eq. 4.2 and 4.4 to ensure a same fracture energy, for a new
termination limit of the λu value, the power factor k can be expressed as

k=

2λu − λu 0 − λ m
λu 0 − λ m

(4.5)

It should be noted that the determination of the fracture energy for concrete is
still a subject of continued study and for the same type of concrete the variation
range of the fracture energy could be rather significant. For this reason, in the
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present proposal of modifying the softening behaviour of the KCC model we do
not confine ourselves to a specific fracture energy quantity. For larger fracture
energy, process similar to Eq. 4.3-4.5 can be employed to deduce the k value for
any termination limit of the λ u.
Based on the above considerations, a set of the exponential functions with a
different termination limit of the λu values, as shown in Fig. 4.13, are proposed
to yield different degrees of gradual softening behaviours and retain a certain
level of residual strength within a certain strain range.
1
λu=0.006

0.8

λu=0.004
λu=0.002

0.6
η

original λ

0.4

0.2

0
0

0.002

λ

0.004

0.006

Fig. 4.13 Modified η-λ curve

As also discussed earlier, in KCC model the same η-λ law is used for both tension
and compression regimes. Now that the η-λ curve is modified with an explicit
aim to achieve a gradual softening in tension, there is no reason to accept a byproduct of a significantly altered compression behaviour because of this
modification.
Recalling the formulation of KCC model outline in Section 3.2.1, Eq. 3.2-3.3,
different softening features in compression and tension can be controlled,
separate from the damage accumulation law, by the plastic strain factor b1 and
b2 respectively. Therefore the b1 factor, which takes effect when the stress
conditions comes into the (hydrostatic) compression regime, can be adjusted in
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accordance with the modification of the η-λ law to generally offset the effect on
the compression behaviour.

4.3.3 Parameterisation of η-λ curve and b1 factor
The responses of single element using modified KCC model with different λ
limits, under varied load conditions, namely uniaxial tension and uniaxial
compression, are given in Fig. 4.14a and 4.13b. Fig. 4.14c and 4.13d presents
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Fig. 4.14 Influence of η-λ law on stress-strain curves (element size = 25.4mm)
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the behaviour of the material element under a confined tension, which is
identified to be a representative stress state in the concrete elements
surrounding the rebar.
It can be immediately observed that the softening branch of the uniaxial tension
is markedly affected by the modification of the η-λ function and softening
becomes increasingly gradual as the limiting value of λu is increased, and this
effect also holds in the two examples of confined tension scenarios. However, as
mentioned in previous paragraph the effect from the modified η-λ curve carries
over to affect the compressive stress-strain relationship as well, making the
material unrealistically ductile in compression as can be seen from Fig. 4.14b.
The compressive plastic strain factor b1 is therefore adjusted to offset the
unwanted effect on the compression behaviour from modifying the η-λ curve. It
is also worth noting from the RC slab and beam simulation experiences that the
concrete elements interfacing with the rebar are often in a “confined” tension
state with a positive (compressive) hydrostatic pressure. In such cases the
tension behaviour of these concrete elements are effectively controlled by the b1
factor rather than b2, and this adds another layer of consideration in the choice
of the b1 factor (or a similar parameter in other damage-plasticity category of
models).
Take the modified η-λ curve with λu=0.004 as an example, a range of different
b1/b2 values are examined and results are plotted in Fig. 4.15. Clearly (as
obvious from Eq. 3.2), the influence of b1 to the stress-strain response gets larger
when the hydrostatic pressure increases, and the stress-strain relation is rather
sensitive to the b1 value under uniaxial compression.
Taking the various factors into account, it appears that using the exponential η-λ
curve with λu=0.004 and an adjusted b1=1.2 are suitable to achieve a balanced
effect, both physically and numerically. The corresponding behaviour of the
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resulting material model under general confined compression is checked and the
results are shown in Fig. 4.16. The comparison with the original KCC model in
the confined compression region do not differ significantly, indicating that the
recommended modifications for rectifying the tension/shear softening behaviour
would not introduce significant side effect when it comes to general compression
regime.
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Fig. 4.15 Influence of b1 value on stress-strain curves (element size = 25.4mm)
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Simulation of RC response using modified KCC model

The modification proposed in Section 4.3 has shown to work well in rectifying
the tension-softening behaviour while maintaining the original model behaviour
in general compression regimes. In this section, the modification to KCC model is
further verified through the numerical simulation of pull-out test and response of
RC members discussed earlier.

4.4.1 Validation of the proposed modification in a pull-out setting
Fig. 4.17 presents the bond-slip relation for the pull-out tests analysed in Section
4.2.1, using the modified KCC model with b1 being modified to 1.2 and λu set as
0.004.
As can be observed, both the maximum bond strength and subsequent softening
branch of the bond-slip displacement curves are greatly improved by the
proposed modification to the material model. The renewed simulation results,
especially in the post-peak softening portion, compare favourably with the
experiment results.
The proposed modification is also applied to the beam-element rebar model in
the same pullout experiment, and the simulated results confirms previous
finding that the beam-element modelling for rebar is not suitable for such
problems where shearing/tension around the rebar plays a governing role in the
overall response. As shown in Fig. 4.17c and Fig. 4.17d, despite some obvious
improvement in the post-peak softening portion of the bond-slip curves, the
maximum “bond” strengths in both cases remain to be significantly underpredicted as compared to the experimental results.
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Fig. 4.17 Bond-slip relations using modified KCC model

4.4.2 Simulation of the RC beam and slab response using the modified KCC
model
Fig. 4.18 shows the updated load-deflection response for the RC beam using the
modified η-λ curve with λu being 0.004 while b1 is modified to 1.2. It can be
observed that the simulated response using the modified material model
improve drastically as compared to the original model and the predicted
response now agrees satisfactorily with the experimental result.
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Fig. 4.18 Central deflection – mid-span moment curves of RC beam under quasistatic load using modified KCC model

The modified KCC model is also employed to simulate the RC slab response to
the blast load described in earlier section. The same modification to the η-λ curve
with λu=0.004 and the setting of b1=1.2 is used. Fig. 4.19a shows the new
deflection response time histories. The simulation results using the modified KCC
model again shows a characteristic improvement. The simulated maximum
deflection is 113.2 mm, which is very close to the measured 108.2 mm. From the
damage (crack) patterns presented in Fig. 4.19b, it can be seen that with the
modified KCC model the abnormal damage along the rebar and in the shear
span disappear. The simulated crack distribution is similar to that obtained with
the CSC model shown in Fig. 3.16, and both agree favourably with the
experimental observations.
From the above analyses it can be generally established that for a general
damage-plasticity concrete material model like KCC to extend its satisfactory
performance into applications where the response in the relatively low pressure
regime may play an important role, an appropriate description of the softening
behaviour in shear/tension can be crucial. As far as the KCC model is concerned,
a modification to the η-λ law in conjunction with adequate control of the
softening factor (b1) are deemed to be necessary, and the recommended
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modifications prove to work out fairly satisfactorily in the cases under
considerations.
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Fig. 4.19 Re-calculated RC slab response to blast load using modified KCC model

4.5

Further validation against RC beam experiments tested at

University of Edinburgh
The overall modelling framework for RC components and the modification of the
KCC material model are further validated for their performances in capturing the
global structural behaviour of RC members against some recent experiments of
RC beams conducted at University of Edinburgh. One of the specific purposes of
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the experiments was to generate benchmark data for RC beams with relatively
well defined concrete to steel rebar bond conditions, including cases where no
stirrups were provided. The experiments were conducted under quasi-static
loading, but as far as validation of the FE model in terms of their ability of
representing the global structural behaviour, comparison to the response under a
quasi-static load would be sufficiently instructive.

4.5.1 Experimental programme and numerical modelling
A series of RC beams were tested at the Structure Lab at the University of
Edinburgh. The tested beams had the same length of 2m and a cross-section of
200 mm×100 mm. Four-point loading scheme was adopted and the clear span
was kept as 1.7 m, and the shear span was 0.57 m, which left an overhang
length of 150 mm on side, while the pure bending middle segment was also 0.57
m. Fig. 4.20 illustrates the test specimens.
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Fig. 4.20 Dimensions and cross-section of the RC beam specimens
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One singly-reinforced beam, marked as S0, was reinforced by two British 500C
deformed rebar that has a diameter of 10 mm. Two doubly-reinforced beams,
marked as D12 and D18, were reinforced by two 10 mm rebar in compression
and two 12 mm rebar in tension. The transverse rebar was made of plain 250
MPa steel, and the difference between beam D12 and D18 lies in the spacing of
stirrups, as identified in Fig. 4.20. The material properties of the concrete are
given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Properties of concrete in the RC beam test

Material property

Value

Density

2480 kg/m3

Compressive strength (cubic)

44 MPa

Compressive strength (cylinder)

36 MPa

Tensile strength (MPa)

3.32 MPa

compresion rebar
(solid elements)

loading plate

normal
concrete
plane of
symmetry
simply
support
stirrups
(beam elements)

tension rebar
(solid elements)

Fig. 4.21 Schematic view of FE model for RC beam

The RC beam is modelled in a similar way as in the modelling of the RC slab and
beam simulation described in Section 3.3, and only half of the specimen is
modelled because of symmetry. The longitudinal steel rebar is modelled by solid
elements while the transverse stirrups are modelled by beam elements. Concrete
is modelled by solid element using the modified KCC model. The mesh size is
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chosen to be 7 mm and all together around 61,000 elements are involved in the
FE model.

4.5.2 Beam S0 & D12: diagonal tension failure
The Beam S0, which has no transverse shear links and was loaded at a shearspan-to-effective-depth ratio of 3.2, experienced a typical diagonal tension shear
failure during the tests, as shown in Fig. 4.22a. The load-displacement curves as
predicted by numerical simulation is presented in Fig. 4.22b. Despite it gives a
similar load-displacement curve, the FE model with original KCC model actually
failed at an earlier stage, due to loss of anchorage and “tunnelling” of concrete
along the tension rebar, as shown in Fig. 4.22c. The model with proposed
modified KCC model, on the other hand, gives a reasonable prediction of the
diagonal tension failure, as shown in Fig. 4.22d.
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Fig. 4.22 Comparison between numerical response and test data for beam S0
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The Beam D12, which was transversely under-reinforced with stirrups placed at
a spacing of 200 mm, also failed in a diagonal tension mode during the
experiment, as shown in Fig. 4.23a. The FE model results are shown in Fig.
4.23b-d. Comparing to the original KCC and modified KCC results, the overall
resistance is generally the same but the original KCC model apparently exhibited
a much reduced deformability. The modified KCC model shows a favourable
comparison with the experiment curve (note that in the experiment the test was
terminated after the peak was reached, hence no post-peak stage of the
response). The damage pattern at failure with modified KCC model, as presented
in Fig. 4.23d, agrees quite favourably with the experimental observations.
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Fig. 4.23 Comparison between numerical response and test data for beam D12
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4.5.3 Beam D18: flexure failure
The Beam D18, which was designed to have sufficient transverse reinforcement
and was loaded at a shear-span-to-effective-depth ratio of 3.2, experienced
flexural failure during the test, as shown in Fig. 4.24b. This is successfully
simulated by the model with the modified KCC model. Again, the original KCC
model tended to fail due to premature loss of the “bond” interaction between
concrete and rebar.
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Fig. 4.24 Comparison between numerical response and test data for beam D18

4.5.4 Overall comment on the performance of simulating RC shear failure
For typical RC structures, before shear failure the state of stress in the shear
region of a cracked RC member differs considerably from what is predicted by
the theory of linear elasticity. It is well acknowledged (ACI 445R-99, 2000) that
the following mechanisms play vital parts in the shear transfer: 1) shear stresses
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in uncracked concrete, i.e., the flexural compression zone; 2) aggregate interlock
and crack friction; 3) dowel action of the longitudinal reinforcing bars; and 4)
arch action.
As demonstrated in Section 3.2, it is generally understood that the KCC model
can predict soundly the concrete behaviour under uniaxial and bi-axial
compression, as well as simple shear and tension scenarios. In the meantime,
with the proposed modification, the KCC performance of dealing with complex
stress conditions, such as interaction between rebar and concrete, has been
significantly enhanced.
Although current FE modelling framework does not cater to aggregate interlock
and dowel action in an explicit way, the proposed modification to KCC model
incorporates a prolonged softening curve which is capable of maintaining a
minimum residual strength. The fact that there is a significant descending
(softening) branch after the peak tensile stress is reached also improves the
modelling of the interaction between concrete and rebar in anchorage region.
The satisfactory comparisons in terms of the shear resistance for all the
specimens which failed in global shear in the experiments are a testament that
the FE model with the modified KCC is competent for explorations into the
dynamic shear resistance mechanisms, which will be presented in the subsequent
chapters.

4.6

Conclusions

An examination of the model behaviour in a classical pull-out scenario confirms
that with the default KCC model the premature failure mode due to loss of
rebar-concrete interactions tends to be inevitable. Securitisation of the detailed
pull-out response suggests that the particular issue with the KCC model indeed
originates from the abrupt descending of the material towards a zero strength
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state, and as such in a tension/shear dominated response phase the interaction
between the steel rebar and the surrounding concrete can diminish quickly
causing premature total failure.
By examining the two rebar model schemes it is also found that modelling rebar
with a line/beam element will not fundamentally change the stress condition in
the concrete in the interface region, however it can become problematic when a
refined mesh size is adopted and it also tend to render the behaviour of concrete
material adjacent to the rebar to be more sensitively influenced by the mesh size.
Further analysis leads to the observation that the transverse reinforcements in
RC components would in effect help alleviate the demand on bond interaction
between concrete and the longitudinal reinforcement.
Rectification of the KCC model problem is then focused on realising a more
gradual softening (descending) phase of the tensile and shear behaviour,
including in the conditions where an appreciable hydrostatic pressure is
involved. The proposed modification includes a modified damage law, i.e. the
η -λ curve, as well as an adjustment of the plastic strain accumulation factor b1
of KCC model. With the proposed modification, the KCC model is found to
behave rather satisfactorily in modelling the pullout behaviour, as well as in the
modelling of the RC slab and beam responses under blast and quasi-static load
situations.
The overall FE modelling framework, together with the proposed modification
for KCC model, are further validated against quasi-static RC beam experiments.
Results suggest satisfactory comparisons in terms of the shear resistance for all
the specimens which failed in global shear in the experiments.
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Chapter 5: An equivalent transitional layer
model for modelling concrete-rebar
interaction

5.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 4, the basic rationale behind the perfect-bond hypothesis
is that the deterioration of interaction between rebar and concrete to a large
extent can be replicated by the failure of concrete elements attached to the rebar
elements. The stress state and damage process of these elements can be
influenced by the conditions in the interaction zones, and as such it requires the
material model, especially the shear and tension behaviour, to be less sensitive
to a certain variation of the stress conditions. With the proposed modification in
Chapter 4, the performance of KCC model is found generally satisfactory when
the rebar and concrete are simulated by solid elements.
However, in a more practical application scenario, the rebar is often simulated
by one-dimensional beam or link elements embedded in the concrete. The stress
state of the elements attached to the rebar is greatly distorted, and the material
in such elements is actually fictitious and may not be represented well if a
normal concrete material model is employed straight away.
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In this chapter, an equivalent transition layer (ETL) model is proposed to
provide a numerical description of the phenomenological interaction between
the rebar and adjacent concrete. This model is built from the existing KCC model
framework, and is aimed to be capable of predicting both pull-out and splitting
failures in cases where the main rebar is modelled as a one-dimensional element.

5.1.1

Characteristic of bond interaction between concrete and rebar

The mechanism of bond interaction between deformed rebar and surrounding
concrete is comprised of three major factors: chemical adhesion at the interface,
mechanical interlock of ribs, and friction. Except in the adhesion stage, the use
of the term ‘bond’ is generally accepted in a broader sense to describe the gross
interaction between rebar in concrete.
The bond transfer mechanism generally occurs in a finite zone surrounding the
rebar. Many researchers (Cox and Herrmann 1998, Eligehausen et al., 1982)
have defined a cylindrical volume around the rebar as the “bond process zone”,
the radius of which bounds the crushing and transverse cracks produced by the
mechanical interaction, and is chosen in the range of 1~2 times of the rebar
diameter. From an experimental point of view, this means a process zone
surrounding the rebar needs to be defined, and the so-called “slip” actually
includes the deformation of this zone. If an analytical model of the interface has
zero thickness, its characteristics will have to be derived indirectly by
reproducing the measured bond-slip at a specific distance from the rebar.
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deformed bar
slip

transverse
cracks

concrete
crushing

process zone
Fig. 5.1 Transfer mechanism of bond interaction between concrete and rebar

At the early loading stage, chemical adhesion is the main load-transfer
mechanism at the interface. It quickly breaks down as interfacial cracks initiate,
and is then replaced by the wedging action concentrated around the rib faces, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. As the rebar force increases, the bond interaction reaches its
maximum value and concrete adjacent to the contact area will start to fail in two
possible ways: a) crushing due to concentrated compression, and b) transverse
cracking initiated from tip of the ribs. The extent of such cracks defines a region
of process zone, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The concrete in front of the ribs continues to crush gradually, which explains the
non-linear softening behaviour as shown in Fig. 5.2. Once enough crushing has
occurred, the concrete between rugs is completely sheared off and the rebar is
then pulled out from the concrete. The only mechanism at this stage is frictional
resistance between rough concrete at the cylindrical surface.
As the loading processes, tangential splitting force can also be developed due to
increasing radial pressure caused by the wedging action and the crushed
concrete. Without adequate constraint, longitudinal splitting failure can occur at
a much earlier stage, as presented in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2 Analytical monotonic bond stress-slip relationship

A number of researchers have investigated the influence of various system
parameters on bond response. According to the ACI state-of-the-art report (ACI
Committee 408, 1992), parameters that determine bond strength and slip
history include concrete strength, bar size, bar spacing, concrete cover and the
deformation pattern on the surface of the rebar. Typical bond-slip relations for
splitting and pull-out failure as recommended by CEB Mode Code 2010 is given
by:

τ m , po = 2.5 f ck

τ r , po = 0.4 ⋅τ m , po = 1.0 f ck

s m, po = 1mm

s r , po = cclear

0.25

 f ck 

τ m,sp = 7.0 ⋅ 
 20 


s m,sp = s (τ m,sp )

s r ,sp = 1.2 ⋅ s m,sp


(5.1)

where fck is the compressive strength of concrete, and cclear is the clear distance
between ribs in rebar.
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5.1.2 Modelling scales and numerical approaches
Considering a finite element modelling framework for reinforced concrete, the
cumulative effect of the bond mechanisms has generally been modelled based on
three different observation scales (Cox and Herrmann 1998), namely rib-, barand member-scale, as shown in Fig. 5.3.

a) Rib-scale

b) Bar-scale

c) Member-scale

Fig. 5.3 Three scales of bond simulation (after Cox and Herrmann 1998)

In the structural level i.e. the “member-scale”, steel rebar is considered as onedimensional, and treated as discrete, embedded or smeared in the concrete
matrix, which is common treatment for modelling either a structural component
or complete structure (Lowes et al. 2004; Ben Romdhane and Ulm 2002; Salari
and Spacone 2001; Mutalib and Hao 2011; Magnusson et al. 2010; Shi et al.
2008, 2009). The bond law is normally established in one-dimensional stress
relation (i.e. relating bond shear stress to slip), which inevitably neglect the
influence of concrete damage state and confining pressure.
At the intermediate bar-scale, both the rebar and concrete are treated as
continuums, and the ribs are often seen as homogenised and idealised as an
interface, without explicitly including discontinuity between the rebar and
concrete (e.g., Casanova et al., 2012; Cox and Herrmann, 1998; Luccioni et al.,
2005, to name a few). Compared with member-scale scale, phenomenological
representation of radial bond zone response is particularly critical for simulating
of splitting-type bond failure and may be necessary for representation of passive
confinement provided by transverse reinforcement.
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The high-fidelity “rib scale” (or more generally mesoscale) analysis usually
includes an explicit discretisation of the ribs on the rebar, and a significantly
smaller mesh grid. Some applications include research by Ingraffea et al.,
(1984), Ozbolt and Eligehausen (1992), Reinhardt et al., (1984), and Rots
(1988). In the meantime, simulating bond for large slip at rib scale also requires
proper description of material damage state (e.g. post-crushing behaviour) and
interface properties, and often involves complexity related to availability of
experimental data and computational costs.
The objective of the present research is to develop and validate a model that will
characteristically represent the effect in the interface zone including the effect
due to the elimination of the rebar space (by using line element), to suit for the
needs of withholding realistic member level responses.

5.2

Basic framework and parameter generation for

equivalent transitional layer
In the following sections, an equivalent transitional layer model, following the
node-sharing assumption, between one-dimensional rebar (beam-element) and
the surrounding concrete, is established. The key components of the equivalent
transitional layer model include the equivalent stress and strain state, yield
criterion and flow rule. Each component is briefly discussed, and how it is
implemented in the basic KCC material model framework is explained.

5.2.1 The equivalence objective of the transitional layer between concrete and
rebar
The mechanical interaction of the rebar ribs with the surrounding concrete
results in a very complex behaviour that includes fracture, crushing and friction,
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as depicted in Fig. 5.4a. Under a node-sharing assumption, the overall bond-slip
interaction between concrete and rebar is actually represented in an average
sense by the local deterioration and failure of the material in the bond zone, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.4b.

a) Actual bond failure

b) Equivalent transitional layer

c) FE formation

Fig. 5.4 Schematic representation of equivalent transitional layer

In the meantime, without geometric description of rebar diameter and physical
interface with concrete, the material within the bond zone can no longer be
regarded as normal concrete. In the context of FE modelling, it is necessary to be
considered as an equivalent transitional layer made of artificial material to
represent the overall behaviour of the bond zone, and it therefore needs to be
applied over the layer of element adjacent to the beam-element rebar, as shown
in in Fig. 5.4c. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, this zone, constituted by a local
damage region with finite radius surrounding the rebar, is defined in this study
as 0.5 d~1.0 d.
The conceptual region called the "bond zone" bounds the crushing and
transverse cracks produced by the mechanical interaction but does not contain:
a) all longitudinal cracks, some of which can split a test specimen or the cover of
a flexural member, or b) transverse cracks that produce a local failure such as a
pull-out cone. In the modelling approach taken here, the latter type of cracks
must be represented by the deterioration of the equivalent layer, while the
former cracks can naturally develop due to the fracture of plain concrete matrix.
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In the context of FE modelling, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4c, the deformation
and failure would largely be concentrated within the nearest layer of elements in
the equivalent layer. In addition to the idealisation of bond process zone, the
transitional layer is also approximated as axisymmetric. So its fully threedimensional stress state, normally described in the hydrostatic-deviatoric plane,
can be represented by axisymmetric tangential and normal stress components.

5.2.2 Equivalent stress state in the transitional layer
The proposed transitional layer model is specially suited for three-dimensional
FE analysis, where the reinforcement is modelled by one-dimensional beam
elements and concrete modelled by solid elements. It must be noted that the
elements in the transitional layer that are effectively pulled by a string of nodes
at one edge, is in a severely distorted state.

△ Frebar

lb

τnom

τtrans
2lc

Db
a) Physical representation of bond zone

b) FE with beam-element rebar

Fig. 5.5 Equivalent transitional layer between concrete and rebar

Consider a segment of reinforcing bar of diameter of Db and segment length of lb,
as shown in Fig. 5.5a. In the concrete within a vicinity of the actual rebar
surface, the nominal bond stress can be calculated from the differential rebar
force over the length lb and the interfacial area between the rebar and concrete:
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τ nom =

∆Frebar
π ⋅ Db ⋅ lb

(5.1)

Fig. 5.5b gives a typical FE modelling of bond zone as simulated by beamelement rebar and brick-element concrete. It can be seen that the embedded
rebar is represented by a string of one-dimensional beam elements, and its
interaction with the matrix material is through a column of 2×2 brick elements.
So the “bond” stress being transferred through this column of “bond” layer can
be expressed by the differential rebar force and the total shear area at the outer
side of the layer:

τ trans =

∆Frebar
8 ⋅ l c ⋅ lb

(5.2)

where lc is the size of the brick element. Equating the stress in Eq. 5.2 to the
stress in Eq. 5.1, the relation between the nominal “bond” stress τ nom and the
shear stress in the transfer layer τ trans can be established as:

τ trans =

πDb
8lc

τ nom

(5.3)

Eq. 5.3 suggests that the relation between the shear stress in the transfer layer of
the FE model and the nominal (real) bond stress is dependent on both the
element size and the rebar diameter.
Besides the shear stress, to describe the full stress state in the transitional layer
we also need to look at the radial stress (pressure) that develops as the material
expands or contracts laterally. To examine this we can take a cylinder of
concrete that encompasses the physical bond process zone, and let the radius of
this cylinder be rc. We examine the equivalence of the pressure-induced stress
state between the original rebar scenario and the equivalent one-dimensional
rebar with a transitional layer scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6. We assume a
generic pressure exists at the outer side of the cylinder, as pc.
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a) Before cracking (actual bond)

lc

b) Before cracking (beam-element rebar)

Fig. 5.6 Determination of confining pressure in the transitional layer (precracking stage)

Prior to cracking, the process layer can be regarded as a linear elastic thickwalled cylinder with a core of steel rebar. The outer diameter is rc and internal
diameter is rs. Assuming the pressure developed at the rebar-concrete interface is
ps. Thus, the cylinder of concrete can be treated as a hollow cylinder subjected to
an external pressure of pc and internal pressure of ps, for which the hoop and
radial stresses have been given by Timoshenko (1976):


rs2 ps − rc2 pc ( ps − pc ) ⋅ rs2 ⋅ rc2
σ
(
r
)
=
−
 r ,r
(rc2 − rs2 )
(rc2 − rs2 ) ⋅ r 2


2
2
2
2
σ (r ) = rs ps − rc pc + ( ps − pc ) ⋅ rs ⋅ rc
 t ,r
(rc2 − rs2 )
(rc2 − rs2 ) ⋅ r 2

(5.4)

At the surface of rebar (r = 0.5Db) these become:

(

)


ps 4rc2 + Db2 − 8 pc Db2
σ
=
 t ,s
4rc2 − Db2

σ = − p
s
 r ,s
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The inner radius (interfacing with rebar) of the concrete cylinder changes by
(assuming increase or expansion as positive):
∆rc

Db (σ t −ν cσ r )
4 Ec
Db p s
Db2 (1 −ν c ) 2rc2 pc
2
=
r
−
+
−
ν
[
(
1
)
]
c
c
ps
4
Ec (4rc2 − Db2 )
=

(5.6)

where Ec and νc is the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of concrete.
On the other hand, with a pressure of ps, the steel rebar undergoes a contraction
in radius by (again with positive value as expansion):
∆rs = −

Db ps (1 − ν s )
4 Es

(5.7)

where Es and νs is the Young’s modulus and Poission’s ratio of steel rebar.
The radial deformation of rebar and concrete at the interface (surface of rebar)
must be compatible, meaning the change of radius in the inner face of the
concrete cylinder and the change (reduction) of the radius of the rebar must be
the same, i.e.,

∆rc = ∆rs

(5.8)

Substituting Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.7 into Eq. 5.8 yields,
2
 4 Db2  
4 Db2
pc
Ec
1
(1 − ν c )1 − 2  
= α e = (1 + ν c ) + 2 (1 − ν c ) +
2
ps
rc
Es
rc  




(5.9)

Eq. 5.9 applies for elastic range of concrete before cracking. For the case of
normal strength concrete and rebar, assuming Ec ≅ 0.1Es, νc =0.15, νs =0.3, and
considering the depth of process layer is one time of the rebar diameter,
rc=1.5Db, the ratio becomes
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ps =

pc

αe

(5.10)

= 1.53 pc

For the FE model scenario where rebar is modelled by one-dimensional beam
element, as shown in Fig. 5.6b, the material inside the cylinder is effectively
homogenous. Eq. 5.9 can also be applied to the relation between pressure ptrans
at the transitional layer and pressure pc at the outer surface of cylinder, and it
reduces to

ptrans = pc

(5.11)

pc

pc

ptrans

ps

rc

rc

rs

a) After cracking (actual bond)

lc

b) After cracking (beam-element rebar)

Fig. 5.7 Determination of confining pressure in the transitional layer (postcracking stage)

In the post-cracking stage, the stress conditions associated with the pressure can
be illustrated in Fig. 5.7a. Assuming cracking happens longitudinally along the
rebar (splitting type), the circumferential tensile stress vanishes within the
process zone. By equilibrium of a cracked block in the radial direction, we can
establish that the pressure is inversely proportional to the radius within the
cylinder, and at the rebar position the relation becomes:
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p c ⋅ rc = p s ⋅ rs

(5.12)

and the ratio between the pressure at the edge of the process zone and at the
surface of the rebar is
pc
r
=αp = s
ps
rc

(5.13)

pc

(5.14)

for rs=0.5Db and rc=1.5Db,
ps =

αp

= 3 pc

Similarly, when the rebar is described by one-dimensional beam-element as
presented in Fig. 5.7b, the pressure in the first layer of elements within the
process cylinder, i.e. the transitional layer, is
pc
l
= c
ptrans rc

(5.15)

Combining Eq. 5.10-11 and Eq. 5.14-15, the relation between the actual pressure
at the rebar surface and the pressure in the equivalent layer can be established
as:

ptrans

α e ⋅ p s

=  Db
⋅ ps

 2lc

pre − cracking
post − cracking

(5.16)

As implemented in most FE based damage-plasticity model, the stress state is
described in three-dimensional stress space via hydrostatic and deviatoric planes.
The alteration of the pressure as indicated in Eq. 5.16 implies that the (shear)
strength for the transitional layer of “concrete” material will need to be altered
accordingly so that the stress being transferred through the equivalent
transitional layer to the rest of the concrete domain will be similar to the
situation as through the actual rebar and the bond process zone.
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Considering that the transitional layer may be treated as axis-symmetric, the
shear stress expressed in the Cartesian coordinates can be written as

τ xy = 0

τ yz = τ zx = τ trans

(5.17)

where z defines the longitudinal direction of the rebar, and xy defines its crosssection. As the transitional layer is in a tri-axial compressive state, assuming the
hydrostatic pressure is the same as the radial normal stress. So the hydrostatic
pressure (− I 1 3) and deviatoric stress 3J 2 is then calculated as

Db
I1

p
p
=
=
=
⋅ ps
trans

3
2
l
c


6πDb
σ = 3 J = 6τ
τ nom
dev
trans =
2

8lc

(5.18)

5.2.3 Definition of failure surfaces for the equivalent transitional layer
The three pressure-dependent failure surfaces defined in the standard KCC
model can be fitted with suitable parameters to readily result in a pressuredependent shear stress vs. shear deformation (equivalent of the gross bond-slip)
relationship, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The three strength surfaces
here are made to correspond to the yielding, maximum and residual strength in
a gross bond-slip relation.
As an equivalent layer the properties will be defined such that all the mesoscopic
effect including the rebar size and deformed surface patterns will be represented
through the equivalent strength surfaces. Similar to the evolution of the strength
in the standard KCC model, at any state of damage, the prevailing surface is
obtained via linear interpolation between the maximum and either the yielding
or residual failure surfaces, depending on the accumulated damage level, which
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is expressed in the form of plastic strain, which due to the particular load
transfer and the resulting stress conditions will be mostly developed through the
shearing (slip) deformation.

τ

τ or

maximum

τm,po

3J 2
maximum

yielding

τr,po

yielding

sm,po

residual

residual

su,po

σ or p

s

a) Gross bond-slip relation

b) shear-normal stress relation

Fig. 5.8 Failure surfaces representing gross bond-slip behaviour of the transitional
layer

The experiments performed by Malvar (1991), in which the nominal bond stress
at various level of pressures at the rebar surface were derived, are adopted to
construct the yield criterion. Fig. 5.9 presents the failure surfaces at the yielding,
maximum and residual stages of evolution, as extracted from the experiment of
Malvar (1991) by Cox and Herrmann (1998). The “confinement stress”
represents the normal compressive stress at the bar-concrete interface assuming
the specimen carries no hoop stress, similar to a state illustrated in Fig. 5.7. The
tangential and normal stresses are non-dimensionalised by the tensile strength of
concrete.
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a) Yielding surface

b) Maximum surface

c) Residual surface
Fig. 5.9 Failure surfaces extracted from Malvar’s pull-out tests (after Cox and
Herrmann 1998)

Following the basic form of failure surface functions as defined in Eq. 3.2, the
relation between nominal tangential stress (bond stress) and normal stress
(pressure at the rebar surface) presented in Fig. 5.9, can be fitted in the
following form:

(τ nom )n = a0 n _ 0 +

ps
a1n _ 0 + a 2 n _ 0 p s

(5.19)

in which subscript “n” represents “m”, “y” or “r” in Eq. 3.2. The eight parameters
are then determined as follows:
a0 m _ 0 = 4.5;

a1m _ 0 = 0.6;

a 2 m _ 0 = 0.04;

a0 y _ 0 = 8.2;

a1 y _ 0 = 2.0;

a 2 y _ 0 = 0.08;
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a 2 r _ 0 = 0.07;
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The modified failure surfaces with proposed parameters in Eq 5.20 is plotted in
Fig. 5.10, and the default parameters in KCC model is also presented for
comparison purpose.
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Fig. 5.10 Modified failure surfaces for equivalent transitional layer

The parameters presented in Eq. 5.20 applies to normal concrete with a
compressive strength of 30 MPa. If a new concrete with known unconfined
compressive strength is to be modelled, a new set of parameters can be scaled
from the existing data following the process described in the following.
Considering the mesh size of element lc, rebar diameter Db and concrete
compressive strength fck, the relation between the hydrostatic pressure ptrans and

(

)

deviatoric stress ∆σ trans = 3J 2 in the equivalent layer, can be determined from
the nominal bond stress and pressure at rebar surface. Rewriting Eq.18, a scaling
factor can be defined:
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ptrans Db

rp = p = 2l
s
c


r = ∆σ trans = 6πDb ⋅
t
τ nom
8lc


f ck

(5.21)

f ck _ 0

where fck_0 is the benchmark concrete compressive strength. Substituting Eq.
5.21 into Eq. 5.20, one can obtain:

 ptrans 




r
 ∆σ trans 
 p 
 = a0 n _ 0 +

p 
 rt 
a1n _ 0 + a2 n _ 0  trans 


 rp 

(5.22)

and it can be further expressed as:

∆σ trans

= a0 n _ 0 ⋅ rt +

ptrans
rp

a1n _ 0 p +

rt
ptrans
= a0 n +
a1n ptrans + a2 n

1
a2 n _ 0
rt

(5.23)

So the new coefficients can be expressed as:


a = r ⋅ a
 0n t 0n _ 0
rp

a1n = ⋅ a1n _ 0
rt


1
a 2 n = ⋅ a 2 n _ 0
rt


(5.24)

in which subscript “n” is “m”, “y” or “r”, representing maximum, yielding and
residual surfaces.
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5.2.4 Equivalent strain state and “slip” deformation

τ

τm,po

τr,po

sm,po

ƞ

s
lc

s

su,po

bond-slip relation

1.0

λm

λu

λ

eta-lamda curve

a) Slip deformation in transitional layer

b) Damage accumulation in bond-slip

Fig. 5.11 Equivalence of “slip” deformation and modifications for “bond-slip”
curves

For the transitional layer, the overall slip displacement is mainly represented by
shear deformation in a single layer of elements attached with the beam-element
rebar, as shown in Fig. 5.11a. As the shear strain approximately equals to the
slip divided by characteristic length, for different mesh size, the shear strain is
inversely proportional to the characteristic length.

γ tran ≈

s
lc

(5.25)

As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, in KCC model the damage accumulation or
softening rate are controlled by the η - λ curve in conjunction with the
exponential factor b1 and b2 in a comprehensive manner. In particular, the factor
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b1 and b2 control the rate of damage accumulation under tension and
compression respectively. These two factors are set to zero here, so that λ value
equals to the effective plastic strain as defined in Eq. 3.3.
To achieve a mesh-independent deformation, the hardening and softening
curves are adjusted accordingly to ensure a constant slip displacement. This is
realised by modifying the η - λ function in KCC model to match with the bondslip curve, at two key states, i.e., maximum bond strength state, subscripted by
“m”, and the residual bond strength state, subscripted by “u”, as shown in Fig.
5.11b.
The modification to the ƞ - λ function involves scaling of the λ value. As discussed
in Section 5.1.1, the slip at the maximum bond strength and the slip at the
starting point of the friction are related to rebar properties and can be
determined by Eq. 2.1 in Chapter 2. The modification to λ value can be divided
into the hardening part 0 ~ λm and the softening part λm ~ λu.
For the hardening part, the λm can be calculated via the slip sm,po at the maximum
bond strength as defined in Eq. 2.1 and a mesh size of lc,

λm =

s m , po
lc

(5.26)

For the softening part, as introduced in Section 3.2.3, the tensile/shear softening
curve in KCC model is defined with a view to keep a constant fracture energy
independent of the mesh size. According Crawford et al. (2012), the original
parameterisation was based on a calibration to the tension tests of 100mm (4
inch) specimens, so the portion λm - λu in the function can be expressed as:

λu − λm =

su , po − sm , po
lc100
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where lc100 = 100 mm, sm,po and su,po are the slip values at the maximum and
residual bond strength as defined in Eq. 2.1. For this study, the adopted values
for sm,po and su,po is based on recommendation of the CEB codes given in Eq. 2.1.
To help understand the modification process, the modified ƞ - λ curves calibrated
from the sample test (details given in next section) for varied mesh sizes are
presented in Fig. 5.12. The pull-out specimen uses D10 rebar, and the slip
displacements su,po and sm,po are 1 mm and 5 mm, the mesh size is 10 mm. It can
be seen from the curves that the hardening part of ƞ - λ is adjusted with mesh
size, while the softening portion remains mesh-independent.
1

eta

0.8

5mm

0.6

10mm

0.4

15mm
20mm

0.2
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06
0.08
lambda

0.1

0.12

Fig. 5.12 Modified ƞ - λ curves to varied mesh sizes (sm=1mm, su=5mm)

5.3

Validation studies with experiment

In this section the validation of the equivalent transitional layer model for
“bond” interaction between rebar and concrete is presented. The performance of
the proposed parameter generation method for the KCC model framework in
fitting for rebar properties and concrete is verified. The scope of the validation
was limited to pull-out type specimens that had relatively short embedment
lengths and conducted under displacement control. Experimental data from two
different research groups are considered in the validation effort.
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5.3.1 Validation with Baena’s test
The pull-out tests by Baena et al. (2009) were conducted according to Eurocode
2 and ACI 44.3R-04 standards, to address the influence of rebar surface and
diameter on the bond-slip relationship. The concrete specimen was 200 mm
cube, with normal strength concrete of a mean compressive strength of 28.6
MPa. The tested steel bars were of diameters 12mm and 16mm, respectively,
and the steel bars were embedded by a length of five times of the diameter and
placed at the bottom of the concrete cube. A schematic of the specimen is shown
in Fig. 5.13a. The pull-out test setup is shown in Fig. 5.13b.

friction-less
support
debonded
area

200mm

embeded
length

5Db
slip
measurement

200mm

a) Specimen dimensions

b) Loading setup

Fig. 5.13 Pull-out test specimen and setup (after Baena et al. 2009)

Fig. 5.14 presents the FE model of the pull-out specimens with the transitional
layer model. The width of transitional layer is defined to be 3Db, and the mesh
sizes of 18 mm, 9 mm and 6 mm are chosen. The parameters for failure surfaces
are generated via Eq. 5.21 based on the compressive strength provided in the
paper (Baena et al. 2009). The ƞ - λ function is modified according to Eq. 5.26 -
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27 based on CEB recommended values of targeted slip at maximum bond
resistance and failure.

a) Mesh size = 18 mm

b) Mesh size = 9 mm

c) Mesh size = 6 mm

Fig. 5.14 FE model using transitional layer with varied mesh sizes

Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 present the simulation results of the bond-slip relations of
the steel bars with two different diameters using the transitional layer model,
with comparison to the test results. It can be seen that the simulated bond-slip
curves from different mesh sizes are almost identical, and the predicted
maximum bond strengths in all cases are around 13 MPa, suggesting that the
proposed parameter generation is capable of reproducing mesh-independent
results.
The predicted bond-slip relations presented in Fig. 5.15 for the rebar with Db =
16 mm agrees quite well with the experiment result, while in the case where Db
= 12 mm the transitional layer model tends to underpredict the residual bond
resistance in the friction stage. This could be further improved by calibration to
the residual failure surface in Eq. 5.20, but given that the real behaviour in the
“bond” softening stage can involve large uncertainty, the results from the
proposed transitional layer model may be regarded as satisfactory in both types
of rebar cases.
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Fig. 5.15 Numerical bond-slip curves for rebar with a diameter of 16 mm
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Fig. 5.16 Numerical bond-slip curves for rebar with a diameter of 12 mm

5.3.2 Validation with Eligehausen’s test
The pull-out tests conducted by Eligehausen et al. 1982, as discussed earlier in
Chapter 3, is re-visited and further employed here to verify the proposed
transitional layer model. The experiment was designed to represent the stress
history found in the highly confined region of a beam-column connections.
Details of the experiment plan can be found in Section. 4.2.1.
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The FE model of the pull-out specimen is built in a way similar to Section. 4.2.1,
with the rebar being simulated by beam elements and the proposed transitional
layer is applied, as presented in Fig. 5.17. The transitional layer is considered to
be 64 mm wide (2.5Db) for the whole specimen (shown as 32 mm in the quartier
model shown in Fig. 5.17a). The mesh size is set as 5.6 mm. The parameters for
stirrups

concrete
equivalent
transitional layer

debonded area
embeded length

a) Pull-out specimen with equivalent transitional layer

transversely
applied pressure
inserted sheet
modelled by
contact surface

support to specimen
concrete core
restrained to symmetric plane
rebar pull force

b) FE implementation of the plastic sheet
Fig. 5.17 Numerical implementation of the plastic sheets

failure surfaces are based on normal concrete with a compressive strength of 30
MPa and the slip value su,po in Eq. 5.27 is set as the length of the diameter. The
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simulation of the plastic sheet used in the original experiment (Eligehausen et al.
1982) is shown in Fig. 5.17b.
The cases of RC specimen with and without extra stirrups, previously discussed
in Section 4.2, is re-checked here. The comparison among FE results using the
original approach in Section 4.2.1, and the proposed transitionally layer model,
together with the experimental data, is presented in Fig. 5.18. It can be seen
that, the bond-slip relations predicted by the transitional layer model have
improved markedly from the original simulation, and agree favourably with the
experiment result.
16

bond stress (MPa)

bond stress (MPa)

8

without stirrups
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4

2

0

with stirrups
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4

0
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unloaded end slip (mm)
experiment
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8
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12

unloaded end slip (mm)

trans. layer

a) Splitting failure

experiment

original

trans. layer

b) Pull-out failure

Fig. 5.18 Modelling bond-slip relationship with transitional layer

The effect of confining pressure on the bond-slip relation is investigated in Fig.
5.19. The pressure is externally applied on the surface of the concrete specimen,
as presented in Fig. 5.17b. As can be observed from the results, the general trend
of overall bond strength increase with the confining pressure is captured by the
proposed equivalent transitional layer. The key slips at the peak and ultimate
residual strength, which are determined by the ƞ - λ relation, remain constant.
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Fig. 5.19 Modelling effect of transverse pressure on bond-slip relationship with
transitional layer

5.4

Conclusions

An equivalent transitional layer model is proposed to simulate the bond
interaction between rebar and concrete, to cater for the needs of modelling such
interaction in a realistic manner while the rebar is modelled with onedimensional line (beam) elements in a RC member response analysis. The
proposed transitional layer model is capable of capturing the gross “bond” and
“slip” behaviour while the one-dimensional rebar is perfectly tied to the concrete
matrix.
The equivalent stress state in the equivalent layer is derived through a simplified
theoretical model taking into account the effect of the pressure that can develop
around the rebar space. On this basis, the yield surfaces are established by
modifying the basic failure surfaces employed in the standard KCC model. The
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generalised strains and internal variables include characteristic length measures
related to the rebar properties.
Comparisons of the FE modelling results using the proposed transitional layer
model with the experimental data show good agreement across different
experimental conditions.
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Chapter 6: Transient high shear
phenomenon and transition of response
modes of RC members subjected to blast
load

6.1

Introduction

When a structural component is subjected to impulsive load, the response of RC
components will always undergo firstly a shock and stress wave phase within the
body of material due directly to the shock load, and this is followed by the
structural response involving shear and bending due to the energy imparted by
the load impulse (Lu 2013).The structural response can be further divided into
three consecutive stages according to the dominant dynamic modes of response,
namely intense concentrated shear near support, intense shear over a relatively
small shear span, and global bending stage.
It is generally understood that, depending on the intensity of the shear forces
that may develop in the first two consecutive stages, direct shear and diagonal
shear failure may occur, leading to partial or total failure of the structural
member at these stages. If the member can survive from the above shear-
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dominated stages, global flexural response can then develop which will largely
depend upon the impulse of the blast load.
So far in practice, the majority of the blast response analysis methods and the
assessment criteria have been based on a global bending mode of responses. The
transient high shear phenomena, although recognised to some extent
(Krauthammer et al. 1986; Ross and Krawinkler 1985), have not been dealt with
in a systematic way. On the one hand, there is a lack of generally accepted
method for the analysis of the high transient shear forces; on the other hand,
there is essentially a total lack of understanding about the dynamic shear
resistance mechanisms and how they should be appropriately analysed.
In terms of the general shear phenomena, it has been observed experimentally
that RC components could fail at the positions near the support due to direct
shear slip failure (Krauthammer 1984; T. Ross 1983; Slawson 1984), when
subjected to a distributed load of extremely short duration. The phenomenon is
also reproduced and studied by means of FE modelling (Li et al. 2012;
Magnusson et al. 2010; Shi et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2014). On the analysis of the
direct shear, a Timoshenko beam model has been employed to analyse RC
member response incorporating the direct shear failure (Gong and Lu 2007;
Krauthammer et al. 1993a; b; T. J. Ross 1983). SDOF approaches were utilised
by several authors to analyse the transition between direct shear and flexure
failure (Dragos and Wu 2014, Krauthammer 1986,1994, and Low and Hao
2002). Studies have also been conducted on the analysis of generic beams
involving direct shear failure using rigid-plastic beam models (Li and Jones
1995; Ma et al. 2007), where a fully coupled analytical approach was used to
determine both the direct shear and midspan flexural deflection responses. None
of these studies has dealt with the dynamic effects on the resistance side of the
equation, such as the loading and strain rate effects, the timescale of
development of the shear modes in relation to the shock duration, as well as the
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possible variation of the shear span (and hence the effect on the shear
resistance).
This study is aimed to provide a comprehensive treatment of the high shear
phenomena in the blast response of RC components as represented by typical RC
beams. In this chapter, a simplified beam model is utilised to look into and
demonstrate the key phenomena associated with the development of high shear
forces, especially when the blast pulse duration gets very short. The process of
the beam response moving through the high shear stages to global bending is
examined and the dominant deformation modes are characterised. The
propagation of the transient shear force and the contributions of high modes are
discussed.
For this purpose, a simplified numerical analysis using an FE model with beam
elements is employed. For a convenient comparison, the blast load is simplified
as a triangle pulse with zero rise time and the magnitude of blast impulse is
assumed to be constant. Different loading rates can be achieved by scaling the
load duration td and the peak overpressure pm, while keeping the overall impulse
level I0 constant. The development of shear force in the early response phase
(transient high shear stage) prior to the global bending stage, in terms of the
amplitude and distribution, is scrutinised. The increasing demand on the shear
resistance as loading rate increases is examined and discussed.

6.2

Numerical analysis with beam elements

6.2.1 RC beam specimen and characteristic flexural period
For this analysis, a reinforced concrete beam specimen with typical dimensions is
considered, as presented in Fig. 6.1. The beam is 3m long and has a cross-section
of 200 mm× 100 mm. The cross-sectional arrangement is adopted from the RC
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beams discussed in Section 4.5, in which two D12 rebars and two D10 rebars are
placed in the tension and compression sides, respectively. Material properties of
concrete and steel rebar are listed in Table 6.1.

200mm

applied distributed blast load

3m

100mm

a) Cross-section

b) Beam layout
Fig. 6.1 Considered RC beam specimen

Table 6.1 Material properties for RC beam

Concrete
fc’

36 MPa

Ec

28 GPa

ρc

2300 kg/m

Steel rebar

3

fy

500 MPa

Es

200 GPa

ρs

780 0kg/m3

Using a classical SDOF-based method, as will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8, the first natural period of the flexural mode of the beam with simplysupported and fixed-supported conditions, respectively, can be calculated using
the following expressions:

T f = 2π

M eq − f
K eq − f


5K LM mL4
2
π
K M − f M 
384 EI
= 2π
=
K L− f K f 
K LM mL4
2π

384 EI

simply − supported

(6.1)

fixed − supported

where m and L are the mass per length and span length respectively. EI is the
flexural rigidity, and KLM is the load-mass factor. Detailed deduction of Eq. 6.1 is
given later in Section 8.2.1. Assuming a cracked section for generality, the
flexural rigidity can be calculated using a standard method, herein using a UFC
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recommended method (UFC 3-340-02 2008) as will be explained in detail in
Chapter 8. In the case herein the cracked EIa is found to be about 70% of the
uncracked reinforced section.
For the given RC member, the first flexural period is 35.0 ms for the simplysupported case and 15.6 ms for the fixed-supported case. In the discussion that
follows, these natural period values will be employed as a reference base in the
characterisation of the timescales of the load durations.

6.2.2 Numerical model with beam elements and material properties
Fig. 6.2 illustrates the finite element model for the RC member. The onedimensional Belytschko-Schwer resultant beam element (Belytschko et al. 1977)
in LS-DYNA (LSTC 2006) is chosen to carry out the numerical analysis. For
element formation, the internal forces are updated directly from the nodal
displacement vs. force relations so that no integration point is required, which
yields considerable benefits in computational efficiency. Considering the high
shear phase of the response which tends to present large fluctuation along the
beam length, 200 beam elements are used for the whole beam to ensure an
appropriate resolution, resulting in a mesh grid size of 15 mm.
applied point loads
defined
cross-section

nodes

simply-supported
end

mesh size

fixed-supported
end

Fig. 6.2 Schematic view of beam element model for RC beam

The primary purpose of this analysis is to examine the development of the shear
forces (thus the shear demands) at different response stages, and in particular to
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compare the maximum shear forces during the high shear phase with the shear
force that is associated with the global bending. Such a comparison will
demonstrate the potential for a shear failure to develop before the response
settles into the usual global bending stage. For the above analysis, a simple
elastic analysis would appear to suffice; however, considering the fact that the
shear force that can develop during the global bending is subject to the limit
imposed by the bending strength, it is meaningful to include a flexural strength
in the analysis.
For the flexural strength, the elasto-perfect-plastic moment-curvature relation is
assumed. This will limit the shear force that can develop in global bending but
will not affect the shear force to develop elastically before the response enters
into the global bending phase. This is achieved by using material model
*MAT_SEISMIC_BEAM (MAT_191) in LS-DYNA. This material enables lumped
plasticity to be developed at the ends of each beam element, and defines a
plastic yield surface that allows interaction between moment and axial force,
which is expressed by
M
ψ =  s
 M ys

2

2


  Mt 
 + 2.0 ×  N
 +
N
 M 
 yc
  yt 

2



 − 1.0 ×  N
N

 yt


4


 −1



(6.3)

where Ms, Mt and N are the current moment about local s and t axes and axial
forces respectively. Mys, Myt, Nyc and Nyt are the yield moments in s and t axes
and yield forces in compression and tension, respectively. The multiplier and
exponential parameters are presented with default values.
For the RC beam analysed in this section, the flexural resistance Myt is set as 17
kN·m as referred from Section 4.5, and perfect plasticity is assumed. In order to
provide a more realistic stiffness, the cracked flexural rigidity EIa and shear
rigidity GAeq, the latter being in a partial shear-damaged state as will be derived
in Chapter 8, are adopted here. Calculation shows that the reduced EIa and GAeq
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are about 70% and 24% of their original value for the intact section,
respectively. For the remaining parameters, the cross-section and material
properties listed in Table 6.1 are adopted.

6.2.3 Blast loading
The blast load is simplified as a triangle pulse with zero rise time, as shown in
Fig. 6.3 and expressed in Eq. 6.4.

p
pm

td =

2I 0
pm

td

t

Fig. 6.3 Simplified triangular shaped blast load

 
t
 pm 1 −
p(t ) =   t d

0



 0 < t ≤ t d

t > td

(6.4)

where pm is the peak overpressure of the blast, td is the duration. It follows:

td =

2I 0
pm

(6.5)

In the beam analysis model, the blast loading is simulated by point loads applied
directly onto the beam nodes. For simplicity, the loading area is considered as
the net beam top face, thus for each point load, the amount of load can be
calculated by:

Pnode (t ) = p(t ) ⋅ b ⋅ le
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where p(t) is the blast overpressure, b and le are the width and length of each
beam element, respectively.
Different types of blast loads are considered by varying the duration of the load,
from relatively long to very short duration with respect to the natural bending
period Tf, and the relative significance of the shear and bending modes are
examined with respect to the blast duration. As mentioned before, for the
convenience of comparison, the impulse level of blast is kept constant at I0 = 4
kPa·s to allow for a direct comparison. To give an idea, an explosion of 100 kg
TNT at a distance of 1.5 m would yield a reflected blast impulse of this
magnitude.

6.3

Shear response of simply supported RC member

6.3.1 Response under blast load in quasi-static regime (td ≈ Tf)
Fig. 6.4 shows the time histories of global deflection and forces under a blast
impulse of 4 kPa·s with duration of 32 ms, which is in the same order as the
flexural period. As can be read from Fig. 6.4a, the time interval between the two
deflection peaks are about 33.5 ms, suggesting a match between the theoretical
and numerical prediction of the flexural mode period. Fig. 6.5 gives the
distribution of deflection and internal forces at key time instants.
As can be observed from both the time history and the distribution plots, under
such blast load of enough long duration, the response is mainly dominated by
first-order flexural deformation mode, and the development of the shear force
and bending moment generally follows the pattern of a quasi-static loading
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Fig. 6.4 Time histories of simply-supported RC beam under blast in quasi-static
regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=0.25 MPa; td=32 ms)

scenario, in close association with the deflected shape. The level of shear force is
limited by the maximum moment resistance, as seen from Fig. 6.4c; in fact, a
simple calculation for the simply-support beam with a yield moment of 17kN*m
under a uniform static load yield a maximum shear force of 24kN, which tallies
with the maximum shear force observed from Fig. 6.4b and Fig. 6.5b.
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Fig. 6.5 Deflection and force distribution of simply-supported beam under blast in
quasi-static regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=0.25 MPa; td=32 ms)

6.3.2 Response under blast load in impulsive regime (e.g. td = 1 ms ≈ Tf//40)
Fig. 6.6 gives the time history of deflection and forces of RC beam under the
same blast impulse of 4 kPa·s but a much shorter duration of 1.0 ms, which is
about 1/40 of the flexural period. The deflection shapes, distributions of the
shear force and bending moment at representative time instances are plotted in
Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.6 Global response of simply-supported beam under blast in impulsive
regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=8 MPa; td=1 ms)

From the time histories, it can be seen that very large reaction and shear forces
develop during the pulse load duration (1 ms herein), while the global deflection
is still very small. The de-coupling between the shear force and the global
deformation is also evident from the distributions of the deflection and shear
force over the length of the beam in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b (t=0.5 ms, 1.0 ms).
In fact the deflection shape at t=0.5 ms exhibited a clear direct shear
deformation mode dominated by concentrated shear deformation over a small
region near the supports. A closer look at the deformation and force distribution
shown in Fig. 6.7 reveals that, at the initial stage of the blast pressure
(t=0.5~1.0 ms), the member acts as a rigid body moving downward and high
shear force concentrates in a very short length near the supports.
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Fig. 6.7 Deflection and force distribution of simply-supported beam under blast in
impulsive regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=8 MPa; td=1 ms)

It can be understood that due to the zero rise time of the loading, the maximum
reaction and hence the maximum shear force occur almost at the onset of the
blast load; however at this moment the shear peak occupies only a very small
length and hence will not generate significant shear deformation (despite a large
local shear strain). The precise damage zone width in the case of direct shear is a
subject of debate and there in no particular experimental evidence to support a
robust definition, and it will depend on the sectional properties. But for
reinforced concrete beams, one may consider that it would be at least a couple
of times the size of a main steel bar, as otherwise the dowel action could be too
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large for the surrounding concrete to sustain. For this reason, herein we propose
a reference direct shear zone length to be 0.5d with d being the section depth.
In this connection, it is reasonable to use an “effective” shear force, defined as
the average shear force over the above zone length, as a measure of the effective
shear force with respect to the direction shear failure. Further discussion on the
concept of shear zone length and the effective shear force will continue in
Chapter 7.
It can be seen from the shear force distributions in Fig. 6.7b that the maximum
direct shear force that develops in the transient high shear stage amounts to
about 120 kN; this is in contrast to the maximum shear force of about 24 kN that
can develop in the global bending phase of the response. Of course the high
shear phase quickly diminishes and the shear dropped into the normal shear as
associated with the global bending, which is in turn limited by the available
moment strength. Meanwhile global bending deformation develops into full
shape.

6.3.3 Response under blast load in dynamic regime (td ≈ Tf/5)
Fig. 6.8 shows the time histories of global deflection and forces under the same
impulse but a duration equal to around 1/5 of the flexural mode period. The
deflection shapes, distributions of the shear force and bending moment at
selected time instances are plotted in Fig. 6.9.
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Fig. 6.8 Global response of simply-supported beam under blast in dynamic regime
(I0=4 kPa·s; pm=1 MPa; td=8 ms)

Under such load duration, the developed shear force reaches around 50 kN,
which is much smaller than the shear force experienced in the direct shear mode
scenario but still significantly higher than the maximum static shear of ~24 kN.
From the time history it can be seen that the peak shear appears at a slightly
later stage (2~4 ms) than the direct shear mode, and this indicates clearly a
dynamic effect, which is actually associated with a diagonal shear mode of
response as will be discussed later in Chapter 8.
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Fig. 6.9 Deflection and force distribution of simply-supported beam under blast in
dynamic regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=1 MPa; td=8 ms)

As shown in the force distribution in Fig. 6.9b, at the maximum shear force, the
width of developed shear span has increased into around one-half of the
effective depth, indicating a diagonal-shear dominated deformation mode, which
will also be discussed further in Chapter 8.

6.3.4 Influence of loading rate on simply supported beams
The time histories of central deflection and shear force under the same impulse
but varied load durations are compared directly in Fig. 6.10. Common to all
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cases, the flexural responses as represented by the mid-span deflections show a
similar pattern, but the maximum deflection tends to increase as the load
duration decreases before reaching an asymptotic limit (note that total impulse
remains constant). This can be explained by the basic dynamic response of the
global system. On the other hand, the maximum shear force tends to increase
with the decrease of the load duration, and this trend becomes almost
exponential in the short duration range. The maximum shear forces derived
from Fig. 6.10, after normalisation with respect to the quasi-static maximum
shear force 4M y L , are plotted in Fig. 6.11 against load duration, which is
normalised by the flexural period.
The achieved maximum shear force in the short duration range is significantly
larger than what may be predicted from the flexural mode of response, which is
governed by the static equilibrium 4M y L , as plotted by dashed line in Fig.
6.10b. This limiting shear force corresponds to the maximum shear force when
the beam reaches its yielding moment at mid-span under quasi-static uniformly
distributed load.
It can also be observed that the time at which the maximum shear force is
reached decreases, indicating that the shifting from a flexure-dominated mode to
a shear-dominated mode of response. This, together with the inability of a
simplified bending mode analysis to capture the high shear phenomenon,
suggests a simplified analysis incorporating the shear mode of the beam will be
needed, and this will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
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The distributions of the shear force and bending moment at key time instants,
after normalisation with respect to the quasi-static maximum shear force 4M y L
and yield bending moment M y respectively, are plotted in Fig. 6.13. It can be
found that in the early stages, the general shape of the shear force diagram is
not affected by the load duration, but the amplitude of shear force, especially
within the short shear span near the supports, is considerably increased. For the
short duration cases, travelling shear wave is also evident but the maximum
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shear force takes place consistently at the support region before significant
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Fig. 6.12 Normalised SFD and BMD of simply-supported beam under different load
durations (I0=4kPa·s)
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Fig. 6.13 Normalised SFD and BMD of simply-supported beam under different load
durations (I0=4 kPa·s) (continued)

Now confining our attention to the high shear phenomenon at the support
region, it can be reasonably deduced that a) if the shear strength is reached
while high shear force develops, shear failure could occur, and b) in that case,
the shear failure zone or the “shear span” could be much shorter than in a quasistatic shear scenario. The quicker high shear force and shear failure develops,
the shorter the shear span, and ultimately the shear failure could enter into a
direct shear scenario with very short shear span.
While the high shear phenomenon may readily be predicted using even a
relatively simple beam model, the dynamic shear strength, on the other hand, is
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not well understood. In fact there is very little information in the literature
regarding the shear resistance in a high dynamic response environment. Based
on the general analysis described in this section, it can be anticipated that the
factors influencing the dynamic resistance will include the variation of the shear
span, in addition to the possible enhancement of the material strength due to the
high strain rate. As has been demonstrated, the shear span tends to decrease
with decrease of the loading duration, and this implies an increase in the shear
strength even without any material enhancement due to the strain rate. This is
to be investigated thoroughly in Chapter 7.

6.4

Shear response of fixed-supported RC member

While the characteristics of the transient high shear phenomenon are not
expected to change because of different boundary conditions, the relative
magnitudes and the timescale can differ. In this section RC beam with fixed
supported is examined following a similar procedure as in the above analysis of
the simply-supported beam.

6.4.1 Response under blast load in quasi-static regime (td≈Tf)
Fig. 6.14 shows the time histories of global deflection and forces for a fixed
supported RC member under a typical quasi-static blast load. It has an impulse
of 4 kPa·s, an overpressure of 0.5 MPa and duration of 16ms, which is slightly
longer than the flexural mode period of the beam. As seen in Fig. 6.14a, the
interval between the two peaks of the midspan deflection in the free vibration
stage is around 16 ms, which agrees well with the predicted flexural mode
period.
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Fig. 6.14 Global response of fixed-supported beam under blast in quasi-static
regime (I0=4 kPa·s; td=16 ms)

Fig. 6.15 gives the distributions of deflection and internal forces at key time
instants. Similar to what has been found in the simply-supported beam case, the
response is mainly flexure-dominated and the shear force and bending moment
distributions follow closely the patterns under a quasi-static uniformly
distributed load. The highest shear force achieved is around 65 kN. Note that the
maximum shear force that can be achieved when a full plastic mechanism is
formed, under a uniformly distributed static load, is found to be 34 kN using a
simple plastic mechanism analysis. The above results suggest that the maximum
shear that can be achieved in a fixed support beam under a dynamic load with
duration of around the flexural period is still related the maximum static shear;
however, as the flexural period is about halved comparing to the pinned support
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case, an appreciable dynamic shear amplification (by a factor of 1.9) also
emerges.
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Fig. 6.15 Deflection and force distribution of fixed-supported beam under blast in
quasi-static regime (i=4 kPa·s; td=16 ms)

6.4.2 Response under blast load in impulsive regime (td=1ms ≈Tf/16)
The response time histories when the load duration is shortened to 1ms (same
for the simply supported beam) which is around 1/16 of the flexural period are
shown in Fig. 6.16. Fig. 6.17 gives the deflection distribution, shear force and
bending moment diagram at key time instants in the early stage of the loading.
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As can be seen, under such a short duration loading, the beam undergoes a
similar direct shear response as previously discussed in the simply-supported
case, with extremely high shear force occurring almost immediately after the
peak load. The maximum shear force under such load duration is around 195
kN, which is more than three times of the magnitude reached in the quasi-static
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Fig. 6.16 Global response of fixed-supported beam under blast in impulsive regime
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Fig. 6.17 Deformation and force distribution of fixed-supported beam under blast
in impulsive regime (I0=4 kPa·s; pm=8 MPa; td=1 ms)

6.4.3 Response under blast load in dynamic regime (td≈Ts/4)
Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.20 give the response time histories and distribution profiles
of the fixed-supported when the blast load duration is set at 4 ms, keeping the
same impulse of 4 kPa·s. The general trend is similar to the simply-supported
case.
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6.4.4 Influence of loading rate on the fixed-end beam
A set of time histories under blast load with same impulse level I0=4 kPa·s but
different load duration td is presented in Fig. 6.21. Observations made earlier in
the simply-supported cases also hold here. The magnitude of the transient high
shear response also tends to increase almost exponentially as the loading
duration decreases under a constant impulse, and the time at which the
maximum transient shear occurs is always at the very early stage of the response
when the imposed load remains large, independent of the global bending
response. This confirm that the high transient shear response is associated with a
direct or diagonal shear mode, rather than the global bending mode. The high
shear phase always disappears when the global bending takes shape, and the
shear response becomes closely associated with the flexural mode at this stage.
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Fig. 6.21 Time histories of deflection and shear force of fixed-supported beam
under different load durations (I0=4 kPa·s)

The distributions of shear force and bending moments, after normalised by
6M y L and M y respectively, which are the maximum shear force and bending

moment that can be achieved under an equivalent uniformly distributed static
load, are plotted in Fig. 6.23. As also found in the simply-supported cases, the
general shape of the shear force diagram is not affected by the load duration,
while the amplitude is largely increased. Meanwhile, it is noted that for fixedsupported beams, large bending moment also develops at the supports, and the
combined high shear and large moment could affect the respective shear and
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bending strengths. The coupled effect of flexural and shear failure at fixed
supports will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Fig. 6.22 Shear force diagram of simply-supported beam under blast with different
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Fig. 6.23 Shear force diagram of simply-supported beam under blast with different
loading rates (I0=4kPa·s) (continued)

6.5

Concluding remarks

The numerical analysis presented in this chapter reveals that, as the blast pulse
duration decreases (or in other words the loading rate increases), the response
of an RC member will undergo an increasingly more significant high shear phase
before the response develops into a global bending mode. In the extreme
situation with a pulse duration of order of 1ms, large shear force up to the
magnitude of 5~6 times of the maximum shear force in the global bending stage
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could develop within a timescale of around 0.5 ms. This phenomenon occurs in
both simply-supported and fixed-end beam cases.
Based on the analysis results, it can be reasonably deduced that a) if the shear
strength is reached while high shear force develops, shear failure could occur,
and b) in that case, the shear failure zone or the “shear span” could be much
shorter than in a quasi-static shear scenario. The quicker high shear force and
shear failure develops, the shorter the shear span, and ultimately the shear
failure could enter into a direct shear scenario with very short shear span.
The development of the high shear response is independent from the global
bending mode; as a matter of fact, when high shear is reached the majority of
the member remains virtually un-deformed. This indicates that the development
of the high shear response is originated from the shear mode, ranging from
direct shear to diagonal shear. Thus, to be able to predict the high shear using a
simplified method such as a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system it will be
necessary to take into account the shear modes. Further discussion on the
simplified predictions will be presented in Chapter 8.
Under the assumption of an elastic shear resistance, the high shear phase will
quickly diminish as the response develops into a global bending mode. The shear
force distribution correspondingly resumes a typical distribution as one can
expect under a static loading with a uniform distributed load. The maximum
shear force in the global bending stage is thus dictated by the yield bending
strength of the member.
However if the magnitude of the shear force in the transient high shear phase
exceeds the corresponding shear capacity, shear failure can develop before the
member enters into the global bending phase. A RC member failing in shear has
been frequently observed from the past blast incidents or from blast
experiments, but the dynamic shear response phenomenon and the
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corresponding shear resistance mechanisms have not been well understood and
very limited information is available from the existing literature. Existing
knowledge of blast resistance and the analysis methods are primarily limited to
flexure-dominated mode. Most design methods mainly adopt a flexural modeonly hypothesis for the member and focuses in the global bending stage.
While the high shear phenomenon may readily be predicted using even a beam
element model, the dynamic shear strength, on the other hand, is not well
understood. In fact there is very little information in the literature regarding the
shear resistance in a high dynamic response environment. Based on the general
analysis described in this chapter, it can be anticipated that the factors
influencing the dynamic resistance will include the variation of the shear span,
in addition to the possible enhancement of the material strength due to the high
strain rate. As has been demonstrated, the shear span tends to decrease with
decrease of the loading duration, and this implies an increase in the shear
strength even without any material enhancement due to the strain rate. This is
to be investigated thoroughly in Chapter 7.
It is also worth noting that in the peak shear response phase, the time required
to reach the peak shear force can be very short (unlike the global bending), thus
high strain rate is involved and this implies the dynamic material behaviour and
related strain rate effect can be an influential factor on the dynamic shear
resistance. This adds to the effect of the change (reduction) of shear span on the
dynamic shear resistance. A full investigation on the dynamic shear resistance
mechanisms is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7: Dynamic shear resistance of RC
member: shear mechanisms and influence
of material rate effect

7.1

Introduction

As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the involvement of the three basic deformation
modes is generally sequential in time. Depending on the intensity and rate of the
blast loading, the high shear force developed in first two consecutive stages
could lead to a shear failure before the response develops into the global
bending mode. Since the high shear stress during the transient shear phase is
rather concentrated near the support, if shear failure occurs at this stage it will
tend to also concentrate within a narrow band and even become what is known
as direct shear failure.
It is generally understood from the mechanics of reinforced concrete that, as the
shear span narrows, the shear resistance will increase (Fenwick and Pauley
1968; Kani 1979). Therefore, one important mechanism that will need to be
looked at in the investigation of the dynamic shear resistance would be the
increase of the shear strength with decrease of the shear span, and how the
decrease of the shear span correlates to the loading rate in the dynamic response
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process. In the meantime, as the high shear response occurs within a very short
timescale, on an order of milliseconds, the material could be subject to very high
strain rate (unlike in the global bending stage), and hence the response and
damage can also be markedly influenced by the material rate effect.
In this chapter, a numerical study is carried out to investigate the transient
dynamic shear phenomenon in a more realistic reinforced concrete response
environment. In particular, the dynamic shear failure mechanisms and the
dynamic shear resistance will be analysed from the perspective of both the
dynamic structural effect, namely the shear failure zone (shear span), and the
material strain rate effect.
The numerical investigation will take advantage of the rigorously calibrated FE
model for reinforced concrete, as has been discussed extensively in earlier
chapters. After a brief description of the numerical model for the present
analysis, a quasi-static loading analysis is carried out to establish the static
behaviour of the RC member and the global resistance function. The shear
strength of the member and the influence of a shortened shear span on the shear
resistance are then evaluated by a four-point loading scheme, in which the shear
span is purposely varied within a range of interest. The trend of increase of the
shear strength with decreasing shear span is established.
The numerical study then moves into the dynamic shear resistance of the RC
component under blast load by varying the pulse duration. This is realised by
conducting an incremental analysis with increasing magnitude of loading until
failure to obtain the ultimate shear resistance for a given load duration. The
shear response and degree of damage is evaluated, in line with the discussions
presented in the preceding chapter using the simplified beam model. The main
difference, however, is that in the present analysis the nonlinear shear behaviour
can develop and thus affect the magnitude of the shear response, even without a
total shear failure. The transition of the dominant mechanisms from the
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transient high shear phase to the later global bending stage is further observed,
along with an examination of the effective shear span at the critical shear
response stage. The results from these analyses enable the establishment of
quantitative relationship between effective shear span and dynamic shear
resistance with the loading rate.
In order to isolate any contributions from the material strain rate sensitivity
(dynamic increase factor or DIF) from other factors in the dynamic resistance
capacities, the analysis is firstly carried out assuming no dynamic increase of the
material strength in concrete and steel (i.e. making the material models strain
rate-insensitive). In this way, the contribution of the structural effect, chiefly the
reduced shear span, towards the dynamic shear resistance can be examined
more clearly.
The possible contribution of material dynamic strength increase (DIF) due to
high strain rate on the dynamic structural shear resistance is then assessed by
comparing the results with those without the consideration of the material ratesensitivity. The dynamic shear and flexural resistance capacities, particularly the
direct and diagonal shear resistances, from simulations with the material DIF are
extracted and they are compared with their counterparts without the material
DIF.
To facilitate an examination into the reasons behind the level of the material DIF
contribution in the observed dynamic resistance capacities, the strain rates at
critical positions during the dynamic response are extracted, from which the
actual strain rate attained at the time a particular failure mode occurs can be
determined, and this is anticipated to tally with the observed material DIF
contribution to the overall structural resistance.
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Numerical modelling

7.2.1 FE model set-up
The FE modelling approach developed in Chapter 4 is employed here to simulate
the dynamic response of RC members under blast loading and investigate into
the dynamic shear resistance capacities.
A typically proportioned RC member needs to be chosen as a standard case for
this investigation. For this purpose, the RC beam specimen “D18” which has
been validated and discussed extensively in Section 4.5, is adopted and adjusted
to fit for this analysis. The cross-section of 200 mm×100 mm is kept and the
length is extended to 3 m with a net span of 2.8 m. The new beam has a depthto-span ratio of 14, and the fundamental flexural mode period of the beam for a
simply-supported case and a fixed-end case, assuming cracked sectional
properties, is found to be 35 ms and 15.6 ms, respectively.
The original experimental RC beam, which was tested at University of Ediburgh
and used in the model validation described earlier, was casted by normal
concrete with a compressive strength of 44 MPa. British 500C deformed rebar
was used for reinforcement and two steel bars of 10 mm in diameter and two
steel bars of 12 mm in diameter were placed in compression and tension region,
respectively. The stirrups were made of plain 250 MPa steel, and a uniform
spacing of 50 mm is assumed for the whole span.
2×Φ10
(500MPa)
Φ6
(250MPa)

Φ6@50mm
2×Φ12
(500MPa)

a) Cross-section

1400mm

b) Simply-supported

100mm

c) Fixed-supported

Fig. 7.1 Layout of analysed RC beam for blast load
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The basic set-up of the FE model is shown in Fig. 7.1. For simply-supported
boundary, the beam is placed on a 100 mm-wide support at each end, and
simple surface-to-surface contact is defined between the beam and the support,
to simulate a simple support condition where axial constraint is minimal, as
shown in Fig. 7.1b. The supports are made wide enough and their edges are
rounded. Such treatment is simple but it is very useful in order to avoid
unwanted modelling anomaly such as support failure during the numerical
calculations. For fixed-supported boundary, a region of 100 mm at the end of the
beam is fully restrained, which is highlighted in the dashed area in Fig. 7.1c. In
the FE model, the concrete is modelled by KCC model with proposed
modifications as discussed in Chapter 4.
The load is applied via uniformly distribution pressure load on the top surface of
the RC beam. For the blast load, a triangular pulse shape with a zero rise time is
assumed, and different blast loading rate is achieved by varying the load
duration td while keeping a constant total impulse level I0 as previously
described adopted in Section 6.2.3.

7.2.2 Analysis of quasi-static behaviour of simply-supported RC beam
To provide a reference base for the dynamic response comparisons, the beam is
firstly analysed under a quasi-static load with uniform distribution across the
beam span, as shown in Fig. 7.2. This load conditions is simulated by eight
30mm-wide loading plates applied on the top surface of the beam, which are
placed at equal distance apart and connected via a load-transfer mechanism to
ensure the vertical force in each plate is identical. The loading plates, transfer
beams and bars are assumed to be elastic and rigid. Surface-to-surface contact is
defined between the loading plates and beam top surface.
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The advantage of using such a loading apparatus in the numerical model is that
it allows a displacement controlled process, while at the same time keeps the
distribution of the loads uniform throughout the entire analysis.

1400mm

100mm

Fig. 7.2 Layout of analysed RC beam under uniformly distributed load

For the simply-supported beam, the load vs. displacement curves are shown in
Fig. 7.3a and 7.3b. The damage patterns when yielding and the ultimate state
(at about 75% of the maximum load post-peak) are reached, i.e., at d=24 mm
and d=160 mm, are presented in Fig. 7.3c and 7.3d.
The beam exhibits a typical flexural behaviour with good ductility. The crack
pattern at the peak response shows rather uniformly distributed flexural cracks.
At advanced stage of the inelastic response, diagonal cracks also appear in the
regions near the support, and this also rather classical. The final failure is caused
by crushing of concrete, along with eventual rupture of tension rebar, at the
mid-span. No further development of the shear cracks occurs, indicating that the
shear strength is well on the safe side when the beam fails in flexure. Note that
the maximum shear demand 4 M y / L is 24 kN. The above results compare well
with simple predictions using standard RC analysis methods, as highlighted by
dashed line in Fig. 7.3a.
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c) Damage pattern at d=24 mm

d) Damage pattern at d=160 mm
Fig. 7.3 Quasi-static performance of analysed simply-supported RC beam under
uniformly distributed load

To investigate the actual shear strength of the RC beam and the trend of increase
of the shear strength with a reduction in the shear span, the RC beam is
subjected to a conventional four-point load test numerically, as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The point load is simulated by placing a loading plate at a
distance of a to the support, and is pushed downward in a displacement
controlled manner.
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effective
depth d

shear span a

Fig. 7.4 Layout of analysed RC beam under four-point load (symmetric)

Fig. 7.5 summarise the final failure patterns for a few selected shear span cases.
The shear force (equal to reaction) vs. midspan deflection relationships are
shown in Fig. 7.6a. From the shear pattern, the change of the shear failure mode
from a typical diagonal shear with tension (a/d = 1.5), to a diagonal shear with
a compression strut (a/d = 1.0), to almost a direct shear (a/d = 0.5), is
systematically demonstrated. When a/d is greater than 2.0, the failure mode is
dominated by flexure for this beam.

a) a/d=0.5

b) a/d=1.0

c) a/d=1.5

d) a/d=2.0
Fig. 7.5 Failure pattern of simply-supported RC beam under varied a/d ratios
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From the shear force – deflection diagrams, it can also be observed that as the
shear span reduces, the shear resistance capacity increases, and at the same time
the deformability or ductility reduces. The ultimate shear resistance is plotted

120
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100

100

shear capacity (kN)

reaction (kN)

against the shear span ratio in Fig. 7.6b.
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b) Shear resistance

Fig. 7.6 Shear resistance of simply-supported RC beam under varied a/d ratios

7.2.3 Analysis of quasi-static behaviour of fixed-supported RC beam
The analysis is then moved to the fixed-supported boundary. The fixedsupported beam is firstly applied by uniformly distributed load, in a way similar
to the one adopted in the simply-supported cases, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
For the fixed-supported beam under uniformly distributed load, the load vs.
displacement curves are shown in Fig. 7.7a, and the relations between bending
moments at the mid-span and at the end-support, respectively, with the central
deflection are plotted in Fig. 7.7b. The damage patterns when the peak moment
resistance at mid-span and end-span, and the ultimate resistance are reached,
i.e., at d=20 mm, d=28 mm and d=160 mm, are presented in Fig. 7.3c-7.3e.
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Fig. 7.7 Quasi-static performance of analysed fixed-supported RC beam under
uniformly distributed load

The beam exhibits a typical flexural behaviour with fairly good ductility. The
final failure is caused by two plastic hinges formed at the mid-span and support,
along with rebar being ruptured at the support. Minor diagonal cracks also
appear in the regions near the support, but no further propagation of inclined
cracks is seen.
Note that the ultimate moment capacity of the fixed-supported beam is around
30 kN·m, which is much larger than that of the simply-supported case. This is
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because the stress in compression rebar can reach up to its yielding strength
under the perfectly anchorage at fixed boundary. The calculated shear demand
16 M y / L agrees favourably with the numerical results, as indicated by dashed

line in Fig. 7.7a.

a) a/d=0.5

b) a/d=1.0

c) a/d=2.0

d) a/d=3.0

e) a/d=4.0
Fig. 7.8 Failure pattern of fixed-supported RC beam under varied a/d ratios

The fixed-supported beam is further analysed in a four-point loading scenario,
similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The failure pattern of the fixedsupported beam in four-point loading test, as under different a/d ratios, is
summarised in Fig. 7.8. Similarly, it demonstrates the general trend of transition
of failure patterns, from direct shear (a/d=0.5~1.0), to diagonal shear
(a/d=1.5~3.0), to flexure (a/d= 4.0).
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From the shear force - deflection diagrams presented in Fig. 7.9a, and the
ultimate shear resistance plotted against the shear span ratio in Fig. 7.9b, it can
be observed that for the same a/d ratio, shear resistance for fixed-supported
beam is higher than that of simply-supported beam, but the failure mode is still
governed by shear in small to intermediate shear span range (a/d <4).
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shear span to effective depth

b) Shear resistance

Fig. 7.9 Shear resistance of fixed-supported RC beam under varied a/d ratios

7.2.4 Determination of effective shear span and shear resistance under
distributed load
In the previous section, the relation between the reduction of shear span and the
increase of shear resistance is clearly demonstrated via quasi-static four-point
loading analysis. Under more complicated loads, this trend is also expected to
apply such that the shear resistance would increase with the reduction of an
“effective shear span” that’s developed in the RC member. The terms of “effective
shear span” is hereby introduced to account for the fact that the shear force
within the high shear region would generally be non-uniform. This section
provides some further analysis in attempt to determine the effective shear span
developed in general load scenarios.
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as
Vmax
Vmax
3

acut

Fig. 7.10 Schematic view of practical method to determine the width of effective
shear span

Fig. 7.10 illustrates a schematic diagram of shear force distribution under
generalised distributed load or developed during an impulsive dynamic loading.
Naturally, the shear resistance VR is defined as the maximum shear force Vmax
that can be achieved in the RC beam, and this usually takes place at the support:

VR = Vmax

(7.1)

The effective shear span as, is then calculated by following proposed method,
which is based on the idea to retain the same shear failure “potential”, and may
be argued as retaining the same effective area of shear force diagram.
As shown in Fig. 7.10, the region highlighted by shadow indicates an “effective”
shear area, which is measured from the support (maximum shear location) to a
cut point of acut beyond which the level of the shear force may be considered as
negligible with respect to the maximum shear force. In the absence of any
physical evidence to justify a choice, herein we place the cut-off point at the level
of 1/3 maximum shear. The effective dynamic shear span as is then calculated by
equating an equivalent rectangular (uniform area) area of
highlighted by dashed lines, with the effective area.
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acut

as =

∫0

Vdx

Vmax

(7.2)

For an example, the RC beam specimen analysed here has an overall span length
of 1800 mm and effective depth of 178 mm, under uniformly distributed load
the resulted effective shear span according to Eq. 7.2 would be 622 mm, giving
an effective shear span ratio of a/d =3.5. This should yield a reasonable shear
strength prediction for a simply-supported beam under uniformly distributed
static load.

7.3

Dynamic shear behaviour and dynamic shear resistance

for simply-supported RC beam
The dynamic shear behaviour and the corresponding dynamic shear resistance is
analysed by subjecting the beam to simulated blast load of different duration
(and hence loading rate). An incremental analysis is carried out. For each load
duration, it is accomplished by performing multiple FE analyses under a suite of
blast loads with the same load duration, each sees a finite increase in the
impulse level until the load is sufficiently large to force the structure to a gross
failure (collapse). The damage patterns are extracted to examine the change of
the failure mechanisms as the loading varies. The analysis for the simplysupported RC beam case is presented in this section.
For the convenience of characterising the duration of the blast load, the load
durations are set with respect to the flexural mode period, being 1.1Tf, 0.2Tf, and
0.03Tf. For the short duration cases, as will be discussed later in Chapter 8, they
are actually quite close to the diagonal and direct shear mode period,
respectively.
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7.3.1 Dynamic shear behaviour in “quasi-static” regime (blast duration on
order of flexural mode period)
The RC beam is firstly subjected to a blast load of duration on the order of
flexural mode period, herein in at t d ≈ 1.1T f or 40 ms, and the applied blast
impulse is 12 kPa·s. This yield a peak overpressure of 0.6 MPa. For a reference
this is equivalent to a reflected blast load from 71,000 kg TNT at a standoff
distance of 100m accordingly to Kingery and Bulmash (1984). It could also
represent blast load generated from large-scale gas explosions.

a) t = 1.0ms

b) t = 3.0ms

c) t = 6.0ms

d) t = 20ms
Fig. 7.11 Failure pattern of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=40ms

Fig. 7.11 presents the intermediate and final damage patterns of the beam. The
time histories of the support reaction (representing the shear force at the support
region) and the midspan displacement are shown in Fig. 7.12. It can be seen
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from Fig. 7.12 that the peaks of shear force and bending moment appear at
around 5.7 ms. The beam experienced normal flexural cracking, and only limited
diagonal cracking occurs, and finally failed due to concrete crushing and rebar
rupture at mid-span. The general crack patterns are consistent with the static
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Fig. 7.12 Time history of deflection and shear force of simply-supported RC beam
under load duration td=40 ms

Although transient shear wave phenomenon still occurs in the initial phase of
the response, the magnitude of the shear force was not sufficient to cause a
shear failure, and the response progresses into the global bending mode. It is
noted that the maximum shear force of 47 kN developed in this case is quite
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similar to the shear strength in the static loading with a normal shear span of
a/d = 2.0, as shown in Section 7.2.2.
The distributions of shear force and bending moment at representative time
instants are presented in Fig. 7.13. The shear force and bending moment, are
calculated via combined effect of shear and normal stress over the cross-section,
respectively. As can be seen, the diagrams at peak shear force and bending
moment are generally consist with the distribution o under quasi-static load.
However it must be noted that the shear force diagram does not follow exactly a
triangular shape. This is because a great amount of flexural cracks have been
developed near the quarter span and towards the support, which effectively
create a smaller shear span.
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Fig. 7.13 Distribution of shear force and bending moment of simply-supported RC
beam under load duration td=40 ms

7.3.2 Dynamic shear behaviour in “dynamic” regime (blast duration a
fraction of flexural mode period)
The beam is subjected to a “dynamic regime” loading with the load duration
reduced to less than 15% of the estimated flexural period, i.e.
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t d = 4.0ms < 0.15 ⋅ T f . The applied impulse is 10.5 kPa·s, and with the assigned
duration the load is equivalent to a reflected blast load from 3100 kg TNT at a
standoff distance of 17 m. Fig. 7.14 shows damage pattern at typical time
instants, and the time histories of the mid-span deflection, support reaction
force, and mid-span bending moment are presented in Fig. 7.15. The peak shear
force is reached at around 1.5 ms and is about 105 kN, which is 2.1 times of the
static shear strength under a/d = 2.0. The damage pattern indicates a typical
diagonal shear failure, with a shear span of about 1.5 time of effective depth d.

a) t = 0.5ms

b) t = 1.5ms

c) t = 3.0ms

d) t = 5.0ms
Fig. 7.14 Failure pattern of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0
ms

From the response time histories, it can be seen that a significant transient high
shear phase develops in the first stage of the response while the overall
deflection is still very small. From the damage patterns, it can be seen that
multiple diagonal shear cracks are formed after 1.5ms, and tips of these cracks
propagate and link with each other, and finally fails at t=5.0 ms. This shows
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that in the current loading rate shear damage emerges as a result of the transient
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Fig. 7.15 Time histories of deflection and shear force of simply-supported RC beam
under load duration td=4.0 ms

Fig. 7.16 show the distributions of the shear force and bending moment at key
time instances. As can be seen, when shear crack develops, the high shear force
tends to concentrate within a length of about 1.5 times of the effective section
depth. This echoes the shear crack pattern as observed in Fig. 7.5.
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Fig. 7.16 Distribution of shear force and bending moment of simply-supported RC
beam under load duration td=4.0 ms

7.3.3 Dynamic shear behaviour in “impulsive” regime
The RC beam is then subjected to blast load with further reduced duration,
herein t d = 1.0ms < 0.025 ⋅ T f , with the impulse of 7 kPa·s, which is equivalent to a
reflected blast load from 220 kg TNT at a standoff distance of 5 m. Fig. 7.17-18
show the damage patterns and time histories of the beam. The peak shear force
(maximum shear resistance) is found to be around 152 kN, which is 3.4 times
the static shear strength and 1.5 times of that measured in the dynamic diagonal
shear strength, and it occurs at 0.3~0.5 ms. The damage pattern shows clearly a
direct shear mode with a shear damage zone of only about 0.5d. A complete
vertical shear slip was formed close to the support at 1.0 ms.
The achieved dynamic shear resistance of 152 kN is clearly attributable to the
small shear span. However, comparing to the static test of the shear strength at a
comparable shear span, which achieved a shear strength of 106.2 kN, this is still
about 45% larger. The reason may be explained by the fact that in the dynamic
shear resistance the rapidly increasing shear force leaves little time for fracture
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to develop in a progressive manner as would be in the case under static loading.
This results in a dynamic enhancement in the whole section resistance, although
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Fig. 7.17 Time histories of deflection and shear force of simply-supported RC beam
under load duration td=1.0 ms

Fig. 7.19 shows the distributions of the shear force and bending moment at key
time instances. As can be seen from the shear force diagram, when the maximum
shear force is reached, the high shear force tends to concentrate within 100mm
to the support, which is about 0.5 times of the effective section depth.
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a) t = 0.2ms

b) t = 0.5ms

c) t = 1.0ms

d) t = 2.0ms
Fig. 7.18 Damage pattern of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=1.0
ms
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Fig. 7.19 Distribution of shear force and bending moment of simply-supported RC
beam under load duration td=1.0 ms
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Dynamic shear behaviour and dynamic shear resistance

for fixed-supported RC beam
The above analysis is further extended to fixed-supported RC beams. For the
convenience of characterising the duration of the blast load, the load durations
are set with respect to the flexural mode period, being 1.2Tf, 0.2Tf, and 0.03Tf.

7.4.1 Dynamic shear behaviour under blast duration in the order of flexural
period (td>Tf)
The fixed-supported RC beam is firstly analysed under a blast impulse of 10
kPa·s and duration of 20 ms, which is about 1.2 times of the deduced flexural
period. This is equivalent to a reflected blast load from 25,000 kg TNT charge at
a standoff distance of 60 m accordingly to Kingery and Bulmash (1984).
Fig. 7.20 and 7.21 give the time histories and failure patterns of the beam
response. Under such long pulse duration, the beam experienced normal flexural
type of behaviour, and the maximum shear force is around 98 kN and reached at
t=5 ms, which is close to the static shear demand under uniformly distributed
load (~82 kN in Fig. 7.7a). Flexural hinges form near both support and at
midspan, and diagonal cracking occurs in the vicinity of the fixed support. The
beam finally failed due to concrete crushing in the compression region, as shown
in Fig. 7.21. The general crack patterns are consistent with the static loading
case in Fig. 7.8.
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Fig. 7.20 Time histories of response of fixed-supported RC beam under load
duration td=20.0 ms

The distributions of the shear force and bending moment at key time instances
are plotted in Fig. 7.22. It can be seen that when the maximum shear force is
reached, the shear force diagram is basically in a triangular shape, and the shape
pf bending moment diagram is also quite close to the shape of that under quasistatic distributed load.
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a) t = 1.0ms

b) t = 3.0ms

c) t = 5.0ms

d) t = 15ms
Fig. 7.21 Damage pattern of fixed-supported RC beam under load duration td=20.0
ms
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Fig. 7.22 Distribution of shear force and bending moment of fixed-supported RC
beam under load duration td=20.0ms
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7.4.2 Dynamic shear behaviour under blast duration close to dynamic regime
(td≈0.2Tf)
The beam is then subjected to blast loading with load duration reduced to
around 40% of the estimated flexural period for fixed-supported beam, i.e.

t d = 4.0ms ≈ 0.2T f . The critical impulse is 6 kPa·s. This is equivalent to a
reflected blast load from 2,000 kg TNT charge at a standoff distance of 18 m
accordingly to Kingery and Bulmash (1984).

a) t = 0.5ms

b) t = 1.5ms

c) t = 2.5ms

d) t = 4.0ms

3) t = 6.0ms
Fig. 7.23 Failure pattern of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0
ms
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Fig. 7.23 shows damage patterns at typical time instants, and the time histories
of the mid-span deflection, support reaction force, and mid-span bending
moment are presented in Fig. 7.24. It can be seen that the maximum shear force
is as high as 109 kN and appears at around 1.5 ms. The damage pattern
indicates that a critical diagonal shear crack starts to form at the mid-depth level
at t=4.0 ms and lead to a diagonal shear failure, with a shear span of about 1.5
time of effective depth d.
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Fig. 7.24 Time histories of response of fixed-supported RC beam under load
duration td=4.0 ms

The distribution of shear force and bending moment along the span at typical
time instants is presented in Fig. 7.25. As read from the diagram at t=1.5 ms
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when maximum shear force is reached, the high shear force tends to concentrate
within a length of about 1.5 times of the effective section depth (read from onethird point of Vmax). This echoes the shear crack pattern as observed in Fig. 7.23.
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Fig. 7.25 Response of fixed-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0 ms

7.4.3 Dynamic shear behaviour under blast duration close to impulsive
regime (td≈0.03Tf)
Fig. 7.26-27 show the time histories and damage patterns of the RC beam
subjected to an impulse of 5 kPa·s and a load duration of 0.5 ms. When the RC
beam is subjected to such an extreme short load duration, shear force as high as
206 kN was immediately developed at 0.3 ms and deteriorated at 0.6 ms, before
any significant bending moment being developed at the mid-span position, as
shown in Fig. 7.26b.
The maximum negative moment at the fixed support is reached at the same time
as the shear force, suggesting that the direct shear failure is caused by a
combined effect of shear and flexural failure at the fixed support. This is because
the perfectly anchored rebar in the compression side also contributes
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significantly to the overall direct shear resistance, and the maximum shear force
is higher than that in the simply-supported case. The damage pattern in Fig. 7.27
suggests that a very steep inclined crack starts to form from t=1.0 ms and results
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Fig. 7.26 Time histories of response of fixed-supported RC beam under load
duration td=0.5 ms

The shear force and bending moment diagrams at key time instances are
presented in Fig. 7.28. The high shear force tends to concentrate within a length
of 0.5d, when the maximum shear force is reached.
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a) t = 0.2ms

b) t = 0.4ms

c) t = 0.6ms

d) t = 1.0ms
Fig. 7.27 Failure pattern of fixed-supported RC beam under load duration td=0.5
ms
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Fig. 7.28 Response of fixed-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0 ms
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Variation of the effective shear span in dynamic shear

response
The above analysis has demonstrated clearly that in actual RC beam response,
transient high shear phase develops much in a similar fashion as already shown
in the simple beam analysis in Chapter 6. It further demonstrates that when the
peak shear response occurs under high rate loading, only a small effective shear
span has developed, and this has been an important role in the spontaneous
dynamic shear resistance. It is the relative magnitude of the peak shear force to
the corresponding dynamic shear resistance that determines whether the beam
would be capable of withstanding the high shear phase before transitioning into
a global bending response stage. Since the dynamic resistance depends on the
dynamic shear span, which in turn depends on the dynamic loading rate, there is
a coupled phenomenon between the force input and the resistance output.
The crucial factor in the analysis of the high shear phenomenon is therefore the
effective shear span, which determines the dynamic shear resistance but is in
itself is a result of the dynamic response process. This section provides some
further analysis in attempt to figure out the trend of correlation between the
effective dynamic shear span and the loading rate as represented by the pulse
duration, for the two analysed boundary conditions.

7.5.1

Effect of loading rate on effective dynamic shear span

Following the proposed method of shear span calculation in Section 7.2.4, the
effective shear spans and dynamic shear resistances as obtained from the
analysis in Section 7.3~7.4, together with some extended cases, are plotted with
respect to load duration in Fig. 7.29. The load duration is “normalised” by the
flexural periods of the RC beams, which is 35 ms for simply-supported and 16
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ms for fixed-supported beams. Data points representing direct and diagonal
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Fig. 7.29 Effective shear span of RC beams under varied load durations

It can be seen from the figure that the general trend of the correlation between
effective shear span and the loading rate for the two boundaries are similar. As
seen in both boundary conditions, the direct shear failure can only occur when
high shear is built to direct shear strength within around 1.0 ms (<0.03Tf ) for
this beam. The measured a/d ratio for direct shear failure is less than 0.6d and
0.7d in simply-supported and fixed-supported boundary, respectively.
Diagonal shear failure can happen for a limited range of durations. For simplysupported boundary it is around 1~5ms and for fixed-supported boundary is
around 1~4 ms, both of which are less than 30% of their respective flexural
period Tf. The effective shear span can also vary from 0.8d ~1.5d.
For td higher than 30% of Tf, the beam fails in flexure, and when t d = T f , a/d
equals 2.1 for simply-supported and 2.7 for fixed-supported. The ratio a/d ratio
continues to increase with the load duration and gradually approaching the
value of 3.5, which is the effective shear span under quasi-static uniformly
distributed load. Note that in the flexure mode regime, the developed shear span
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in simply-supported cases are generally shorter than that of fixed-supported, this
echoes with the observation in Fig. 7.12, in which the shear span is reduced due
to expansion of flexural cracking from mid-span towards the ends. A formula has
been derived to predict the a/d ratio by fitting the parametric results and is as
follows:


2.5673 ⋅  t d
T
aeff

 f−f
=
d
 td

2.0808 ⋅  T
 f −s


0.4136





0.3886





fixed − supported

(7.3)
simply − supported

7.5.2 Effect of loading rate on dynamic increase of shear resistance
The dynamic shear resistance obtained in Section 7.3-7.4, is further plotted
against the normalised load duration in Fig. 7.30. The corresponding static shear
resistance, as would be developed under the same effective shear span, is plotted
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Fig. 7.30 Dynamic shear resistance (maximum shear) of RC beams under varied
load durations
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in dashed line for comparison purpose. For beams that fail in flexure and the
resistance is controlled by the flexural capacity, maximum shear force is plotted.
As can be read from Fig. 7.30, when the overall failure mechanism is governed
by flexure, the difference between the maximum dynamic shear force and the
static shear resistance under the same shear span, is rather small. The gap
between the dynamic and static shear resistance starts to increase when the load
duration is reduced and the failure mode switches from flexure to shear. This is
believed to be caused by dynamic effect and is seen more significant in the fixedsupported cases. As would be discussed in details in Chapter 8, this is because
the flexural period of fixed-supported members is closer to the period of sheardominated modes.
The dynamic enhancement factor, which is defined as the ratio between the
dynamic and static shear resistance, is plotted against the normalised load
duration in Fig. 7.31. It reveals that under direct shear mode, an enhancement
factor of 1.7~1.8 is found for fixed-supported cases, and 1.4~1.6 is found for
simply-supported cases. Under diagonal shear mode, the factor varies from

dynamic enhancement factor

1.1~1.6 for fixed-supported, and from 1.05~1.4 for simply-supported cases.
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Fig. 7.31 Dynamic enhancement factor under varied load durations
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Definition and implementation of strain rate effect in

concrete and reinforcement steel
The previous chapters have already established that while high shear force
develops in the early stage of the response, the beam member also exhibits high
shear resistance capacity. The increased dynamic shear resistance can be largely
attributed to the reduced shear span at the critical shear response, and to some
extent the rapid increase rate of the shear force also reduces the progressive
failure process at the section level, which adds to the increase of the shear
resistance, particularly in the direct shear regime.
The evaluation has so far purposely excluded the material strain rate sensitivity,
such that the structural effect as mentioned above can be isolated conveniently.
In the following section the possible role of material dynamic strength increase
(DIF) due to high strain rate on the dynamic structural shear resistance will be
investigated. The degree to which DIF may contribute in the increase of the
dynamic shear and dynamic flexural resistance will be discussed.
This investigation is carried out by comparative studies on the dynamic
resistance capacities without and with the incorporation of the material ratesensitivity. The dynamic resistance capacities, particularly direct and diagonal
shear resistances, from simulations with the material DIF are extracted and they
are compared with their counterparts without the material DIF. To facilitate an
examination into the reasons behind the level of the material DIF contribution in
the observed dynamic resistance capacities, the strain rates at critical positions
during the dynamic response are extracted, from which the actual strain rate
attained at the time a particular failure mode occurs can be determined, and this
is anticipated to tally with the observed material DIF contribution to the overall
structural resistance.
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7.6.1 DIF curves
The increase of the bulk strength of materials with the strain rate is generally
defined by a dynamic increase factor, or DIF, which is a function of the strain
rate. There has been extensive research interest in recent years into explaining
the real nature of the DIF for concrete-like materials and it tends to be generally
agreed that the increase of the apparent dynamic compressive strength of
concrete at the sample scale can largely be attributed to the lateral inertia
confinement effect, rather than a basic material property. The discussion on the
mechanisms underlying the DIF is beyond the scope of the present investigation.
Furthermore from the material point of view the dynamic shear resistance is
more related to the tension and shear behaviour of concrete, for which a DIF to
be imposed at the material model level is generally accepted. Therefore in the
present study the strain rate effect is incorporated in the conventional way
through the DIF.
There are many empirical and semi-empirical DIF curves in the literature. A set
of these curves adopted in the present study are given below. For reinforcement
steel, the DIF curves recommended by Malvar and Crawford (1998) is adopted,
fy

0.074 −0.040
414

ε




 10 −4 
DIFs = 
fy
 ε  0.019−0.009 414
 −4 
 10 

for

yielding

strength
(7.4)

for ultimate strength

where ε is the strain rate (s-1), and fy is the static yielding strength of steel. The
DIFs for the yielding and ultimate strength are plotted in Fig. 7.32.
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Fig. 7.32 DIF curves for yielding and ultimate strength of reinforcement steel

For concrete, the DIF curves recommended by CEB Mode code (CEB, 1990) are
adopted. The DIF for concrete in compression is expressed as:
  ε  0.014
  c 
ε

DIFc =   c 0 
1/ 3
 εc 

0.012 ⋅  ε 
 c0 


εc ≤ 30s −1
(7.5a)

εc > 30s

−1

where εc is the compressive strain rate (s-1) and εc 0 = 30 × 10 −6 s −1 . The DIF for
concrete in tension is expressed as
  ε  0.018
  ct 
ε

DIFct =   ct 0 
1/ 3
 εct 

0.0062 ⋅  ε 
 ct 0 


εct ≤ 10s −1
(7.5b)

εct > 10s −1

where εct is the tensile strain rate (s-1) and εct 0 = 1× 10 −6 s −1 . Fig. 7.33 compares
the above DIF relations of concrete in dynamic compression and tension,
respectively.
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Fig. 7.33 Tensile and compressive DIF curves for concrete

7.6.2 Numerical implementation of material DIF effect in the concrete model
In the concrete model adopted in the present study (KCC model), the rate effects
are implemented into both the damage accumulation and strength surface
(Crawford et al. 2012), so that DIF simultaneously slows down the damage
accumulation and increases the strength, leading to the fracture energy
effectively being amplified by the square of DIF. Clearly, this treatment
represents an upper bound of the effect of a certain DIF on the enhancement of
the material. Thus direct application of the same DIF to both the strength and
the ultimate failure strain, as the default treatment in KCC model, would
overestimates the fracture energy of concrete under dynamic loading. Existing
observations from laboratory tests on the increase of the fracture energy have
not led to a generally accepted theory about this, although some test results do
suggest a simultaneous increase in the ultimate failure strain as the dynamic
strength increases, as presented in Fig. 7.34.
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a) Unconfined compression

b) Uniaxial tension

Fig. 7.34 Measured stress-strain data reflecting the effect of strain rate (Crawford
et al. 2012)

A seemingly more sensible approach is to consider an approximately
proportional increase of the fracture energy as strength increases on the DIF,
which also implies that the dynamic ultimate strain at total failure remains
generally the same as that under static load.
To realise the above rate enhancement within the current material model
formulation, the static fracture energy is modified into ½ of its original value, so
the dynamic fracture energy with DIF is expected to be in a normal range when
the strain rate lies in the range between 10~100 /s, which are typical loading
rates for blast-related load scenarios. In a way this simple approach makes the
concrete to be more brittle in the quasi-static regime of the response, which
should not affect the RC beam behaviour as far as the dynamic resistance
capacity is concerned.

7.6.3 Verification of modified DIF effect on dynamic fracture energy
Fig. 7.35 presents the compressive and tensile stress-strain curves using default
and modified settings of fracture energy, as obtained from a single element. It
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can be seen that under the default treatment in Fig. 7.35a and 7.35b, both the
strength and ultimate strain are enlarged, leading to the fracture energy being
amplified effectively by the square of DIF. When the strain rate is larger than 10
/s, the compressive failure strain is greater than 0.10, which is not reasonable.
After modification, the ultimate strains have reduced into a similar range with
the static values in the target strain rate range of 100 /s, as shown in Fig. 7.35c
and 7.35d.
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Fig. 7.35 Dynamic stress-strain relation for concrete in KCC model (element size =
7mm; “NO (m)” mean no DIF but with modified fracture energy)
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Influence of material rate effect: simply-supported RC

beam
The influence of the material rate effect, i.e. DIF, on the shear resistance of
simply-supported RC beam, is identified through a comparative analysis between
FE models using rate-sensitive material for concrete and rebar, and simulation
using rate-insensitive material as previously done in Section 7.3.
For each loading rate regime (represented by load duration), the increase of
dynamic shear resistance due to material rate effect can be identified through
direct comparison between FE results using materials with and without DIF.
These analysed cases are then re-visited to check the actual strain rate
experienced during different loading stages.

7.7.1

Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “impulsive” regime

Fig. 7.36 presents the comparison of time histories of the shear force and
bending moment between the two sets of simply-supported FE models, under
the same blast load duration of 1.0 ms. The model using materials without DIF is
fully damaged under an impulse of 7 kPa·s. for the model using material with
DIF, the impulse has to increase to 7.3 kPa·s to break the RC beam.
The peak shear force is reached at about the same time between the two models,
and it can be seen that the shear resistance has increased from 152 kN to 166
kN, so the amplification factor for shear resistance is around 1.09. The bending
moment at mid-span has been increased by 8% as well.
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Fig. 7.36 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=1.0 ms

The damage pattern at failure of the two cases are presented in Fig. 7.37. It
reveals that the developed width of resulted shear span in both cases are around
0.35d, and more cracking has been developed in the model with DIF. This is
because the increased dynamic shear resistance with DIF helps to bridge over
larger shear force through the short shear span towards the middle of the beam.

a) No DIF (t=2.0ms)

b) With DIF (t=2.0ms)

Fig. 7.37 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=1.0 ms

To further understand the observed material strain rate effect on the dynamic
shear strength in the previous section, it is necessary to examine into the
magnitude of the strain rates that develop at the critical times, particularly at the
times immediately before and when the dynamic shear failure occurs.
The strain rate contours from the initial arrival of blast pressure to the formation
of finial direct shear crack is shown in Fig. 7.38. It can be seen the crack starts
from the edge of the support at t=0.2 ms and propagate almost vertically until
fully opening-up at t=1.0 ms. Within the direct shear cracked region, the strain
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rate appears to reach up to around 100 /s at some critical positions during
t=0.4~0.6 ms, and then decreases to around 50 /s when the crack fully opens at
t=1.0 ms.
100
50
0

a) t=0.2 ms

b) t=0.4 ms
100
50
0

c) t=0.6 ms

d) t=1.0 ms

Fig. 7.38 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration td=1.0
ms

As the strain rate at different locations can be different at a given time, and the
structural shear failure occurs over a sizable critical region, it is constructive to
also look at the strain rate as an average measure over the critical region of
interest, in addition to the distribution of the strain rate. For each cracking
pattern, i.e., inclined direct and diagonal shear cracking or crushing in
compression region, a 30mm-width of the shear failure zone (approximately 4
elements wide) has been picked up and the average strain rate within this
particular region is measured. The time history of average strain rate in the
direct shear crack region, as illustrated in Fig. 7.39a, is plotted in Fig. 7.39b. The
time at which the peak shear force is reached (t=0.2 ms) is also shown (dashed
lines) in the plot for reference purpose.
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Fig. 7.39 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone load duration td=1.0 ms

It can be seen from Fig. 7.39b that, the strain rate at the time instant when the
peak shear force is reached is around 20 /s, and the defined strength
enhancement brought by this particular strain rate for concrete is around 1.9 in
tension and 1.2 in compression. Note that the resulted amplification factor of
shear resistance is around 1.09. This suggests that, despite of the development of
shear cracking, the shear resistance is mainly controlled by concrete in
compression and arch action within the very short span. The high strain rate
around 60/s is measured after the arrival of peak shear force, because of the
opening up of cracks due to concrete fracture, which should not contribute to
the increase of dynamic shear resistance.

7.7.2 Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “dynamic” regime
Fig. 7.40 presents the comparison of time histories of the shear force between
the two sets of simply-supported FE models, under a same blast load duration of
4.0ms. As discussed in Section 7.3.2, loading rate (represented by load duration)
generally leads to a diagonal shear type of failure. A critical impulse level of 11
kPa·s is sufficient to break both models without and with material DIF effect.
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The peak shear force appears at a similar time, and has increased from 102 kN
to 110 kN, resulting an amplification factor of 1.08. The maximum bending
moment at mid-span has increased by 10%. The failure patterns from the two
cases are quite similar, as observed from the damage pattern at failure given in
Fig. 7.41.
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Fig. 7.40 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0 ms

a) No DIF (t=5.0ms)

b) With DIF (t=5.0ms)

Fig. 7.41 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=4.0 ms

Fig. 7.42 shows the strain rate contours of the simply-supported beam failed in
diagonal shear. It can be seen that the tips of critical inclined shear cracks are
linked at around t=2.0~3.0 ms, and the strain rate along the crack line has
reached 50 /s at some locations.
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Fig. 7.42 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration td=4.0
ms

Similar to the approach used earlier, a 30 mm width region has been picked up
along the diagonal shear crack, and the average strain rate within this region is
plotted in Fig. 7.43. It can be seen that the critical strain rate at the arrival time
of maximum shear force is less than 20 /s, concrete at this rate could have a DIF
factor of 1.6~1.7 in tension, but the measured increase in shear resistance is just
8%, which suggests that the shear resistance is mainly influenced by concrete in
compression and arch action.
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Fig. 7.43 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone load duration td=4.0 ms
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7.7.3 Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “quasi-static” regime
The comparison is then moved to blast load duration in the range of 40 ms, in
which the beam is expected to be failed in flexure. The critical impulse levels for
both FE models using materials with and without DIF are 12 kPa·s. The time
histories of shear force at support and mid-span bending moment are plotted in
Fig. 7.44. The peak shear force and bending moment are reached at the same
time in both models. The bending moment at mid-span has increased from 17.6
kNm to 20.8 kNm by 18%, resulting the maximum shear force increased from 44
kN to 50 kN by 14%. Besides, a similar flexure-dominated failure mode, in which
a plastic hinge formed at mid-span, is seen in both models, as shown in Fig.
7.45.
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Fig. 7.44 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=40 ms

a) No DIF (t=20ms)

b) With DIF (t=20ms)

Fig. 7.45 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=40 ms
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Fig. 7.46 shows the strain rate contour of the RC beam, and the time histories of
average strain rate in the compression region and the tension rebar at mid-span,
are plotted in Fig. 7.47. It can be seen that, at the time of peak shear force, the
strain rate in the compressive region is close to 0, and in the tension rebar it’s
less than 5/s. In fact, the high strain rate measured in the rebar is due to rapture
of tension rebar, and the one measured in concrete is caused by concrete
crushing in compression region.
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c) t = 22.3 ms
Fig. 7.46 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration td=40
ms
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Fig. 7.47 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone load duration td=40 ms
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Influence of material rate effect: fixed-supported RC

beam
Similar to simply-supported cases, the analysis of fixed-supported RC beam
conducted in Section 7.4 is revisited with a comparative simulation using ratesensitive material models. For representative load durations, the dynamic shear
resistance is compared and the actual strain rate experienced during whole
loading stages at critical cracking locations are also investigated.

7.8.1 Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “impulsive” regime
Fig. 7.48 presents the comparison between of time histories between the two
sets of FE models, under a blast load duration of 0.5 ms. The critical impulse
levels for both models are 5 kPa·s. It can be seen that the peak shear forces are
reached at the same time in both cases. With the DIF effect, the maximum shear
force has increased from 206 kN to 235 kN, resulting an amplification factor of
1.14. The maximum negative moment at the fixed support is reached at the
same time as the shear force, and has increased from 18.4 kNm to 25.2 kNm by
37% due to DIF effect.
In the meantime, it can be seen that the stress in the top rebar has also increased
by 20% due to DIF effect, which helps to explain that the overall growth of shear
resistance has largely contributed by the dowel action of the rebar at fixed
support.
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Fig. 7.48 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=0.5 ms

Fig. 7.49 gives the final failure patterns of the two cases. Both beams have
experienced a typical direct shear failure mode, and the width of developed
shear span is around 0.8d.

a) No DIF (t=1.0ms)

b) With DIF (t=1.0ms)

Fig. 7.49 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=0.5 ms
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The strain rate distribution for representative time instants during the formation
of direct shear crack are plotted in Fig. 7.50. It can be seen that the crack at the
upper surface opens at t=0.2 ms, and the inclined crack begins to develop since
t=0.4 ms. The strain rate along the inclined crack reaches to around 100/s at
t=0.6 ms.
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a) t=0.2 ms

b) t=0.4 ms
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50
0

c) t=0.6 ms

d) t=1.0 ms

Fig. 7.50 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration td=0.5
ms

The average strain rate in a 30 mm width region along the direct shear crack, as
illustrated in Fig. 7.52a, is extracted and plotted in Fig. 7.51b. The strain rates of
top and bottom rebars as plotted in Fig. 7.51c. It can be seen that when
maximum shear force is reached at t=0.3 ms, the average strain rate in the
concrete is around 15/s, while strain rate in the top and bottom rebars are
around 50/s and 25/s, respectively. Similar to previous findings, it reveals that it
is the compressive behaviour of concrete and dowel action of rebar that
contribute to the increase of overall shear resistance.
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Fig. 7.51 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone load duration td=0.5 ms

7.8.2 Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “dynamic” regime
The comparative analysis is then moved to the load duration regime of 4.0ms, in
which the fixed-supported beam fails in a diagonal shear mode. The time
histories of the two sets of FE models under a blast impulse of 6 kPa·s, are
plotted in Fig. 7.52. The calculated increase factor by DIF effect for shear force is
1.10.
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Fig. 7.52 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=4.0 ms

The final damage patterns of the two cases are presented in Fig. 7.53. The two
beams fail in a similar fashion, and the widths of the developed diagonal shear
span are both close to 1.5d.

a) No DIF (t=6.0ms)

b) With DIF (t=6.0ms)

Fig. 7.53 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=4.0 ms
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Fig. 7.54 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration td=4.0
ms

Fig. 7.54 gives the distribution of strain rate at representative time instants. As
read from the strain rate contour, the major diagonal crack starts to develop at
t=2.0 ms, and the strain rate along the crack direction is close to 50/s. Based on
this observation, a 30 mm width region along the diagonal shear crack has been
picked up, as illustrated in Fig. 7.55a, and the average strain rate of concrete in
compression region and rebars are plotted in Fig. 7.55b and 7.55c.
It can be seen that, at the time when peak shear resistance is reached in the
beam, the actual strain rate in the concrete is less than 10/s and in the rebars
are around 5~15/s. This has led to an increase of stress in tension rebar by 15%,
which is believed to be one of the major sources of shear resistance increase,
while the compression rebar has largely remained the same. The high strain rate
at t=1.3 ms in Fig. 7.55c is due to the yielding of top rebars after the flexural
cracking on the negative moment side. The high strain rate in concrete as shown
in Fig. 7.55b is due to the opening of diagonal crack after reaching the shear
resistance, which occurs after reaching the peak shear resistance.
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Fig. 7.55 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone under load duration td=4.0
ms

7.8.3 Material rate effect on dynamic shear strength in “quasi-static” regime
Fig. 7.56 gives the comparison of the time histories and damage patterns of two
FE models subjected to a blast load duration of 16ms, which equals to 2.4 times
of the flexural period and thus in the “quasi-static” regime. The fixed-supported
RC beam is expected to fail in a flexure-dominated mechanism. The critical
impulse level for both models are 11 kPa·s.
It can be seen that bending moment at support is arrives at its peak value at
around t=2.5 ms, while the maximum shear force is reached at t=3.2 ms when
the bending moment at mid-span reaches to its flexural resistance. With the DIF
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effect, the flexural resistance has increased by about 10% at both the mid-span
and the support, resulting that the maximum shear force being increased from
104 kN to 110 kN. It is noticed that the stress in tension and compression rebar
near the support has increased by 13% and 4%, when the maximum shear force
is reached at t=5 ms.
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Fig. 7.56 Response of simply-supported RC beam under load duration td=16.0 ms

Fig. 7.58 shows the distribution and time histories of strain rates in concrete and
rebar under a load duration of 16ms. It reveals that when flexural plastic hinges
form, the strain rate of concrete in the compression region, both in the mid-span
and near the support, are around 5/s, while the strain rate in the steel rebar at
the tension side is between 5~15/s.
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a) No DIF (t=15ms)

b) With DIF (t=15ms)

Fig. 7.57 Final damage patterns of simply-supported RC beam under load duration
td=20 ms
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Fig. 7.58 Strain rate contour of simply-supported beam under load duration
td=16.0 ms

Similar to previous cases, the average strain rate in the compressive region of
concrete and the rebars at the mid-span and support shown in Fig. 7.59a, is
plotted in Fig. 7.59b and 7.59c. It can be seen that, when peak shear resistance
is reached in the beam, the actual strain rate in the concrete is less than 5/s and
in the rebars are around 20/s. This suggests that the increase in flexural
resistance is mainly brought by the growth of strength in the tension rebar due
to steel material rate effect.
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Fig. 7.59 Average strain rate in the shear failure zone; load duration td=16.0 ms

7.9

Influence of material rate effect on dynamic shear

resistance under varied load durations
The above analysis has demonstrated that when material rate effect is
considered, the correlation between the failure modes and the loading rate, as
previously established through FE analysis using rate-insensitive material, still
holds. The strain rate at the time when the maximum shear resistance is reached
is in the range of 20/s.
The dynamic shear resistances, using materials with and without DIF effect, are
plotted against normalised load duration in Fig. 7.60a and 7.60b. The increase
factor, which is the ratio between the two resistances, is plotted in Fig. 7.60c.
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Result reveals that the material rate effect is relatively limited, and resulted DIF
(structural) factor generally lies in between 1.1~1.2. Simply linear fitting lines
are proposed in Eq. 7.6.
DIFs = 1.119 − 0.030 ⋅

td
tf

(7.6)
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Fig. 7.60 Dynamic shear resistance of RC beams with and without DIF effect
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7.10 Concluding remarks
Following from the previous chapter using beam-element based numerical
analysis, in this chapter the transient dynamic shear phenomenon in RC member
subjected to blast loading is investigated in a realistic reinforced concrete
environment. The study demonstrates that, as the blast loading rate increases (or
pulse duration decreases), shear failure of RC member can occur during the high
shear phase before the response develops into the normal global bending mode.
While the development of high shear is a transient dynamic response, whether or
not a shear failure will take place depends also on the dynamic shear resistance.
Therefore the determination of the dynamic shear resistance capacities is a key
and it has been the main theme of the chapter.
From the RC beam analysis, it can be observed that the dynamic shear resistance
does increase remarkably with the increase of the loading rate (decrease of pulse
duration). By examining the effective shear span length at the time when the
respective dynamic shear failure mode is reached, a general trend of correlation
between the effective shear span length and the loading rate has been
established.
The trend of decrease of shear span length tally well with the trend of the
dynamic shear resistance with the loading rate. Apart from the effect of reduced
shear span, some extra dynamic enhancement of the shear strength is observed
as compared to similar failure mode in the four-point quasi-static load analysis
and this is deemed to be attributable to the fact that there is a lack of time for
the development of the mechanism over the failure zone which translates to an
enhancement of the corresponding resistance.
As the dynamic shear phenomenon takes place in a short timescale in general,
the contribution of material dynamic strength increase (DIF) and additional
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enhancement to the dynamic shear resistance is assessed by comparing the
results without and with the incorporation of the material rate-sensitivity in the
FE model.
Based on the numerical results of the dynamic shear resistance without and with
the material DIF, an empirical dynamic increase factor for the shear resistance
due to the material DIF, called DIF (shear), is developed. Such a DIF factor for
the shear resistance is found to be on order of 1.1~1.2. The critical strain rates
that are reached in the direct and diagonal shear modes of failure have been
found to be on the order of 15-20 s-1, which explains the relatively small
dynamic increase of the shear strength due to the material strain rate effect.
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Chapter 8: Analysis of dynamic shear
demands using simplified SDOF models
and assessment of shear response

8.1

Introduction

In light of the discussion in Chapter 6 and 7, it may be generally stated that RC
structures can exhibit three distinctive types of deformation modes, namely
direct shear, diagonal shear, and global flexure. When a RC member is subjected
to an impulsive load, it will undergo the above three phases of response in a
consecutive manner, and whether the member will fail in direct shear or
diagonal shear before developing into the global bending mode will depend on
the magnitude of the shear response with respect to the corresponding shear
resistances. Therefore it is important to be able to a) predict the magnitude of
the dynamic shear responses, in addition to the flexural response, and b)
evaluate the dynamic shear resistance capacities. Only then can the actual failure
modes be correctly predicted.
On the resistance side, Chapter 7 has demonstrated the important factors that
will affect the dynamic shear resistance, chiefly the shear span length, and to a
lesser extent the material strain rate effect. Some empirical trends have also
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been established which allow an estimation of the dynamic shear resistance. On
the other hand, as demonstrated in Chapter 6, using a relatively simple beamclement finite element model, it is also possible to predict the transient high
shear phenomenon; however specific quantification will require a more detailed
nonlinear finite element model, making the prediction of the high shear response
through numerical analysis to be computationally expensive and time
consuming. For these reasons, and to enable practical applications, a simplified
analytical model for this category of dynamic response is desired.
Single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems have been widely used for predicting
the dynamic response of RC member subjected to blast (Li and Meng 2002).
Most of them have been catered for the prediction of the flexural response and it
has been assumed that the RC member would not fail in shear. Experimental
observations of RC slabs under blast loading (Kiger et al. 1980; Slawson 1984),
and the numerical studies presented in the last two chapters, indicate that the
structure could fail in shear at critical locations at very early time, e.g., within
one or two millisecond after the arrival of load, before significant global flexural
response developed. Similarly, structures that survive the early high shear forces
and fail later in flexure would have developed into a global flexural mode during
which the high shear force would have vanished. Therefore, it is reasonable to
simplify the high shear phase and the flexural phase as two uncoupled processes.
This assumption has already been introduced in early studies by Krauthammer et
al. (1986, 1990) and T. Ross (1983), and adopted later by many researchers
(Dragos and Wu 2014; Low and Hao 2002; Luckyram et al. 1992; Wang et al.
2013; Xu et al. 2014).
In this chapter, a simplified SDOF based approach is proposed to assess the
dynamic shear response under impulsive load. The high shear demand
developed in RC members is analysed through three proposed SDOF systems
based on the characterisation of the three distinctive deformation modes. Given
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an adequate description of the deflected shapes and the natural periods, the
participation of the three modes and the possible interaction between the global
and the shear modes can be reasonably described, and the characteristic
responses, including maximum shear forces, can be computed analytically.
This prediction, in conjunction with the empirical formulas proposed in Chapter
7 to predict the dynamic shear resistance, will enable a quick and reasonable
estimation of the dynamic shear responses and whether RC members would fail
in shear, direct or diagonal.

8.2

Representative SDOF systems

Three SDOF systems are proposed to represent the three distinctive modes of
response of RC members under impulsive loading. The first is the conventional
flexural SDOF system, and the other two are shear-based SDOF systems that
reflect the shear mode response and shear failure modes. For each time step, the
flexural and shear responses are computed and compared to their respective
failure criteria. In fact the flexure and shear SDOF systems are loosely coupled,
in the sense that the dynamic shear force from the flexural response is regarded
as the external load acting on the direct/diagonal shear SDOF system.
The analytical expression for dynamic shear force is firstly introduced by Biggs
(1964) and adapted by Krauthammer et al. (1990) into prediction for direct
shear response, assuming that the flexural inertia forces have the same
distribution as the deflected shape subjected to the static application of the
dynamic blast load. The present approach has extended the above assumption
into the prediction for diagonal shear mode.
The flexural resistance function is assumed as tri-linear for fixed supported
beams and bi-linear for simply-supported beams. Considering that both the
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direct and diagonal shear failure occurs in a rather brittle manner, the resistance
function for direct and diagonal shear modes is assumed to be elastic-brittle.
Thus if the dynamic shear force exceeds the dynamic shear resistance, shear
failure is regarded to have occurred. Details of the prediction for dynamic shear
resistance are discussed in Section 8.4.

8.2.1 Flexural mode
Classic single degree of freedom models assume a flexural mode of response,
and this approach has been widely used to predict the structure behaviour
subjected to blast and impact, and has been accepted in protective design guides
(TM5-1300 1990; TM5-855-1 1986; UFC 3-340-02 2008; UPD Center 2006).
The SDOF system, as shown in Fig. 8.1, usually consists only of a point mass and
a weightless spring, whereas damping is usually neglected. For a flexural mode
of response under uniformly distributed blast pressure, it is customary to assume
a deflection shape that follows the static deflection under a static uniformly
distributed load, and the mid-span deflection is employed as the representation
of the system response, and so form the equivalent degree of freedom.
x
δ

q(x,t)
δeq-f

Feq-f (t)
m(x), EI(x)

δeq-f (t)

Stage I

δeq-f

Meq-f

δ(x)

Keq-f
Req-f
a) equivalent flexural
SDOF

δeq-f

Stage I

Stage II

δeq-f

Stage II

b) simply-supported

δeq-f

Fig. 8.1 Equivalent SDOF model for flexural mode
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The dynamic response of the equivalent SDOF system can be described by the
following equation:

M eq − f ⋅ δeq − f (t ) + Req − f (δ eq − f ) = Feq − f (t )

(8.1)

where M eq− f , Req − f and Feq − f are the equivalent mass, resistance and external
force for flexural mode.
The equivalent quantities in the SDOF system can be derived with the
assumption of a deformed shape. Assuming the deflected shape follows the static
shape under a uniformly distributed load,

(

 16 3
3
4
 5L4 L x − 2 Lx + x
φ f (x ) = 
16
 4 L2 x 2 − 2 Lx 3 + x 4
L

(

)
)

simply − supported
fixed − supported

(8.2)

When plastic hinge forms, the above deflected shape is no longer valid.
Assuming a plastic hinge at the mid-span position and neglecting the elastic
deformation, the deflected shape is in a triangular form:

 2x

φ f (x ) =  L
L − 2x

 L

0 ≤ x < L/2
L/2 ≤ x < L

(8.3)

The corresponding equivalent load and mass factors K L − f and K M − f can be found
as

∫ q(x )φ (x )dx = 0.64
=

0.53
∫ q(x )dx
L

K L− f =

Feq − f
F

f

0

L

0
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∫ m(x )φ (x )dx = 0.50
=

0.41
(
)
m
x
dx
∫
L

KM− f =

M eq − f
M

2
f

0

L

simply − supported
fixed − supported

(8.4b)

0

The resistance function of structure under flexural response may be assumed as
a bilinear function for simply-supported members, and trilinear function for
fixed-supported members, as shown in Fig. 8.2. The yield and maximum flexural
strength are controlled by the maximum bending moment capacity of the crosssection at mid-span and supports.

R

R

Rfm

Rfm
Rfy
Kf

Kf
δfu

δfm

δ

a) Simply-supported

δfy

δfm

δfu

b) Fixed-supported

Fig. 8.2 Resistance function for flexural mode

For simply-supported members, the yield flexural resistance Rfm and the yield
deflection δ

fm

are expressed as
8M P

;
R fm =


L

2
δ = 5M P L ;
fm

48 EI


(8.5)

where Mp and EI is the maximum bending moment and flexural rigidity of the
cross-section for the structural member. For fixed-supported members, the yield
and maximum flexural resistance Rfy and Rfm and their corresponding deflection
δ

fy

and δ

fm

can be calculated as:
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3M P L2
12 M P
; δ fy =
R =

 fy
96 EI
L

2
 R = 16 M P ; δ = 8M P L
fm
 fm
96 EI
L


(8.6)

Before reaching the yielding/maximum resistance, the beam member in its
elastic stage and the stiffness for flexural mode is calculated by

 384 EI
simply − supported
3

Kf =
=  5L
δ f  384 EI fixed − supported
 L3
Rf

(8.7)

The natural period of the SDOF system, which represents the fundamental
flexure mode, can be calculated as:

T f = 2π

M eq − f
K eq − f


5K LM mL4
π
2
K M − f M 
384 EI
= 2π
=
K L− f K f 
K LM mL4
2π

384 EI

where the load-mass factor

simply − supported
(8.8)
fixed − supported

K LM = K M K L .

Consider that for RC members cracking will develop before yielding and this will
cause reduction of the stiffness. Ignoring such an effect would significantly
underestimate the vibration period. An accurate determination of the cracked
flexural stiffness of a RC member is complicated by the fact that the effective
moment of inertia along the element changes depending on the severity and
distribution of the cracks. A practical way to include the effect of stiffness
degradation, as adopted in UFC 3-340-02 (2008), is to use a moment of inertia
Icr for cracked concrete cross-sections, which is defined as
I cr =

1
Fbd 3
2
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where Icr are the moment of inertia of the gross section neglecting reinforcing
steel. b, h, and d are the width, overall and effective depth of the cross-section. F
is a coefficient determined by relative stiffness (E s

Ec ) and the reinforcing ratio,

as read from the charts given in Fig. 8.3. For instance, the coefficient F for a
rectangular C30 concrete section reinforced with 1% tension-only rebar made of
British 500C steel, is around 0.045, and if the effective depth d = 0.9h , one will
find that the moment of inertia for the cracked section is around 39% of the
uncracked value.

a) Single-reinforced RC section

b) Double-reinforced RC section

Fig. 8.3 Coefficient for moment of inertia of cracked sections (UFC 3-340-02,
2008)

8.2.2 Direct shear mode
The shear SDOF model established here is based on the hypothesis that direct
shear mode of response occurs at very early stage of the response and it can be
reasonably uncoupled from the bending mode, as illustrated in Fig. 8.4a. Thus,
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the overall deflection response can be regarded as a superposition of two
separated parts; the first one being the flexural deflection in Fig. 8.4b, as
obtained from the flexural SDOF system (described earlier), and the second is
the direct shear displacement. As stated earlier, direct shear mode is mainly
characterised as sliding or large displacement along the interface shear plane or
within a very limited span close to the support region. Thus it is reasonable to
assume that the deflected shape for direct shear mode can be represented by
shear slip displacement δ eq − s1 (t ) at supports, in which the rest of structure moves
as a rigid body and the shape function is unity ( φ s1 (x ) = 1 ), as shown in Fig. 8.4c.
x
δ

q(t)

δeq-f
δeq-s1

m(x), EI(x)

b) Flexural part

δeq-f
δeq-s1

0.5Vdy

0.5Vdy

c) Direct-shear part

a) Overall deflected shape

Fig. 8.4 Assumed deflected shape for direct shear mode

For any point along the span, the total deflection δ (x, t ) can be expressed as a
combination of its flexural part δ f (x, t ) and direct shear part δ s1 (x, t ) .

δ (x, t ) = δ f (x, t ) + δ s1 (x, t )
Using their shape functions φ f (x ) and

(8.10)

φs1 (x ) , the overall deflection can be further

expressed as
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δ (x, t ) = δ eq − f (t ) ⋅ φ f (x ) + δ eq − s1 (t ) ⋅ φ s1 (x )
= δ eq − f (t ) ⋅ φ f (x ) + δ eq − s1 (t )

(8.11)

The two parts of deflection in Eq. 8.17 can be separately described by two SDOF
systems, as depicted in Fig. 8.5a. The flexural part δ eq− f (t ) follows Eq. 8.1 for the
flexural mode, and the relevant parameters including M eq− f , Req − f and Feq− f can
be determined through the discussion in Section 8.2.1.
For the direct shear part δ eq − s1 (t ) , the dynamic equilibrium equation of the SDOF
system can be written as follows:

M eq−s1 ⋅ δeq−s1 (t ) + Req−s1 (δ eq−s1 ) = Feq−s1 (t )

(8.12)

where M eq − s1 , Req − s1 and Feq − s1 are the equivalent mass, resistance and external
force for direct shear mode.
q(t)

Feq-s1 (t)
δeq-s1 (t)

Meq-s1

Feq-f (t)
δeq-f (t)

0.5Rs1

m(x)

Meq-f

δeq− s1 (t )

0.5Rs1

Req-f

Req-s1

δeq− f (t )

a) SDOF models

b) Dynamic equilibrium

Fig. 8.5 Equivalent SDOF system for direct shear mode

For dynamic equilibrium of the beam in the shear mode, the dynamic shear force
can be calculated by via considering the dynamic equilibrium of the structural
member, as illustrated in Fig. 8.5b, and written as:

[

]

L
m ∫ δeq − f (t ) ⋅ φ f ( x ) + δeq − s1 (t ) dx + Rs1 = F (t )
0
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where the external force F (t ) =

∫ q(t )dx = q(t )L . Rs1 is the overall reaction force
L

0

at the supports. Evaluate the integral Eq. 8.13 can be re-written as:

K L− f Mδeq− f (t ) + Mδeq−s1 (t ) + Rs1 = q(t )L

(8.14)

where K L − f is the load factor for flexural mode and the overall mass M = mL .
Rearrange Eq. 8.14,

Mδeq − s1 (t ) + Rs1 = q(t )L − K L− f Mδeq − f (t )

(8.15)

One may find that the right hand side of Eq. 8.15 is the equivalent external load

Feq−s1 , which is the combined effect of blast load and inertial force from flexural
SDOF response.
The resistance Rs1 only depends on the direct shear slip displacement δ eq − s1 (t ) .
Since the direct shear failure is very brittle and experiences little ductility, here
the SDOF model for direct shear mode is considered to be linear elastic and the
resistance function is also simplified as linear elastic but with a strength cap:

Rs1 = K s1 ⋅ δ eq − s1 ≤ Rs1, u
where

(8.16)

K s1 is the equivalent stiffness for direct shear. For this study, the stiffness

and resistance function of direct shear is calculated from a commonly adopted
empirical formula proposed by Krauthammer et al. (1986), which is defined via
the relation between the shear stress and the slip displacement, as given in Fig.
8.6.
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newly proposed
secant stiffness

Fig. 8.6 The shear stress-slip model proposed by Krauthammer et al. (1986)

As shown in the portion OAB of Fig. 8.6, the elastic limit and the maximum
shear stress, which correspond to a slip displacement of 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm,
respectively, are proposed as:

τ e = 1.14 + 0.157 f c'
τ m = 0.664 f c' + 0.8ρ vt f y
in which

τe

and

(in MPa)

(8.17)

τ m are the elastic limit and maximum value of average shear
'

stress over the section, f c is the compressive strength of concrete, and f y is the
yielding strength of steel rebar, all in MPa.

ρ vt

is the ratio of total

reinforcement area to the area of the plane that it crosses.
Since direct shear mode will not practically develop without going into at least
some level of inelastic response, a more meaningful estimation of the shear
stiffness is to introduce a secant stiffness from the OB portion of the shear stressslip curve shown in Fig. 8.6, for a shear force level into the shear crack range.
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Therefore, the resistance and equivalent stiffness for direct shear mode can be
written as:

Rs1 = 2τ m µA
K s1 =

Rs1 2τ m µA
=
s0.3
s0.3

(8.18a)

(8.18b)

where s0.3 is an assumed slip of 0.3 mm, A is the cross-section area, and µ is the
correction factor, which is used to take into account an assumption of constant
shear stress distribution over a cross section. µ = 5 / 6 for rectangular cross
sections, as proposed by Krauthammer et al. (1993). Then it can be derived that
the natural period for direct shear mode is
Ts1 = 2π

K M − s1 M
mLs0.3
= 2π
K L − s1 K s1
2τ m µA

(8.19)

Due to the very nature of the assumed shear deflection as a rigid body motion
(flat line), the SDOF system will appear to be the same the direct shear mode of
both simply-supported and fixed-supported boundary conditions. Differences
could be introduced when the details of the direct shear resistance between the
two boundary conditions are examined, but this is not considered in the basic
formulation here.
As has been evidenced in the numerical simulation in Chapter 7, a realistic direct
shear deformation will occur over a finite width of shear span, rather than the
extreme situation of a single direct shear line. Therefore, the shear sliding at the
supports may be expressed in a more general way taking into consideration of
the average shear strain over a short shear span length a :

δ eq − s1 = γ V ⋅ a = γ V ⋅ λss ⋅ d eff
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where shear sliding δ eq− s1 is a cumulative quantity over the shear band,
average shear strain,

a

γ V is the

is the width of the shear band, which can be further be

expressed as a span-to-depth ratio

λss multiplied by the effective depth of the

member d eff .
The specific value of

λss should be determined by experiments for beams made

of different materials. For example, Li and Jones (2000) derived 0.866 for a
beam with a solid rectangular cross-section using von Mises yielding criterion,
and Ma et al. (2007) assumed a factor of 0.8 based on rigid-plastic model. In this
study the shear span under direct shear mode is assumed to be half of the
effective shear depth, on the basis of the numerical results presented in Chapter
7; thus the factor

λss is set as 0.5.

8.2.3 Diagonal shear mode
Similarly, the overall response of RC response under diagonal shear mode can be
regarded as a combination of two separate SDOF systems presented in Fig. 8.7a,
in which the first is the flexural part (described earlier in Section 8.2.1) shown
in Fig. 8.7b, and the second defines the diagonal shear part, as shown in Fig.
8.7c.
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x
δ

δeq-f

q(t)

m(x)

b) Flexural deflection

δs2(x,t)
δf (x,t)

Vdy (t)

a

Vdy (t)
δeq-s2
L-2a

a

a

L-2a

a

c) Diagonal-shear deflection

a) Assumed overall deflected shape

Fig. 8.7 Assumed deflected shape for diagonal shear mode

For the diagonal shear deflection, only pure shear deformation is considered
here and it is assumed to be concentrated in a short span near the supports that
has a width of a, and the rest

(l − 2a ) portion in the middle of span acts as a rigid

body. For simplicity, and based on the numerical parametric results in Chapter 7,
we can assume that the diagonal shear failure occurs at a shear span equals to
1.5 times of the effective depth. To give an idea, if the slenderness ratio (overall
span to full depth) L/h is 15, then the diagonal shear span a as 1.5d will account
for 10% of the overall span length L.
To simplify the calculation procedure, the deflected shape for the direct shear
part is assumed to be perfect straight lines in both the short shear spans and
non-shear region in between. So the shape function for diagonal shear deflection
in Fig. 8.7c can be written as

 x
 a

φs 2 (x ) =  1
L − x
 a


x<a
a ≤ x < L−a
L−a ≤ x< L
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For any point along the span, the overall deflection δ (x, t ) can therefore be
expressed as a combination of its flexural part δ f (x, t ) and diagonal shear part

δ s 2 (x, t ) , and further described by its shape function and the equivalent
displacements.

δ ( x, t ) = δ f ( x, t ) + δ s 2 ( x, t )
= δ eq − f (t ) ⋅ φ f (x ) + δ eq − s 2 (t ) ⋅ φ s 2 (x )

(8.22)

q(t)

Feq-s2 (t)
δeq-s2 (t)

Meq-s2

Feq-f (t)
δeq-f (t)

δ eq−s 2 (t )

Vdy

Vdy

Meq-f
δf (x, t ) + δs 2 (x, t )

Req-f

Req-s2

a

a) SDOF models

L-2a

a

b) Dynamic equilibrium

Fig. 8.8 Equivalent SDOF system for diagonal shear mode

The two parts in Eq. 8.22 are separately described by a flexural SDOF system
and a diagonal shear SDOF system, as depicted in Fig. 8.8a. The flexural part

δ eq− f (t ) follows Eq. 8.1 for the flexural mode, while for the diagonal shear part
the overall dynamic equilibrium of the structural system can be illustrated in Fig.
8.8b, and can be expressed in a general form as
I eq − s 2 (t ) + Req − s 2 = Feq − s 2 (t ) − I eq − f − s 2 (t )

(

(8.23)

)

where Feq − s 2 (t ) , I eq − s 2 (t ) and Req− s 2 δ eq− s 2 are the equivalent external load,
flexural and diagonal shear inertia forces, and resistance functions. I eq − f − s 2 (t ) is
the equivalent flexural inertia force acting on the diagonal shear deflection.
These parameters can be further expressed as
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Feq − s 2 (t ) = ∫0 q( x )φ s 2 ( x )dx
L

a x
qdx + 2 ∫0 q dx
a
= q(t )( L − a )
L−a

= ∫a

(8.24a)

= K L − s 2 F (t )

L
I eq − s 2 (t ) = ∫0 m(x )δs 2 (x, t )φ s 2 (x )dx
L
= mδ
φ 2 (x )dx

∫

eq − s 2 0

s2

(8.24b)

= K M − s 2 mLδeq − s 2
L
I eq − f − s 2 (t ) = ∫ m( x )δf ( x, t )φ s 2 (x )dx
0

L
= mδeq − f ∫ φ f (x )φ s 2 (x )dx
0

(8.24c)

= K L − s 2− f mLδeq − f
where load and mass factors for diagonal shear mode are calculated by

K L−s 2

K M −s 2

K L− f −s 2

1 L
φ s 2 ( x )dx
L ∫0
1 L−a
2 ax
= ∫a dx + ∫0 dx
L
L a
a
= 1−
L
=

1 L 2
φ s 2 (x )dx
L ∫0
2
1 L−a
2 a x 
= ∫a dx + ∫0   dx
L
L a
4a
= 1−
3L

(8.25a)

=

1 L
φ f (x )φ s 2 (x )dx
L ∫0
 32
5
3 2
4
5
150 L5 3L − 5 L a + 3La − a
=
32

L5 − 5 L3 a 2 + 6 La 4 − 2a 5
 60 L5

(8.25b)

=

(

)
)

(
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If we assume a=1.5h and L/h=15, then a/L=0.1,

K L−s 2 = 0.90 and

K M −s 2 = 0.87 . The factor K L−s 2− f is 0.63 for simply-supported and 0.53 for fixedsupported. Then the overall equilibrium equation in Eq. 8.23 can be rewritten
into

K M − s 2 Mδeq − s 2 (t ) + K L− s 2 Rs 2 = K L− s 2 F (t ) − K L− f − s 2 Mδeq − f (t )
The diagonal shear resistance

(8.26)

Rs 2 is a function of the diagonal shear

displacement δ eq − s 2 (t ) , and since the diagonal shear failure is generally brittle,
here the resistance function is simplified as linear elastic and expressed as

Rs 2 = K s 2 ⋅ δ eq− s 2
where

(8.27)

K s 2 is the equivalent stiffness for diagonal shear. Then it can be derived

that the natural period for the diagonal shear mode is
Ts 2 = 2π

K M − s 2 mL
K L−s 2 K s 2

(8.28)

To determine the value for the stiffness K s 2 , the shear force diagrams under the
blast load, the inertia force and their combined effect are further analysed as
illustrated in Fig. 8.9a-8.9c, and the distribution of shear strain is presented in
Fig. 8.9d.
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b) SFD under inertia force

a) SFD under blast load
0.5Rs2

0.5Rs2

a

L-2a

γv =

δ eq − s 2
a

a

a

L-2a

a

d) Assumed shear strain distribution

c) Overall SFD

Fig. 8.9 Shear force diagrams and shear deformation under diagonal shear mode

It can be inferred that the maximum shear force always appears at the ends and
equals to 0.5Rs2. Meanwhile, since the diagonal shear deformation is assumed to
be a straight line, the average shear strain within the shear span is constant and
equals to
γv =

δ eq − s 2

(8.29)

a

So if shear force is resisted by the material within the shear span of a, the
relation between the maximum shear force, which equals to half of the dynamic
shear resistance, and the diagonal shear displacement can be established as
γv =

δ eq − s 2
a

=

Rs 2
2GA

(8.30)

where GA is the shear rigidity at the cross-section, and so:
Rs 2 =

2GA
δ eq − s 2
a
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Hence the equivalent stiffness for diagonal shear can be calculated as:

K s2 =

Rs 2

δ eq − s 2

=

2GA
a

(8.32)

Prior to cracking, the shear stiffness over a cross-section can be directly
calculated via the elastic method,

GAe =

where

Ec Av
≈ 0.417 Ec bd v
2(1 +ν )

(8.33)

Ec is the concrete Young’s modulus and d v is the effective shear depth.

This is deduced by assuming the Poisson’s ratio as 0.20.
However after the development of diagonal cracking, Eq. 8.33 is no longer valid.
For such short span case, variable angle truss model proposed by Kim and
Mander (2007, 1999) as presented in Fig. 8.10, is employed to calculate the
fully diagonally cracked shear rigidity.

a) Beam model layout

b) Differential element

c) Member force under unit shear

d) Simplified two-point truss model

Fig. 8.10 Shear stiffness calculation using VATM (After Kim and Mander 2007)
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It follows a continuous truss assumption in which the transverse reinforcement is
smeared along the shear span, as shown in Fig. 8.10a. Each of the single
differential truss element Ldx subjected to the differential shear force

dVs , as

shown in Fig. 8.10b, consists of an idealised steel tie with a finite depth and two
tapered diagonal concrete struts, where x is a non-dimensionalised parameter
varying from 0 to 1.
The force diagram of the truss under a unit shear force is given in Fig. 8.10c. The
basic rationale is that for each differential element, its shear deformation is
caused by the elongation of transverse ties and compression of inclined concrete
struts. The total shear deformation then can be obtained by integrating over the
entire length of the truss.
However there is no closed-form analytical solution to this, and a simplified twopoint numerical approach employed by the same authors is found to provide
quite accurate prediction (Kim and Mander 1999). The shear rigidity for such
cracked cross-section can be expressed as
GAcr =

V

γ

=

nρ v Ec bd v cot 2 α

(

1 + 4nρ v 1 + 0.39 cot 2 α

)

2

(8.34)

E
 dv 
 , n = s , and ρ v is the transverse reinforcing ratio.
Ec
a

where α = arctan

To account for a realistic estimation for shear rigidity, an average value is taken
to count for both the elastic and cracked sections, which is defined as
GAa =

1
(GAe + GAcr )
2
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Validation and modification of the proposed SDOF

parameters
To validate the proposed calculation method for equivalent stiffness in the three
representative modes, three key parameters proposed in Section 8.2, namely the
flexural rigidity EIcr over cracked cross-sections for flexural mode, the shear
rigidity GAa for cracked cross-section in diagonal shear mode, and the direct
shear stiffness Ks1, are firstly calibrated with quasi-static experiment discussed in
Chapter 4 in conjunction with complementary numerical simulations.
2×Φ10
(500MPa)

av

d

Φ6 (250MPa)

Φ6@90

Φ6@130

Φ6@90

2×Φ12
(500MPa)

Fig. 8.11 Dimensions and cross-section of the RC beam specimen D18

The tested beam D18, firstly introduced in Section 4.5, has a length of 2m and a
cross-section of 200 mm×100 mm. The specimen was tested under four-point
load with a normal shear span of a=567 mm that equals to a span to depth ratio
of 3.2, and failed in flexure, as shown in Fig. 8.11. It uses C40 concrete and has
a reinforcing ratio of 1%. Detailed information of the experiment can be found
in Section 4.5.
For an evaluation of the shear stiffness in smaller shear span, additional
“numerical” experiments are conducted. The intended shear deformation mode
is realised by adjusting the location of the point loads, for example at span to
depth ratios of 0.5 and 1.5, to simulate the direct and diagonal shear deform
patterns.
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For RC specimen loaded with a four-point load setup in Fig. 8.11, the deflection
under a normal span to depth ratio, if measured from the loading plate of the
applied point load, can be calculated by
∆=

Pa 2 (3L − 4a )
(a / d = 3.2)
6 EI cr

(8.36)

where P is the total applied point load and a is the width of shear span. EIcr is the
average flexural rigidities over cracked cross-sections, as defined in Eq. 8.9.
When the span-to-depth ratio is reduced to 1.5, the shear deformation within the
span needs to be included, and the overall deflection is then expressed as
∆=

Pa 2 (3L − 4a )
Pa
+
6 EI cr
2GAa

(a / d = 1.5)

(8.37)

where GAa is the average shear rigidities over cracked cross-sections as defined
in Eq. 8.35.
When the shear span is reduced to half of the effective depth, the deflection is
then predicted by the equivalent stiffness proposed by Krauthammer model
discussed in Section 8.2.2.

∆=

P
2 K s1

(a / d = 0.5)

(8.38)

where Ks1 is the equivalent shear stiffness for direct shear, as determined from
Eq. 8.18.
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Fig. 8.12 Prediction for flexural and shear stiffness of cracked cross-section

Fig. 8.12 gives the comparisons of stiffnesses for RC beam loaded in a four-point
load settings with representative shear spans. Solid lines represent loaddisplacement curves obtained from four-point laboratory test and extended
numerical cases, while the dashed lines presents the equivalent stiffness
predicted by the proposed parameters, as given in Eq. 8.36-38.
It can be observed that the predicted flexural and direct-shear stiffnessses agree
favourably. The diagonal-shear stiffness looks acceptable in the initial hardening
stage but under-estimated when the hardening effect becomes significant and
the damaged state is close to the ultimate load and the diagonal cracks are fullyopened.
Based on the validation results, a more comprehensive evaluation of the
soundness of the stiffness calculations would be worth considering for future
investigations. For the purpose of the present study, the proposed methods of
estimating the shear stiffnesses in general may be regarded as reasonable.
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Correlation between SDOF predictions and actual

responses concerning transient high shear
The proposed SDOF models are applied to calculate the peak shear force under
blast loading, and the results are compared with the numerical results using
beam-element model and FE model respectively. The particular focus is on the
validity of the SDOF model in capturing the dynamic response and high shear
demand. For each flexural and shear deformation mode, the correspondent
SDOF model is examined via structural response under blast load with duration
in the corresponding regimes, and the maximum dynamic shear force is
extracted and compared.
For the convenience of comparing with the FE simulation results, the SDOF
models are developed using the same properties as used in the FE models. The
RC beam is assumed to have a cross-section of 200 mm×100 mm and length of
3m. The resistance functions for the flexural SDOF models are simplified as bilinear for simply-supported case and tri-linear for fixed-supported case, while the
shear response in the direct and diagonal shear SDOF models are assumed to be
elastic with a strength limit.
Table 8.1 Natural period of flexure and shear modes

Type of modes

Boundary condition

Natural period (ms)

Flexure (Tf)

simple

33.5

Flexure (Tf)

fixed

14.9

Diagonal shear (Ts2)

both

4.74

Direct shear (Ts1)

both

2.08

Based on the SDOF properties calculated according to the method described in
the previous section, the natural periods of the flexure and shear modes can be
calculated and compared. Table 8.1 shows the natural periods of the RC beam
with two different boundary conditions.
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8.4.1 Shear response dominated by flexural mode
The proposed SDOF models are firstly applied to predict the shear response of
simply-supported RC beam under a load duration in the order of the flexural
period ( t d ≈ 1.1T f ). The magnitude of applied impulse was initially set as 4 kPa·s
that is not to cause shear failure, but able to develop a flexural hinge at the midspan and force the response into the global bending stage, as presented in Fig.
8.13. Then the impulse is increased to 12 kPa·s, which is sufficient to cause
ultimate flexural failure at the mid-span, as shown in Fig. 8.14.
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b) Validation with other predictions

Fig. 8.13 Validation of SDOF model for simply-supported RC beam dominated by
flexural mode (I0=4 kPa·s; td=40 ms)

Fig. 8.13a summarises the shear force responses of the three SDOF models. It
can be observed that the three responses have distinctively different frequencies,
which mainly depend on the equivalent mass and stiffness. The maximum shear
force in the flexural mode is 23 kN, which is effectively limited by the crosssectional flexural resistance and significantly larger than that in the other two
shear modes, indicating the dominance of flexure mode. The response from
flexural SDOF system is further compared with results from the beam model and
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FE simulation in Fig. 8.13b, which sees a favourable agreement among shear
forces predicted by the three approaches.
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Fig. 8.14 Validation of SDOF model for simply-supported RC beam dominated by
flexural mode (I0=12 kPa·s; td=40 ms)

When the impulse level has increased to 12 kPa·s, as depicted in Fig. 8.14a, the
maximum shear force in the diagonal shear mode has largely increased to
around 41 kN and has surpassed that in the flexural mode. On the other hand,
the actual shear response, as predicted by beam and FE models in Fig. 8.14b, has
also increased to around 46 kN.
This is mainly brought by the dynamic effect, and for simply-supported
members, the flexural hinge would not merely isolate at the mid-span but
inevitably extend over a sizable segment length (plastic hinge), which effectively
results in a shorter shear span and higher shear force. The damage pattern, shear
force and bending moment diagrams analysed for this load scenario using FE
model can be found in Fig. 7.10 and 7.12 in Section 7.3.1.
Besides, note that the equivalent SDOFs do not consider damping and thus
significant oscillation occurs; but the purpose is to capture the peak response
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following the pulse load and for this reason we shall not be too worried about
the oscillation phenomenon.
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Fig. 8.15 Validation of SDOF model for fixed-supported RC beam dominated by
flexural mode (I0=10 kPa·s; td=20 ms)

For fixed-supported boundary, the SDOF predictions of RC beam under a load
duration of 20 ms ( t d ≈ 1.2T f ) is presented in Fig. 8.16a, and the flexural SDOF
prediction is further validated with other analysis approaches in Fig. 8.16b. The
applied impulse is 10 kPa·s, which is sufficiently large to cause plastic hinges at
both supports and midspan, and to cause ultimate collapse of the beam. It can be
seen that the flexural SDOF system gives the largest shear force response, and its
peak shear force agrees favourably with the ones predicted by Timoshenko beam
model and FE model.

8.4.2 Shear response dominated by direct shear mode
Fig. 8.16 and 8.17 give the validation of direct shear SDOF predictions under a
load duration of 2~3% of flexural period Tf. The applied impulse and load
durations are set as 7 kPa·s and 1.0 ms for simply-supported, and 5 kPa·s and
0.5 ms for fixed-supported boundary, both of which are sufficient to cause a
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direct shear failure at the support, as previously demonstrated in Section 7.3.3
and 7.4.3.
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Fig. 8.16 Validation of SDOF model for simply-supported RC beam dominated by
direct shear mode (I0=7 kPa·s; td=1.0 ms)
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Fig. 8.17 Validation of SDOF model for fixed-supported RC beam dominated by
direct shear mode (I0=5 kPa·s; td=0.5 ms)

As presented in the time histories of SDOF systems in Fig. 8.16a and 8.17a,
under such load duration, the shear response in direct shear mode becomes the
dominated one and has the maximum shear force. The shear demand for simplysupported and fixed-supported beams is 229 kN and 452 kN, respectively.
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It can be seen from Fig. 8.16b and 8.17b that, the maximum shear forces
predicted by SDOF models are around 15% higher than the shear forces
obtained from the beam models and more than 50% higher than the actual shear
resistance, as analysed via the FE model in Chapter 7. This reveals that with a
proper description of the direct shear mode, SDOF model, especially without
damping, is not meant to predict the overall time history but can capture the
shear force demand (maximum shear force) in a reasonably conservative way.
Without the shear SDOFs, the shear force demand predicted through the
conventional flexural-only SDOF system cannot capture the high shear
phenomenon.

8.4.3 Shear response dominated by diagonal shear mode
The proposed SDOF models are further validated in a typical load scenario in the
regime of diagonal shear mode. The applied load duration is 4 ms and the
impulses are 11 kPa·s and 6 kPa·s for simply- and fixed-supported boundaries,
respectively. The shear responses predicted by the 3 SDOF models are presented
in Fig. 8.18a and 8.19a, in which the diagonal shear mode develops the largest
shear force response.
The SDOF response from diagonal shear mode is further compared with
Timoshenko beam and FE models in Fig. 8.18b and 8.19b. Results reveal that
the shear demand under diagonal shear mode, as predicted by SDOF models, are
around 155 kN in both boundary conditions, which are about 20% higher that
the estimation by Timoshenko beam model. The dynamic shear resistance in this
case, as analysed via FE simulation, are 98 kN and 113 kN for simply- and fixedsupported RC beams, respectively.
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Fig. 8.18 Validation of SDOF model for simply-supported RC beam dominated by
diagonal shear mode (I0=11 kPa·s; td=4.0 ms)
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Fig. 8.19 Validation of SDOF model for fixed-supported RC beam dominated by
diagonal shear mode (I0=6 kPa·s; td=4.0 ms)

8.5

Simplified assessment of dynamic shear response

To identify the shear failure under the direct and diagonal shear modes, it is
necessary to specify the criteria for dynamic shear resistance. As discussed in
Chapter 7, it is clear that the increase of dynamic shear resistance comes from
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two effects: a) the reduction of shear span and b) the material rate effect. A
general form for the dynamic shear resistance VRd can be therefore proposed as
t 
t 
 aeff
VRd 1 = α 1  d  ⋅ β1  d  ⋅ VRs1 
 Ts1 
 Ts1 
 d
t
VRd 2 = α 2  d
 Ts 2


t
 ⋅ β 2  d

 Ts 2






a
 ⋅ VRs 2  eff

 d

(8.39a)





(8.39b)

where the subscript “1” or “2” represents the direct shear or diagonal shear
model. VRs1 and VRs2 are the static shear resistance for direct and diagonal shear
mode, under a developed effective shear span aeff.
The factor α1 and α2 represent the influence of structural dynamic effect, in
which the rapid increase of shear force in the shear span region leaves little time
for fracture to develop in a progressive manner as would be the case under static
loading, and is therefore a function of the load duration normalised by the
period of the correspondent shear mode (Ts1 or Ts2). Factor β represents solely
the effect of material DIF effect.
In the following two sections empirical formulas to estimate the static shear
resistance for the two shear modes are presented. The factors α1, α2, β1 and β2,
are derived based on numerical results from Chapter 7. The general procedure of
the simplified analytical method to assess dynamic shear response is summarised
in Section 8.4.4.

8.5.1 Direct shear resistance
Most application in predicting the direct shear resistance function of RC
structures is empirical estimation based on experimental observation. The
commonly cited formula proposed by Krauthammer et al. (1986), as mentioned
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earlier in Section 8.2.2, is established between direct shear resistance and slip
displacement, through analysis of experimental data and material behaviour of
RC slabs, based on the work of Hawkins (1973, 1982), Mattock (1974) and
Walraven and Reinhardt (1981). This resistance function has also been adopted
by other researchers in application for SDOF models (Dragos and Wu 2014; Low
and Hao 2002; Luckyram et al. 1992; Wang et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2014) and
Timoshenko beam based models (Krauthammer et al. 1993; Lu and Gong 2007;
T. Ross 1983).
As shown earlier in Fig. 8.6, the shear resistance proposed by Krauthammer et
al. (1986, 1990), was developed based on interface transfer in members having
well-anchored main reinforcement without axial force and a shear-to-depth ratio
less than 0.5. The maximum shear force value is defined via the maximum shear
stress over the cross-section, and expressed as
VRs1

= µτ m A
= µ (0.664 f c' + 0.8 ρ vt f y ) A

in which

(in MPa)

(8.40)

τ m is the maximum value of average shear stress over the section, A is

the cross-section area, and µ is the correction factor, which is µ = 5 / 6 for
'

rectangular cross sections f c is the compressive strength of concrete, and f y is
the yielding strength of steel rebar, all in MPa.

ρ vt is the ratio of total

reinforcement area to the area of the plane that it crosses.
As for the dynamic rate enhancement effect, Krauthammer et al. (1986)
proposed a factor of 1.4 to incorporate the influence of both compressive stress
and material rate effect on the concrete shear strength, based on calibration with
experiments by Ross (1983) and Kiger et al. (1980). This is effectively the
combined effect of α1 and β1 as proposed in Eq. 8.46. A similar enhancement
factor of 2.0 was adopted by Low and Hao (2002) and Wang et al. (2013).
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In order to determine the dynamic factor α1, Fig. 8.20 presents the comparison
between the dynamic shear resistance, previously obtained in direct shear cases
with rate-insensitive materials in Section 7.5, and the static shear resistance for
direct shear mode predicted by Eq. 8.40. The load duration is normalised by the
period Ts1 of direct shear mode.
The ratio between the two shear resistances, by definition equals to the factor α1.
An empirical formula for α1 is proposed in Eq. 8.41 by linear fitting.
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Fig. 8.20 Determination of factor α1 for dynamic shear resistance

In the meantime, as discussed in Fig. 7.60c in Section 7.9, the DIF factor
provided by material rate effect under direct shear mode is around 1.1~1.2. So
on the conservative side, the factor β1 can be defined as
β1 = 1.1
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8.5.2 Diagonal shear resistance
Although the diagonal shear failure mode of RC members under impulsive
loading has been identified by many researchers, and most of them adopts
Timoshenko beam based models, in which the diagonal shear is often seen
modelled by the generalized shear force vs. shear strain resistance function. For
instance, Gong and Lu (2007) employed a softened membrane model (SMM)
proposed by Hsu and Zhu (2002). Krauthammer (1990) predicted the diagonal
shear resistance by compression field theory (Vecchio and Collins, 1986).
For static shear resistance in a reinforced concrete member, Fenwick and Pauley
(1968) explained two primary resisting mechanisms in a RC member: a) the
“beam action” which sees the shear resistance associated with plane sections
remain plane, and b) “arch action” or “strut-and-tie action” which generally
associates with diagonal compression struts in the web tied by flexural tension
reinforcement. When the RC member transits from a slender member to a deep
beam, normal assumptions of plane strain and uniform shear stress distribution
are no longer appropriate. It is reported by Collins and Mitchell (1991) and Kani
(1979) that the for a/d values less than 2.5, the shear resistance is governed by
strut-and-tie action and crushing of compressive struts.
Most codes of practice use sectional methods for design of conventional slender
RC beams under bending and shear. For example, traditional truss model
assumes the compression struts are parallel to the diagonal cracking and no
stress is transferred across the cracks. This is generally based on the 45-degree
truss model (ACI 318 2008; Choi and Park 2007; Choi et al. 2007; GB50010
2010) and modified variable-angle truss models (CEB-FIP 1990; EN 1992-1-1
2004; Ramirez and Breen 1991). Other application in this regard includes and
modified compression field theory (MCFT) by (Vecchio and Collins 1986), the
disturbed stress field model by (Vecchio 2000), the rotating-angle softened truss
models proposed by (Hsu 1993), and the softened membrane model ( Hsu and
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Zhu 2002). For the design of deep RC beam, the strut-and-tie model (Kani,
1979; Alan H Mattock, 1974; Schlaich et al., 1987) is also adopted by the latest
design codes (ACI 318, 2008; CEB, 2010).
In the present study, an unified shear strength model for RC beams proposed by
Choi and Park (2007) and Choi et al. (2007), which is applicable to both slender
beams and deep beams with and without shear reinforcement, is adopted to
predict the static shear resistance under diagonal shear mode. The adopted
model assumes that the shear failure of a concrete beam is closely associated
with the failure mechanism of the compression zone, regardless of a/d ratio, as
demonstrated in Fig. 8.21.
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Fig. 8.21 Resultant forces in the investigated compressive region (after Choi and
Park 2007)

In the case of a slender beam (a/d > 2.3) under diagonal tension failure, the
compression zone is subjected to a shear failure mechanism controlled by
tension. In case of a deep beam with a/d < 2.3, the shear strength is determined
by a combined shear-compressive stress state. Rankine’s failure criteria of
concrete is then used to describe the failure state of the compression zone, either
in a slender or deep beam.
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The shear resistance of a RC beam is the sum of the shear contribution from the
shear reinforcement and the concrete.

VRs 2 = Vc + Vs

(8.43)

The shear resistance provided by shear reinforcements can be calculated by

Vs = ρ vh f vy b ⋅ (d − 2 xc )

(8.44)

where ρvh and fvy are the shear reinforcing ratio and yielding strength of shear
rebar. The shear resistance of concrete can be further expressed by the
combination of contribution from the tensile cracking and compression crushing.
Vc = Vct + Vcc = 0.52 f c' ⋅ b ⋅ ( xn − xc ) + 0.45 f c' ⋅ b ⋅ xc

(8.45)

in which fc’ equal the tensile and compressive strength of concrete. xc is the
height of the neutral axis. Other geometric parameters, including the height of
neutral axis xn, the depth of the failure surface of compression crushing xc, are
determined by:
xn =


3ε 0 E s (ρ vh + ρ ) 
4 f c' (ρ vh + 2 ρ )
d
− 1
⋅
1
+
2
'


4 fc
3ε 0 E s (ρ vh + 1ρ )



a

xc = 1 − 0.43  ⋅ xn ≥ 0
d


(8.46)

(8.47)

where ρ is the longitudinal reinforcing ratio, ε0 is the compressive strain of
concrete corresponding to f’c, which equals 0.002. Es is the Young’s modulus of
steel rebar.
In Fig. 8.22, the static shear resistance predicted by Eq. 8.43-8.47, is compared
with the results from FE analysis in Section 7.2. It can be seen that the formula
generally gives favourable prediction for simply-supported beams that fail in
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diagonal shear in the range of 1< a/d <3. While for fixed-supported beams, an
increase factor of 1.3 is manually considered.

shear resistance (kN)
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0
0

1

2

3

4

5

a/d
VRs2 (fixed-supported)

VRs2 (simply-supported)

FE (fixed-supported)

FE (simply-supported)

Fig. 8.22 Static shear resistance VRs2 for diagonal shear mode under varied a/d
ratios

Combining Eq. 8.44-8.47, the two parts of the static diagonal shear resistance for
shear, can be expressed as a function of a/d ratio, as:

)

(

VRs 2−c


a
0.45 f c' + 0.224 f c' − 0.194 f c' ⋅  ⋅ bx n



d
= 
0.52 f c' ⋅ bx n



VRs 2− s


a

 ρ vh f vy b ⋅  d − 2 xn + 0.86 xn ⋅ d 



=
 ρ vh f vy bd



a
≤ 2.3
d
a
> 2.3
d

a
≤ 2.3
d
a
> 2.3
d

(8.48a)

(8.48b)

where the a/d ratio is a function of the loading rate, and can be further
expressed by the load duration normalised by the period of diagonal shear
mode, as re-written from Eq. 7.3,
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0.4136

 td 

1.560 ⋅ 
Ts 2 
a 

=
0.3886
d 
 td 


0.957 ⋅  T 
 s2 


To determine the increase factor α

2

fixed − supported

(8.49)

simply − supported

for structural dynamic effect, Fig. 7.31 is

reproduced in Fig. 8.23 and the load duration is normalised by the period of
diagonal shear mode Ts2. A formula was derived to predict the increase factor α2
by fitting the parametric study results and is as follows:

 t
1.174 ⋅  d

 Ts 2
α2 = 
 td

1.085 ⋅  T
 s2


−0.218




− 0.187




fixed − supported

(8.50)

simply − supported
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2
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fixed-supported

Fig. 8.23 Dynamic increase factor α2 for structural dynamic effect under varied
load durations

In the meantime, the DIF factor β2 due to material rate effect, as previously
defined in Eq. 7.6, is updated with the load duration normalised by period of
diagonal shear mode.
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t

1.119 − 0.0041 ⋅ d

ts2

β2 = 
t
1.149 − 0.0081 ⋅ d

ts2


simply − supported

(8.51)

fixed − supported

Based on the above derivation of parameters to include both structural and
material rate effect, the envelope of the two the simplified formula for dynamic
shear resistances VRd1 and VRd2, has been compared with the FE simulation
results using rate-sensitive materials in Section 7.10. The load duration is
normalised by their respective period. It can be seen that the proposed
simplified method generally gives a conservative result.
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Fig. 8.24 Comparison of dynamic shear resistance prediction

8.5.3 General procedure of simplified assessment for dynamic shear response
Based on above discussion, a simplified assessment method for dynamic shear
response of RC structures under blast loading is proposed. The following
procedure explains the SDOF systems implemented in this study for obtaining
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the response of the RC member and the empirical formula to predict the
dynamic shear resistance. The main steps are summarized as follows:
1. Assume the shape functions for direct shear, diagonal shear and flexure
mode, namely

φ s1 (x ) , φs2 (x ) and φ f (x ) ;

2. Calculate the equivalent load Leq, mass Meq, and the stiffness Keq for each
mode, and derive the correspondent natural periods

Ts1 , Ts 2 and T f ;

3. Establish the three SDOF systems, calculate the shear response based on
the load duration td and overpressure pm of the blast load, and obtain the
maximum shear forces under the two shear modes,

Vmax− s1 (t d , pm ) and

Vmax− s1 (t d , pm ) ;
4. Based on the characteristic loading rate (load duration td), calculate the
static shear resistance VRs1, amplification factor α1 and β1 under direct
shear mode, and determine the dynamic shear resistance VRd1;
5. Compare the dynamic shear demand

Vmax− s1 (t d , pm ) and shear resistance

under direct shear mode VRd − s1 (t d , p m ) . If

Vmax − s1 (t d , pm ) > VRd − s1 (t d , pm ) , the

beam will fail under direct shear, otherwise continues to the 6th step;
6. Based on the characteristic loading rate (load duration td), determine the
width of the achieved effective shear aeff (t d ) for diagonal shear mode,

( )

calculate the static shear resistance VRs 2 aeff , amplification factor α
β

2

2

and

under diagonal shear mode, and determine the dynamic shear

resistance VRd2;
7. Compare the dynamic shear demand

Vmax− s 2 (t d , pm ) and shear resistance

under direct shear mode VRd − s 2 (t d , p m ) . If

Vmax −s 2 (t d , pm ) > VRd −s 2 (t d , pm ) , the

beam will fail under diagonal shear, otherwise continues to the
conventional flexure-based SDOF method.
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Concluding remarks

This chapter brought together the observation made in previous two chapters
and proposed a simplified analytical approach to assess the dynamic shear
response for RC structures under blast loading. It consists of SDOF-based models
to predict the high shear demand, and empirical formulas to assess the dynamic
shear resistance.
Due to the fact that the three basic deformation modes are sequential in time
and have distinctive deflected shape, critical failure positions and fundamental
periods, it is reasonable to uncouple the responses from such three deformation
modes. Simplified SDOF models have been developed that can describe the
major failure mechanisms of direct shear, diagonal shear and flexure failure.
Thus, the proposed model can be used to predict the RC shear demand in both
the initial transient high shear stage, and the later global bending stage.
To estimate the dynamic shear resistance under direct shear mode, an empirical
formula has been proposed extending from a commonly adopted direct shear
model to take into account the dynamic rate effect. An empirical formula is also
proposed to estimate the dynamic shear resistance under diagonal shear based
on the results from Chapter 7 taking into account the effective shear span and
dynamic shear resistance with the loading rate. Further dynamic enhancement
due to structural and material rate effects are also considered.
The proposed model and analysis approach have been verified by comparisons
with the finite element results. The comparisons demonstrate that the proposed
SDOFs and the dynamic shear resistance formulas can predict the dynamic shear
strength of RC beams with reasonable accurately and generally on the safe side.
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Chapter 9: General conclusions and
recommendation for further works

The principle objectives of this research have been to develop a holistic FE
modelling framework for reinforced concrete structures subjected to impulsive
loading, with the capability of representing different regimes of responses
throughout the entire process. On this basis, specific FE analyses have
subsequently been conducted to investigate into the dynamic shear response of
RC members from the initial transient high shear stage to the global bending
state, with a particular focus on the contribution of structural dynamic effect
brought the effective dynamic shear span as a function of the relative loading
rate as well as the contributions of material strain date effect (DIF).

9.1

Summary of main conclusions

9.1.1

Development of a holistic FE framework for modelling RC structures

under impulsive loading
Starting with a preliminary benchmark analysis of RC slabs under blast loading
in the global deformation phase, the validity of commonly applied FE setup and
typical material models for blast related analysis are examined. This is followed
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by a detailed discussion of the demands on the concrete material model in terms
of preserving a realistic representation of the tension/shear behaviour and the
significance of such features in simulating realistically the structural response to
blast loading extending to the global flexural response regime. Deficiencies of a
widely used concrete material model, namely the KCC model, in this respect are
investigated and a modification scheme to the relevant aspects of the material
model is proposed. Further study has been carried out to demonstrate the overall
performance of KCC model in terms of predicting both shear and flexure failure
under monotonic static loading. More specifically, the following conclusions
have been drawn:
1. The root cause of the abnormal performance and premature failure in the
FE model of the RC member into the global response phase is due to the
rapid descending rate in the later softening phase and an abrupt change
to a stress-less state. While this feature may not pose a significant
problem in high pressure applications, it becomes problematic in low
pressure situations, especially in a RC structure in which the premature
failure of bond interaction between concrete and reinforcement would
accelerate unrealistically the failure process towards a premature
collapse.
2. Modelling rebar with a 1D beam-like element will not fundamentally alter
the stress condition in the concrete in the rebar-concrete interface region,
however it can cause magnified issue when the scheme is employed in a
high fidelity analysis with a refined mesh size, and it also tends to render
the behaviour of concrete material adjacent to the rebar to be more
sensitively influenced by the mesh size. Further analysis leads to the
observation that the transverse reinforcements in RC components would
in effect help alleviate the demand on a realistic rebar-concrete
interaction, and hence could mask the potential problem with an
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inadequate behaviour of a material model when it comes to a reinforced
concrete response simulation.
3. The rectification of the problem with too quick a descending rate into a
zero-stress state of KCC model has been focused on an appropriate
modification to a more gradual development of the damage accumulation
in the late stage of the softening phase. The proposed modification
includes a modified damage accumulation law, as well as an adjustment
of the plastic strain accumulation factor in the KCC model.
4. Further examination on a benchmark model, i.e. the CSC model,
discovered that this model is inclined towards the opposite direction of
KCC model in a tension or shear dominated response subjected to low
pressure regime, in that it tends to be excessively ductile in tension with
the presence of a limited amount of confining pressure. The cause of this
abnormal phenomenon is deemed to originate from the use of a reduction
of damage in a confined stress condition. This problem justifies the choice
of enhancing the KCC model in the development of a holistic FE platform
for RC structures under general impulsive load.
5. Following the proposed modification to KCC model, the overall FE
modelling framework is further verified with tests from an experimental
programme conducted at UoE on RB beams under monotonic loading,
and it demonstrated that the failure mechanisms of diagonal shear flexure
and the shear resistance can be reasonably predicted using the modified
model.
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9.1.2 Development of a transitional layer model to estimate the bond
interaction between concrete and rebar
An equivalent transitional layer model is proposed to simulate the bond
interaction between rebar and concrete, to cater for the needs of modelling such
interaction in a realistic manner while the rebar is modelled with onedimensional line (beam) elements in a RC member response analysis. The
following conclusions have been drawn:
1. The equivalent stress state in the translational layer is derived through a
simplified theoretical model taking into account the effect of the pressure
that can develop around the rebar space. On this basis, the yield surfaces
are established by modifying the basic failure surfaces employed in the
standard KCC model.
2. The generalised strains and internal variables include characteristic length
parameters related to the rebar properties.
3. The proposed transitional layer model is validated against results from RC
pull-out experiments, and comparisons of the FE modelling results using
the proposed transitional layer model with the experimental data show
good agreement across different experimental conditions.

9.1.3 Transition of response modes, transient high shear phenomenon and
dynamic shear resistance of RC structures under impulsive loading
The rigorously calibrated FE modelling framework for reinforced concrete is
applied to carry out a comprehensive investigation into the high shear
phenomena in the blast response of RC components, as represented by typical
RC beams.
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A simplified beam model is utilised first to look into and demonstrate the key
phenomena associated with the development of high shear forces, especially
when the blast pulse duration gets very short. The process of the beam response
moving through the high shear stages to global bending is examined and the
dominated deformation modes are characterised. Then the study moved on to
investigating the transient dynamic shear phenomenon in a more realistic
reinforced concrete response environment. In particular, the dynamic shear
failure mechanisms and the dynamic shear resistance is analysed from the
perspective of both the dynamic structural effect, namely the shear failure zone
(shear span), and the material strain rate effect. The following conclusions have
been drawn from these studies:
1. The numerical analysis reveals that, as the blast loading rate increases,
the response of an RC beam will undergo an increasingly more significant
high shear phase before the response develops into a global bending
mode.
2. If the shear strength is reached while high shear force develops, shear
failure could occur, and, the developed shear span is much shorter than in
a quasi-static shear scenario. The quicker high shear force and shear
failure develops, the shorter the shear span, and ultimately the shear
failure enters into a direct shear scenario with very short shear span.
3. If the shear strength is not reached in the transient shear phase, the high
shear effect will quickly diminish as the response develops into a global
bending mode. The shear force distribution correspondingly resumes a
typical distribution as one can expect under a statically uniform
distributed load. The maximum shear force in the global bending stage is
dictated by the yield bending strength of the member.
4. While the development of high shear is a transient dynamic response,
whether or not a shear failure will occur depends also on the dynamic
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shear resistance. It is observed from the RC member analysis that, the
dynamic shear resistance increases remarkably with the increase of the
loading rate, which is largely due to the reduction of the effective shear
span length at the reaching of the respective dynamic shear failure mode.
A general trend of correlation between the effective shear span length and
the loading rate has been established.
5. Analysis reveals that the trend of decrease of shear span length echoes
well the trend of the dynamic shear resistance with the loading rate.
Apart from the effect of reduced shear span, some extra dynamic
enhancement of the shear strength is observed and is deemed to be
attributable to the fact that there is a lack of time for the development of
the mechanism over the failure zone which translates to an enhancement
of the corresponding resistance.
6. The contribution of material dynamic strength increase (DIF) is assessed
by comparing the results without and with the incorporation of the
material rate-sensitivity in the FE model. An empirical dynamic increase
factor for the shear resistance due to the material DIF, called DIF (shear),
is developed. Such a DIF factor for the shear resistance is found to be on
order of 1.1~1.2.
7. Based on the numerical results, the critical strain rates that are reached in
the direct and diagonal shear modes of failure have been found to be on
the order of 15~20 s-1, which explains the relatively small dynamic
increase of the shear strength due to the material strain rate effect.
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9.1.4 Proposal of a SDOF based simplified assessment for dynamic shear
response of RC structures under blast loading
In light of the preceding discussion that the development of the high shear
response is originated from the shear mode, ranging from direct shear to
diagonal shear, and independent from the global bending mode, a simplified
method using multiple single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems is proposed to
take into account the shear modes and assess dynamic shear response. More
specifically, the following conclusions have been drawn:
1. Three deformation modes, namely direct shear, diagonal shear and
flexure, have been characterised. Due to the fact that they are sequential
in time and have distinctive basic deformation modes, critical failure
positions and fundamental periods, it is reasonable to assume that
responses from these modes can be un-coupled and analysed by separate
SDOF systems.
2. Simplified SDOF models have been developed that can describe the major
failure mechanisms of direct shear, diagonal shear and flexure failure. For
each shear mode, the deflected shape is assumed, equivalent load and
mass are calculated, and practical estimation of the equivalent stiffnesses
are derived. Thus, the proposed model can be used to predict the RC
shear demand in both the initial transient high shear stage, and the later
global bending stage.
3. To estimate the dynamic shear resistance under direct shear mode, an
empirical formula has been proposed from a commonly adopted direct
shear model to take into account the dynamic rate effect. An empirical
formula is also proposed to estimate the dynamic shear resistance under
diagonal shear based on analysis results taking into account the effective
shear span and dynamic shear resistance with the loading rate. Further
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dynamic enhancement due to structural and material rate effects are also
considered.
4. The proposed SDOF models, the determination of their model properties,
as well as the implementation procedure have been verified by
comparisons with numerical results. Comparisons demonstrate that, the
proposed SDOFs can predict the dynamic shear strength of RC members
with reasonable accuracy, and the results, in conjunction with the
prediction of the dynamic shear resistance, are generally on the safe side.

9.2

Recommendations for future works

The research work conducted in this study covers comprehensively the dynamic
response, transient high shear phenomena, the dynamic shear strength, and the
adequate FE modelling approaches. The study represents a good advancement
concerning the dynamic shear resistance of reinforced concrete structures under
blast loading, resulting in a good extension of existing knowledge in this subject
area and the understanding of the fundamental failure mechanisms. However,
the effects of some of the contributory factors have not been investigated
sufficiently thoroughly within the present scope of work. Further research is
recommended in the following few closely related topics:
1. Continued improvement of the FE modelling framework can focus on
more rigorous ways of modelling the bond interaction between concrete
and rebar, and to incorporate more explicit representation of the fracture
process of concrete, to cater to aggregate interlock and dowel action for
shear dominated failure in reinforced concrete environment.
2. With the availability of the realistic FE modelling framework,
comprehensive numerical studies can be carried out to more
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systematically evaluate the structural behaviour of reinforced concrete
structures under more general impulsive loading scenario.
3. The study should also be extended into the more general situation of
reinforced concrete structures and especially the evaluation of residual
capacity after blast. To reasonably capture the post-damage concrete
behaviour, it is therefore necessary to incorporate more appropriate
representation of the anisotropic properties of the concrete, including the
crack closure effect.
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